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FOREWORD TO VOLUME .2

This Volume 2 of the Armed Services Pricing Manual (ASPM) is published for the guidance of
Department of Defense personnel engaged in the analysis And negotiation of contract. prices. It
contains instructional material dealing with price analysis and is based on policies and procedures of
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the DoD FAR Supplement (MRS), It uses detailed
discussions and examples to illustrate the application of pricing policy to pricing problems, hut it is
not directive. This volume is to be used for training, both in classrooms and on the job. It is also to be
used as a handbook.

This volume, Price Analysis, can stand alone or be combined with Volume 1, Contract Pricing,
The chapters in the two volumes are numbered consecutively, 1 through 19. Each volume hat a
topical index and, as appendices, a list of acronyms and a glossary. These are identical in both
volumes. Volume 2 has three other appendices, one dealing with the catalog or market price
exemption, one with quantitative tools of analysis, and one with sources of pricing information,

Copies of Volume 2 may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, A t t (miaow Mali
List Section, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402
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CHAPTER II

PRICES AND PRICING

CONTENT:

11.1 Introduction .... . .	 .

11.2 Fair and Reasonable 	 „	 11 3
Worth	 .	 .	 11 3
Market factors	 11- 3

11.3
	

1 ers' Approaches .	 .
Cost-based pricing	 .
Market-based pricing ...

11.4 Government Approaches	 11- 5
Cost or pricing data	 11 5
Price analysis	 11 5
Comparison . .	 11 6

11.5 Steps in Contract Pricing . 	 .
Plan the acquisition — Step 1 	 ..
Assemble the data — Step 2 .............
Analyze the data — Step 3
Negotiate the price—Step 4
Document the agreement — Step 5 	 .

11.1 Introduction

Price analysis is one of two ways for determining whether a seller's proposed price is
acceptable. Cost analysis is the other, Both are part of the contract pricing function discussed and
explained in the first volume of this Manual

Nine of that volume's 10 chapters, as well as the coverage of contract pricing in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the Dot) FAR Supplement (OVA RSI, focus on costs and cost
analysis. They do so despite the fact that cost analysis is used mostly in the relatively small number
of noncompetitive procurements and contract modifications expected to exceed $100,000, while price
analysis should be used in all procurements, competitive and noncompetitive, regardless of dollar
value.

This emphasis on cost analysis is probably the natural consequence of the number of dollars
involved in large defense contracts. How can price analysis be used to price a nuclear-powered
warship, a fixed-wing aircraft, a tank, or an airborne radar? Who would dare use price analysis on
such high-risk buys, and how could you do it? We answer these questions in this second volume of the
Armed Services Pricing Manual (ASPM) and show how you can use price analysis effectively in
buying more commonplace products and services. This kind of buying is not, glamorous, but, it is



essential and demanding and it usually takes something other than cost analysis to reach a fair and
reasonable price.

This volume is the first major Department of Defense effort to focus on how to i :, price
analysis, and it is the first major effort to list and describe sources of pricing information. For the
most part, this volume addresses price analysis as it, can and should be done, even though not all
organizations are set up in such a manner that their contract specialists will be able to operate in the
ways described.

FAR 15.801 defines price analysis and cost analy 	 in the fo	 ing terms:

• '"Cost analysis' means the review and evaluation of the separate cost elements and
proposed profit of (a) an offeror's or contractor's cost or pricing data and (b) the judgmental
factors applied in projecting from the data to the estimated costs in order to form an opinion
on the degree to which the proposed costs represent what the cost, of the contract should he,
assuming reasonable economy and efficiency,"

"'Price analysis' means the process of examining and evaluating a proposed price
evaluating its separate cost elements and profit."

While these definitions emphasize the differences in the two types of analysis, bot h types make
extensive use of comparison techniques, and the real differences are in the kinds and sources of the
data used in each analysis.

The company's accounting books And records are the principal sources of the data used in cost
analysis, where the focus is on the cost breakdown and (1) the costs incurred in earlier, as well as
current, work, (2) the ongoing costs of operating the company, and (3) the data and assumptions used
to project the future- contract costs.

In price analysis, proposed prices are compared with the following indicators of reasonat en ss:

• Competitive quotations

• Market prices

• Past prices

• Past quotations

Estimating yardsticks such as olla p p nd

411 Independent estimates.

The sources of these data, except for some past prices and past quotations, are outside the
offeror's organization; past prices and quotations can he secured from both offerers and external
sources.

The way cost analysis and price analysis are defined, you might conclude that cost analysis and
cost breakdowns go together and that price analysis is not concerned with cost breakdowns. Although
such an interpretation is possible, it is not true; price analysis can and should he used to ova hat!
selected cost elements in the breakdowns supporting an offer For instance, catalog and market
prices can be used to evaluate the prices of certain commercial ur commercial-type part.!4 and
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components in a material cost estimate, and prices paid for commercial-type services can be used to
evaluate that segment of a proposal.

You undertake both types of analysis to determine the reasonableness of the prices offered.
You can perform—or, rather, you should perform—price analysis on every procurement, alone or
together with cost analysis. With sealed bidding and competitive proposals, the analysis that leads to
the conclusion that effective price competition does or does not exist is price analysis.

If a noncompetitive procurement is expected to exceed $100,000, you must get cost or pricing
data, perform cost analysis and price analysis, negotiate an agreement on price, and get a certificate
of current cost or pricing data, even though you think you can establish a reasonable price on the
basis of price analysis alone.

11.2 Fair and Reasonable

Fair and reasonable is defined as a conclusion that. a price is fair to both parties to the contract,
considering the promised quality and timeliness of contract performanee. More specifically, a fair
and reasonable price is one that represents the value of the product or service to you, the buyer. To
reach that conclusion, you must ask yourself, is it worth this price? If your answer is yes, you have a
fair and reasonable price. If your answer is no, you must analyze and negotiate and after that, if you
still can't answer yes, you must ask for help from someone higher in the organization.

When you say a price equates with the product's worth to you and the seller agrees to sell at
that price, you can say that the price also is fair and reasonable to the seller; it, may not be as high as
originally asked, but it's one the seller can accept.

Worth

You are expected to be able to say that the prices of every contract you award are fair and
reasonable. On the basis of experience with sole-source sellers, this is not entirely realistic
However, considering all the factors that determine worth, you usually can do it in good conscience.
For example, if the requirement (the demand) that sends you into the marketplare is relatively
inelastic, the price you ultimately agree to is what the product or service is worth because it is the
price you must pay in order to get it. (Inelastic means you must have a specified product or service
and you have no alternative but to buy it from the seller at the best price you can get the seller to
agree to.) However, you can call that price fair and reasonable only if you have done all that needs to
be done in analyzing and negotiating before you reach that conclusion.

Much of the time, the market factors of supply and demand help set the prices at which goods
and services change hands. Nonmarket factors such as laws and regulations also can play a part as
does, for example, the law that limits the fee on certain cost-reimbursement contracts to 10 percent of
the estimated contract cost exclusive of fee.

We concentrate on market-based pricing and on situations where market factors and selling
strategies determine the pricing environment. However, even in a free market, price can be
influenced by such things as advertising, national and international monetary and trade policies,
technological changes, and tax policies.

Market factors

The law of supply and demand works perfectly only under conditions of perfect
competition—and perfect competition rarely exists. Perfect competition exists when there are many
sellers and buyers, the product is homogeneous and perfectly interchangeable, and the market price
is determined by supply and demand. A single seller may sell or refuse to sell at the existing price,

I I 3
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but that one seller does not control the price; other sellers may sell at that, price. Similarly, the buyer
may buy or refuse to buy at that price, but that buyer does not. control the price either; other buyers
may buy all that is offered at that price. All are free to enter or leave the particular market at will,

Modern price theory classifies markets by degrees of competition ranging from perfect
competition at one end to monopoly and monopsony at the other. Monopoly exists when there is
one seller of a product that has no close substitutes. The -seller controls the entire supply of the
particular product and is free to maximize profits by regulating output and forcing a favorable
supply-demand relationship. Monopoly also exists when, as it is with many sole-source military
items, there is one buyer and one seller. A seller's control over price varies according to
circumstances that determine bargaining strength, Monopsony exists when there are several sellers
and one buyer of interchangeable products. In this situation, sellers tend to have little eiThctive
control over price.

Between the extremes, there are many degrees petition, ranging from industries like
automobiles in which relatively few suppliers compete through many dealers to sell their curs and
trucks, to those like food products in which thousands of independent companies compete to get their
products on the grocers' shelves and the grocers compete to sell their wares to consumers

11.3 Sellers' Approaches

Prices for goods and services in the market are a function of sellers' competing pricing
strategies. The more you know about a company's approaches to pricing, the better off you are in
analyzing and negotiating prices. These approaches are categorized as cost-based, market-based, or
some combination of the two.

Cost-based pricing

Under cost-based pricing, the seller asks a price that is expected to cover all costs of contract
performance and produce an acceptable profit. The theory is that price is a direct function of the cost
to perform and a fair price is a combination of an accurate representation of cost and a fair profit.

Many sellers in the defense industry start from this point in pricing their wares. Ito ver,
pure cost-based price can cause you to pay too much if the seller is inefficient or its martaagemrin
ineffective. For this reason, you also must test the reasonableness of an offer ti price
data.

In situations involving high-priced, technically complex products, you may have to use cos t,

pricing data and make an in-depth analysis to determine what, the cost should he. This sholild-cosi
technique is discussed in FAR 15.$1© It differs from other cost analyses in its depth, in its use of
specialists with a wide variety of technical skills, in the fact that it is conducted at the seller's plant,
and in the extent to which the Government evaluates costs and identifies and challenges
inefficiencies in the seller's management and operations.

Market-based pricing

Sellers in a competitive market pay close attention to prices in hopes of identifying the
figure that will achieve a reasonable number of sales and produce an acceptable financial outcome
overall. That outcome does not necessarily depend on earning a profit on each sale.

A seller sometimes finds it expedient and in its long-term interest to price a sale on the basis of

the incremental cost of performing the contract. The incremental costs costs incurred as a
result of doing the work, costs that would not he incurred if the sale were not made. These would he
direct material and labor and certain indirect costs. Such pricing, referred to as marginal pricing,

11 -4
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may mean a loss on the sale but could, as part of an overall business plan, bring higher profits at the
end of the fiscal period than would otherwise be realized, In addition, a seller sometimes will adopt a
pricing strategy designed to maintain or improve its market share, expecting that. the increased
market share would lower unit costs and improve overall profit margins.

These things may be true enough in some cases, but always remember that a seller may set a
price arbitrarily, without a clear understanding of or care for the likely reaction of buyers and what
the price might do profit and market share,

11.4 Government Approaches

Contract pricing is the function that answers your question, "What should I pay?" To answer
this question, you must decide if proposed prices are fair and reasonable and if they are nat., prepare
and negotiate to reach agreement on prices that are. You also must. support, that determination with
a written report. In doing all this, you may use cost analysis and always will use price analysis, We
talk about cost or pricing data so you will understand price analysis more fully and because
exemption from the statutory requirement that the offeror furnish such data depends on price
analysis. How that works will become clear when we discuss exemptions for (I) adequate price
competition, (2) catalog or market prices, and (3) prices set by law or regulation in Chapter 13

Cost or pricing data

Cost or pricing data is a phrase that is used to describe the data needed for cost. analysis. It was
introduced into law in 1962 with the passage of P.L. 87-653, the Truth in Negotiations Act. east or
pricing data are all facts as of the time of agreement on price that can he expected to affect price
negotiations significantly. These facts are the basis for a seller's projections of future costs and the
basis for your evaluation of those projections. The data include such things as cost breakdowns on
materials, subcontracted items, standard commercial items, direct labor hours and dollars, and
indirect expenses. Because they are factual, you can use them to test the offeror's judgments in
estimating future costs.

Cost or pricing data may or may not he required for a particular procurement, depending both
on the estimated dollar value of the procurement and the existence of competition or a competitive
marketplace. Unless sealed bid procedures are used or unless a statutory exemption film or a waiver
is granted, you must require the offeror to submit cost or pricing data in support of a procurement.
expected to exceed $100,000. This requirement of P, L. 87-653 is implemented in FAR 15,804. The
cost or pricing data submitted and identified in writing must later he certified by the offeror at the
conclusion of negotiations. Certification means the offeror promises that, the data are current,
accurate, and complete at the time of agreement on price and agrees to reduce the agreed to price it'
those data are later found to be defective, that is, noncurrent, inaccurate, or incomplete, causing the
agreed-to price to be overstated.

Price analysis

Price analysis is what you do when you examine and evaluate offers using competitive offers,
market data, and procurement histories. When cost or pricing data and cost analysis are required,
price analysis augments cost analysis by helping establish the value of the product or service,
independent of the cost of doing the work. When cost or pricing data are not required and not ru,p(led,
price analysis is the exclusive means of establishing that an offered price is fair and reasonable.

Cost analysis, by itself, cannot establish a reasonable price because it concentrates exclusively
on costs and internal cost or pricing data. This can lead to had pricing becaly “ , them, data do not
necessarily give a clue to what the costs should be, what the value of the product:; or services are, or
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what the price likely would be in a competitive buy. Therefore, price analysis is o 6mperformed in all
cases.

Comparison

Comparison is the basis for price analysis. The three majors mr p described below and
discussed in detail in Chapter 14.

Primary Comparison

Primary comparisons are the most conclusive and are made whenever possible, Competitive
evaluations and comparisons with published prices are primary comparisons. Competitive
evaluation refers to the comparison of competing offers. This technique can produce the most reliable
comparisons when the price competition is judged to he effective, The other primary technique,
comparison with published prices, is effective when prices are available in the marketplace; when
there are priced catalogs, or when prices are set by law or regulation.

Secondary Comparisons

Secondary comparisons include a family of techniques in which data other than competitive
offers or published prices are used to make comparisons! These kinds of data include prior quotations,
prices paid before for similar items, cost estimating relationships such as dollars per pound, and
Government estimates. Secondary comparisons usually support one or both primary techniques, but
they can stand alone as the basis for determining the reasonableness of price.

Auxiliary Analyses

Auxiliary analyses are techniques that can't be used on their own to establish the
reasonableness of prices; they must be used in conjunction with primary or secondary comparisons or
with cost analysis. The technique used most commonly is value analysis in which you try to isolate
the reasons for differences in prices quoted for similar products.

Because price analysis relies on comparisons, it is useful only if the data being compared are
accurate and reasonably comparable, For this reason, this volume covers adjustment techniques you
can use to verify the accuracy of data and improve comparability.

11.5 Steps in Contract Pricing

All contract pricing involves a logical sequence of interrelated actions Three major steps are
necessary for all procurements, and two others are needed when other than sealed bidding procedures
are used. If you overlook any step, you may pay more than is necessary.

Plan the acquisition — Step 1

You always must do some planning before developing the solicitation Your purpose is to make
sure the need (the requirement) is met in the most economical and timely manner. Part 7 of the FAR
describes this planning process. Those elements that relate to contract pricing are:

a. Risk. Assess how technical, cost, and scheduling risks might be reduced,

b. Sources. Identify prospective sou	 including required s urces, based on market.
research and analysis.
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c.	 Competition. Explore ways to seek, promote, and sustain competition throughout the
course of the acquisition.

d. Source selection procedures Determinehe procedures to be followed and assess the
effect on pricing.

e. Cost estimate. Prepare a cost e	 ,e independent, of any prepared by co t actors

The aim of many elements of acquisition planning is to give early, thorough consideration to
ways to intensify competition because competition is the best way to make sure the price you pay is
fair and reasonable.

Assemble the data Step 2

Price analysis is a comparative process. You must have price information with which
compare an offered price and you must anticipate what information you will need from the offerors
and ask for it in the solicitation. You need to decide the type of analysis you will be doing and ask for
the necessary data in the format you will need for that type of analysis, In doing this, consider dollar
value of the procurement, nature of the competition expected, type of requirement, procurement
history, and specific requirements of regulations.

Rarely will the data used he limited to information furnished by the offeror, Useful
information can be found in contract files and in the marketplace. You are responsible for obtaining
relevant, accurate, and complete data from whatever sources are available.

Analyze the data — Step 3

At its simplest, price analysis is a matter of comparing competitive bids. In other eases, you
must consider technical as well as price factors in order to select the hest offer, In all cases, you must,
identify the pricing issues and use appropriate analytic techniques to make proper price decisions

You must determine how data will be verified and analyzed. You t consider time available,
personnel resources, and circumstance of the particular procurement. You don't ask for data unless
you are going to use it, but there will be times when circumstances arising after you receive data
make it unnecessary to review that data.

Several key issues shape data analysis. You must decide whether price analysis alone will do
the job or whether it will take both price and cost analysis. You also must decide how much analysis
to do and what techniques to use. Finally, you may need to adjust the data to make the comparisons
meaningful.

Negotiate the price Step 4

After completing the third step, take stock of where you are and what you know about the
offered price and decide your next move. In sealed bidding, depending on your analysis, you award
the contract or cancel the invitations for bids. With most competitive proposals and all
noncompetitive procurements, your next move, after a review, is to negotiate, to bargain with offerors
or offeror.

You use the findings and conclusions of analysis to plan the negotiation and fix your
negotiation objective. In most organizations, your boss, or someone higher, will review your plans
with you before negotiations start. Review lets you test your conclusions and demonstrate the quality
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of your work. If it is a review of your written analysis report, the work you do to prepare t he roport
will help you later if you should have to reconstruct the events of the procurement,

The planning you do to prepare for negotiation, using the data and findings of analysis, will
help you more than any number of negotiation gimmicks,

Document the agreement — Step 5

You need to describe your discussions with offerors and the resulting changes in offers and
include that information in the contract file. One record of how and why you have performed, called a
price negotiation memorandum, or PNM, summarizes for future readers the issues, analyses, actions,
and determinations that led to the contract ultimately awarded. On small purclia;:es, the document
may have another name but its purpose is the same, to explain and justify the cont ract price I I' you
prepared a separate record of price analysis, it, too, will be a part of the contract file
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Acquisition planning is a process for coordinating and integrating the efforts of all people
responsible for significant aspects of the acquisition. This is done through a comprehensive plan for
fulfilling an agency need. The process can be formal or informal, depending on the complexity and
value of the acquisition. Obviously, the more rigorous and detailed planning is done for major
programs, but the elements described in FAR and DF ARS can he adapted to other procutementa,

FAR 7.102 states that agencies shall plan acquisitions and conduct market surveys to promote
full and open competition or, when full and open competition is not required, to obtain competition to
the maximum extent practicable.

Planning covers the key steps to be taken, anticipates problems, and considers probable
responses and in so doing, provides the framework for fulfilling the department's need on time and at
a fair and reasonable price. In other words, planning seeks to make sure that procurements will be
effective, timely, and economical. The requiring activity (the organization that ism/es the purchase
request) is interested primarily in effectiveness and timeliness— getting what it needs when it needs
it. Your primary responsibility is with economy reasonable prices but the three elements are
interrelated and you must give due consideration to all three in your plans.

12.1 Market Research

Market analysis and research (hereafter shortened to market research) is a. prime source for
much of the information needed in planning for a procurement. As shown in Table 12-1, market,
research may take many forms, and various techniques can be iied, depending on what is being
procured. Moreover, the greatest potential benefit of market. research occurs when procurement
offices use (1) knowledge of current technology and trends, (2) understa nding of the commercial
marketplace, and (3) meaningful presolicitation contact with the private sector and others to
influence the development of a competitive solicitation package.
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TABLE 12-1. MARKET RESEARCH TEC

TECHNIQUE

ASNA Vot.

QUES, APPLICATIONS, AND IMPACTS

IMPACTAPPLICATION

1. Investigate the market. Determine
current status of technology, extent
of commercial applications, and
source availability. Evaluate if
commercial items can be
incorporated into system design and
the extent of adaptation needed to
meet requirements.

2. Brief industry. Conduct widely
publicized briefings on
requirements to solicit early
comments about the planned
approach.

Buys where rapid technological
changes influence the way the
requirement is stated Any buy where
commercial items could be used.

Ma j or buys involving technological
advances, new contracting approaches.
or the chance to use commercial items.
Seek out companies who might not be
aware of or interested.

Market indica s drive the
reouirements statement And the
contracting Approach (e.g , multiyear,
options, type Of con y act): Substantial
savings by adopting or adapting
commercial	 items.	 identify
impediments to effective competition.

Acquire information that will affect the
requirements statement, spot. if ir ation
development, and contracting
approach

o n ,
a rtd

All organizations which need o k
breast of new developments,indu
tends, and make contacts.

All requirements.

urreot tet,hriolOsw
Corn Sit, t.l . %%I.", and failures
appl ∎ oci to cruld.,qcy

More soon c OS to solicit	 Affects hi
requirements are sf 3 I IA	 } kiitiblates
price analysis Identiti e s new products

Ail buy and
on

Revise requirements, speciticati
contracting approach based o
learned

8. Evaluate and test commercial items
fully in a military operating
environment.

Wherever seemingly artificial bar
to the use of commercial items exist

rs Develop data about the per	 amt.!
of commercial items Determine
necessary adaptations and develop cost
estimates

9. Advertise in trade journals and
other publications to solicit
inquiries.

10 Use the Commerce Business Daily
(COD); provide complete data; and
synopsize six weeks or more in
advance of a solicitation

11 Determine why selected contractors
do not respond to a solicitation.

4 Examine Federal Supply Schedules

Any buy where competition is
insufficient and CBD announcements
are not reaching qualified potential
Sdurc s

All non
$ 10,

All procurements wh ere responses are
nsufficient or apparently well.

aa+fied COW ce5 do not respond

All buys

All buys where an insufficient number
of sources are responding.

requirements that might b
by commercially available produc
services

PASS is a data base of small business
firms wishing to do business with the
Federal Government PROFILE is a data
base of minority business firms
Interested in federal contracts Product
and service listings are available

rem new ante pe chap

Mole inquiries	 rid re ponse
uffir;ent time	 Celfve expritSticitt‘ i)
tre est about uir4ft-rwrit and alert

potential sources to t11si r t •I i r asn of a
solicitation

l derre:fy the im (-Jed irnon
cern pp?	 Document and publicize
ig ..cosIs tie at nest
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arQuir , nasic information diem/ these

itify	 Current	 taov i• I n tri ir n f
contractors, Wha t was purchased and if
the purchase w competitive
information about past prrictirli?Menti
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spec KW,

Pntit y	 Licit,. Or SOrvi
Sur qfd UlfrS 41. a favorable price and
terms

identify dual lied ;mail and mi cr n
businesses for inclusion in	 biddCrs list

pt procurements

.d
Or

Mitre responSes
better sources

3. Contact potential contractors to
discuss requirements and get
recommendations about a planned
acquisition.

4. Visit potential sources. Target
qualified potential sources who
typically do not respond to
solicitations.
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Market research is used to obtain more competition and to facilitate contract pricing. The
emphasis is on developing specifications and statements of work that are not, restrictive and do not
specify more than minimum military requirements. The purpose of this emphasis is to use
commercially developed products whenever possible and to identify ways to make military
requirements compatible with marketplace conditions When such information is developed early,
the procurement office can shape a procurement package to fit market conditions and encourage
responses from the sources most capable of meeting the requirement, After a requirement, has been
set and the procurement package released, it becomes increasingly difficult (but not impossible) for
market research information to redirect how the requirement. is stated or the procurement, is handled.
If the requirement is not well defined, a competition of sorts will occur, but it may 1w directed to
meeting a specification or statement of work that is inherently defective and restrictive of
competition.

12.2 Planning for Maximum Competition

Acquisition planning and market surveys give you the chance to describe ti e Tquirement so as
to provide for full and open competition. They also make requirements people aware of t effects
their decisions may have on what they will have to pay for the product or service. Planning can result,
in cost savings by avoiding unnecessary or emergency buys. It also can alert you to special factors to
take into account during price analysis.

Encouraging full and open competition

It is critical that you use planning to take full advantage of competition. FAR Part 6 requires
you to obtain full and open competition whenever practicable. While uncontrollable circumstances
may keep you from attaining this goal, the reasons must be legitimate requirements or other
conditions of the procurement and not a lack of foresight and planning.

You can remove or skirt questionable barriers to competition at the planning stage by
examining the need and making sure the description of the contract effort is not unnecessarily
restrictive. To do this, you need to know what it is you are buying and its qualities and funet ion, and
you need to know who makes products that can meet the stated need, By opening up the :Ailicitation
to permit competition, you make your pricing job easier.

Competition advocates at the procuring activity help by challenging unnece!c!airily detailed
specifications and unnecessarily restrictive statements of need, This VAR require meat for
competition advocates provides a formal structure for a task that is and has been an integral part, of
the contract specialist's job. You are expected to know the items you buy and to rev iew their
procurement histories. If you don't know an item, you are expected to inspect a sample or, if that, is
not possible, a picture, drawing, diagram, or other graphic representation of it,

If barriers to full and open competition are eliminated so far as possible, substantially
improved competition and lower prices should result. Table 12,2 identifies key barriers to effective
competition, their likely effect, and specific ways to eliminate them,

Specifications, time, and money

Specially created military specifications restrict the opportunity for competition. Recent,
efforts to increase the use of commercial products and to discourage development. and use ()I unique
specifications and insistence on brand-name products are aimed at removing those restrictions. The
law of supply and demand produces effective competition only when what is being bought and sold is
offered by many sellers.
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TABLE 12-2. KEY BARRIERS TO FULL OPEN, AND EFFECTIVE CO 	 TITION:
EFFECTS AND REMEDIES

BARRIERS LIKELY Et: FECTS REMEDIES

Unnecessarily restrictive specifications •	 Eliminate qualified sources

•Higher prices

Improve planning
n	 requirements	 more

stringently

Unnecessarily restrictive solicitations

that include requirements not fully
Justified and not in the Government's
interest

qualified d sources that do not

bid
•	 High costs for pro posal preparation
•	 Higher prices

0Simplifysolicitations
•Preview solicitation	 requirements

independently
•	 Encourage alternate proposals eli

riming questionable requirements
•	 Requ i rp offerors to price out cost of

complying with i p ow' em ent% that
ale susceptible to deietion

Noncompliance with publicizin

requirements
•nsufficient notice to prospectprospective

sources
•	 eid protests
•Limited responses to solicitations

nadequate	 data	 on	 market

conditions

•Comply fully with requirements for

publicizing
•	 Ink T rate	 use	 of	 prestlit 1t ation

notices (FAR 15 404)

Organizational bias •Inclination toward speci	 u
•Higher prices

•	 Discourage qualified sources

•Better	 understc ndin	 the
measurable	 benefits of	 full	 and

open competition

•More effective controls over	 non.

competitive procurements

Invalid selection criteria proper contract award decisions

•	 Unnecessarily high prices

•Improve sr reening of selection

criteria

•	 Cost/benefit analysis if higher prices

are	 paid	 for	 reasons	 of	 terhnicaI

superiority

Administratively created ex 	 ncies e tricted competition
•	 Higher prices

•	 Improve planning

It is a basic principle that the products and services bought for the Government will meet the
minimum requirements. This does not mean that the cheapest products and services will be bought,
but that the objective is to buy only what is needed and not what might be nice to have,

Acquisition planning provides a forum in which the actual quaality requirements of the user
can be explored, delineated, and described. Requirements for	 patibility, reliability, improved
materials or workmanship, and exacting performance standards 	 , he challenged to see the extent
to which they are necessary. Life-cycle costs, the cost to buy, maintain, and dispose of
equipment, may be assessed. Maintenance, repair, and support costs can increase the ultimate cost of
ownership significantly. Unless these factors are identified and examined during planning and
considered in setting the specifications, there is little you can do about them later in analyzing the
prices.

The need to examine and challenge a requirement during acqui ition planning can he
illustrated by the case of the $7,000 airborne coffee maker, Analysis of the proposal before award
concluded that it would cost that much to make and that the price therefore was reasonable, You
might question the analysis that led to that conclusion, but the real failure was in the planning stage
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that produced the specification. The extraordinary specifications were not challenged, and a coffee
maker costing over $7,000 was the result,

While the specifics of this example obviously are not typical, t lw potential for oceuvrence is
real. Government requirements are expected to describe the minimum need and should be developed
with probable cost and the size and nature of the market in mind.

Planning ways to satisfy the requirement

Determining how to obtain the needed product or service and the likely effect of the selected
methods on competition and prices is a big part of your responsibility during planning. EAR requires
consideration of (1) sources; (2) means for obtaining competition; (3) source select ion; (4) contract
type; (5) use of multiyear contracting, options, or other contracting methods to increase the quantity
purchased (and priced); and (G) special solicitation or contract provisions. Decisions on each of these
considerations will affect price either directly or indirectly.

Method of procurement is the set of procedures used to translate a requirement into a contract,
There are two principal procedures for procurement, full and open competition and other than full
and open competition. Competitive procedures also are two basic types, sealed bids and competitive
proposals,

Sealed bidding uses competitive bids, public opening of bids, and award to the responsible
bidder whose bid, conforming to the invitation for bids, will be most, advantageous to the Government,
considering only price and the price-related factors included in the invitation Competitive proposals
use requests for proposals to secure competitive offers and involve, usually, written or oral
discussions with each offeror whose proposal is within the competitive range, and award to the offeror
whose best and final offer is most advantageous to the Government, considering only price and the
other factors included in the solicitation.

No amount of price analysis can produce a reasonable price if the procurement method and
pricing techniques don't fit the situation. Sealed bids work when there i:, adequate competition based
on price. It won't work if planning discloses that only one or two companies ;i e likely to respond to
the invitation or that competition should he based on technical, nonpriee laden s.

Table 12-3 demonstrates that selection of the procurement. method is not a perfunctory task
Relatively simple factors like limited time to respond to a solicitation and unrealistic delivery dates
may make it difficult to achieve adequate price competition. More complex factors like quantities
that do not conform to industry standards (and therefore cause inefficient, production runs) and
requirements that lead to potentially neeative tax consequences C as for a contractor that must incur
start-up costs that can't be amortized within the contract period) also may make it. difficult. Even
where competition exists, technical, scheduling, reporting, quality assurance, and packaging
requirements may cause bidders or offerors to quote prices higher than those the y would quote
nongovernmental customers.
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TABLE 12-3. IMPLICATIONS OF KEY FACTORS IN SELECTING
THE METHOD OF PROCUREMENT

IF	 .	 .. THEN , ..

A review of procurement history indicates that the fast You should determine the causes for the poor rvsponse
solicitation evoked only two responses. If condo Ions have not changed, sealed bidding may be

inappropriate

The PR's expedited delivery requirements are judged Competitive proposals or nonwm petit l y e pi ocoducos
legitimate. may be necessary________ 	 -	 -
The award is to be price-based and adequate Sealed bidding is probably approPr.ole
competition is anticipated. ...„.
Technical consideratiors are significant. Sealed bidding is Inappt,pria‘ I 	 and you should use

competitive proposals or co l,et p n n it edurm

Discussions with offerors are anticipated, Competitive proposal, ,I1 ot he( plot edurec must be wood
Discussions ale not per mooted omit, ' sealod biddrng,

12.3 How the Purchase Request Can Help You Plan

A purchase request (PR) usually starts things moving in the contracting office. In small dollar
procurements, the PR may be the first notice contracting people have of the requirement and it
triggers the planning. In more complex procurements, the PR is an important checkpoint in the
planning process.

You must make sure the PR is an adequate foundation on which to build. You need to identify
and fix any planning shortcomings that might affect the procurement and the price adversely.
Figure 12-1 summarizes the reasons for taking a close look at the PR

FIGURE 12 . 1. WHY ANALYZE THE PURCHASE 3QUE

To identify and fix shortcomings in the specificatsons

To validate the requirement

To validate delivery and other requirements that affect pricing

To facilitate planning for price-related evaluation of proposals

To identify and verify the target market

For price-related issues, your primary interest is to analyze and validate infer
bears directly on the prices you might expect to get from the solicitation. Your review will cover all
elements of the PR from specifications to contract provisions to evaluation criteria because all can
affect competition and price.

The focus is on three elements that are basic to your analysis of prices: the Government cost
estimate, the list of recommended sources, and the purchase history. This discussion ''''''''''' how

each of these elements helps you plan the procurement and prepare for price analysis.
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Government cost sti

Each purchase request package should include a Government cost estimate, with an
explanation of how the estimate was prepared. This backup should include the too imator's
assumptions.

If the technical or program people are not aware'of the cost factors and market forces that affect.
pricing, budgeted funds may be too high or too low. A close look at the estimate and its backup may
help you spot problems with the funding.

In other cases, particularly when specialized equipment or services ire volved, technical
awareness and knowledge revealed in the documentation of the estimate may help identify obscure
and unpublicized markets as well as technical complexities that may affect pricing

Finally, take a good look at the estimate, Ask to see the estimating assumpt s the data
used to make up the estimate. A close look at the Government estimate may show you that it has
been influenced by a vendor's marketing efforts and is a thinly disguised justification for procurement
from a single source.

List of recommended sources

The list of recommended sources accompanying the purchase request can reveal inadequacies
in the requester's knowledge of the market, This will help you evaluate the cost estimate, When the
market is specialized or new, the list of sources is a starting point for developing your own list of
companies to receive the solicitation. Finally, the list can alert you to possible barriers to competition
contained in the PR.

The list of sources, together with the cost estimate, can give you insight into the level of quality
required and tradeoffs involved in situations where subtle variations in materials, workmanship, or
quality control practices may cause significant differences in form, fit, and function and, th,erafore ; in
price.

Purchase history

A review of purchase history sources, product identification, quantities, production or
delivery rates, prices, sources solicited—can help your analysis of the independent cost estimate arid
the list of sources. It also can alert you to potential difficulties in getting competition, evaluating
offers, and making cost— benefit tradeoffs.

Analysis of past procurements may point to poor or restrictive specifications as the causes of
limited market response or user dissatisfaction. It can identify price-related factors that, wer( • not,
invoked earlier — life-cycle costs or option prices, for example. Finally, it can point to the need to
change procurement method, quantities, quality requirements, or timing to make the most of
advantageous price factors.

12.4 What You Will Need to Price the Buy

When sealed bidding is out of the question, one of your planning tasks is to determine whether
the solicitation should require the offeror to submit cost, or pricing Wo ;, When you make this
decision, you are, in effect, deciding whether price analysis alone "on do the job or whether cost,
analysis also will be needed. This decision influences the whole pricing proces.

Your decision will depend on three main factors: the number of potential sources, the expected
dollar value of the contract, and the likelihood of signiticant . contract changes. If you expect several
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responses to your solicitation and award is to be made on the basis of price-related factors, you may
have adequate price competition and for that reason, would not expect. to do a cost analysis,
Therefore, you would not need or ask for cost or pricing data. If you don't. expect competition to result
and expect the value of the contract to be less than $100,000, you may need to use cost. analysis and if
you do, you will need cost or pricing data. Therefore, in that circumstance, you may requiro the
offeror or offerors to submit it. If you don't expect competition but the controct will exceed $100,000,
you must require submission of cost or pricing data as part of the proposal. If you expect, significant
changes in the contract, cost or pricing data will help establish the baseline against which to measure
the value of changes.

An offeror may claim exemption from the requirement for cost or pricing data on coot rads
expected to exceed $100,000. Adequate price competition is one basis for exemption. The others are
catalog or market prices, prices based on competitive prices or catalog or market, prices, and prices set
by law or regulation. These are stated in FAR 15.804-3 and discussed in Section 9.1 of this manual.
They also are treated in detail in Chapter 13 because the actions taken to verify an exemption are
part of price analysis.

You might request pricing information in the solicitation when you anticipate using price
analysis. Pricing information available from the offeror would include sales data — product
descriptions, prices, quantities, delivery rate, buyer identification—and catalogs, price lists,, and
discount schedules that also are available from companies making and selling similar products.
Much of the information you might use in price analysis will be from sources other than the ofreror.
This is discussed again in Chapter 14.
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CHAPTER 13

P C AA IS BUT NOT COST ANALYSIS

CONTENTS

13.1 Thresholds and Exemptions
Dollar thresholds
Exemptions

13.2 Adequate Price Competition
Additional considerations 	 ,
Based on adequate price competition

13.3 Established Catalog or Market Prices . ,
Basic criteria .	 .	 .
Based on catalog or market prices.

13.4 Prices Set by Law or Regulation

13.5 Waivers . .

13.6 Conclusions

You must analyze every bid or proposal before making an award and how you do it will depend
on many factors. You always will use price analysis so the issue always will be ID know when price
analysis is enough.

Price analysis is enough on all procurements under the small purchLr limit, which currently
is set at $25,000. Price analysis may be enough on all new procurements with a value between the
small purchase limit and $100,000. Price analysis may not be enough when af,ked to price a contract,
modification, even if the estimated cost of the change is under $25,000, Price analysis is not, enough if
the procurement is expected to exceed $100,000 unless the procurement is exempted or the
requirement is waived in accordance with regulations. If you anticipate that he purchwie will not be
exempted, you must require the offeror or offerors to use Standard Form (SF) 141) and submit, cost or
pricing data to support its proposal or proposals. (The SF 1411 is entitled "Contract Pricing Proposal
Cover Sheet.")

To restate, there are two types of limitations on when cost or p 	 ng data are to he required,

There are dollar thresholds requiring submission of data above stated dollar amounts but
limiting or prohibiting submission below those amounts,

There are exemptions from the requirements so that they will not be imposed in situations
in which competition and pricing data are sufficient and cost analysis is not needed,
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13.1 Thresholds and Exemptions

The interrelationship of thresholds and exemptions and their connection to the determination
that cost analysis is or is not needed is depicted in the decision chart, Table 13-5, at the end of the
chapter.

Dollar thresholds

For procurements over $25,000 but less than $100,000, submission and subsequent
certification of cost or pricing data are optional. Within that range, you are responsible for
determining whether data are needed. FAR 15.804-2(0(2) discourages routine requests by stating
that there should be relatively few cases under $100,000 in which data are necessary, by establishing
that the data required to be submitted should be limited to those necessary to establish the
reasonableness of price, and by requiring that you justify the request. You rarely will need cost. or
pricing data on contract awards of $25,000 or less and will not require the contractor to certify in the
few cases when you do get data.

These restrictions on cost or pricing data do not prevent you from asking for market data or
price breakdowns, or requiring a contractor to support proposed charges with a breakdown into
component elements. You may require such information when you need it for price analysis,
regardless of dollar amount.

Dollar thresholds apply to expected prices. A solicitation for a procurement that is not exempt
and estimated to exceed $100,000 must include provisions relating to the submission of cost or pricing
data.

Cost or pricing data must be required, unless an exemption applies, for any subcontract over
$100,000 whenevee the prime contractor or a higher tier subcontractor has been required to submit
cost or pricing data.

Table 13-1 depicts the application of this requirement to contract modifications. The
requirement for submission applies if a contract or subcontract modification involves an increase of
$100,000 or more. The requirement also applies if a modification involves a *crease of $100,000 or
more. Finally, a modification that involves increases and decreases which in the uggregrite &U'('
$100,000 or more is subject to cost or pricing data requirements. For example, a $30,000 modification

TABLE 13-1. EFFECT OF DOLLAR VALUE ON THE DECISION TO REQUEST
COST OR PRICING DATA ON CONTRACT OR SUBCONTRACT MODIFICATIoN

IF CONTRACT MODIFICATION

INVOLVES
THEN uNI I SS

•	 An Increase of $100,000 or more Require cost or pricing data Unrelated	 and	 separately	 priced
•	 A decrease of $100.000 or mOre changes noi requiring cost or pricing
•	 Increases and decreases which in data	 are	 included	 in	 the	 same

the aggregate are $100,000 or
more

modification for convenience

resulting from a reduction of $70,000 and an increase of $40,000 (an aggregate of $110,000), is a prit!e
adjustment exceeding $100,000. These rules apply to all contracts whether or not cost or pricing data
were required for the original contract. They do not apply, however, when unrelated and Nepara.t.ely
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priced changes for which cost or pricing data would not otherwisebe required are included in the
same modification simply for administrative convenience.

Exemptions

Statutory exemption of certain transactions froth the requirements for cost or pricing data and
cost analysis is based on common sense. The need for such data arises when the Government. doesn't
have better and less-expensive ways to determine that an offered price is reasonable. In a highly
competitive market, the law of supply and demand can work to give you the best possible pru'eS.

When prices are controlled by law or regulation, savings are not possible. Therefore, in these
situations, it is not necessary to spend time analyzing cost. or pricing data. The intent. t he statutory
exemptions is to provide a check on the requirement, for submission of cost or pricing data.

Table 13-2 summarizes the exemptions and cites the FAR coverage for each. Considerations
regarding the applicability and the implications of each exemption are discussed in Sections 13.2
through 13.4. Waiving the requirement is discussed in Section 13.5,

TABLE 13-2. EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMISSION OF CO, 1
OR PRICING DATA

EXEMPTION DESCRIPTION

I. Adequate price competition
(FAR 15.804-3(b)(1) and (2)1

Two or more responsible offerors compete independently and submit
proposals deemed responsive to the solicitation:: there is no evidence
that suggests that competition was restricted or that the lowest price is
unreasonable.

2. "Based on" adequate price
competition (FAR 15.804-3(b)(3)1

Price analysis alone can	 establish	 price	 remora 1) 1 (.1,ess,	 despite	 the
absence of direct competition, through comparison w i th cur rorlt or

recent prices for the same or substantially the same lion., ow, 1,,, i0 , 1 ,,,

comparable quantities, terms, and conditions ,1 	 a iesult	 of adequate
price competition.

3. Established catalog or market
prices (FAR 15.804-300

Prices are established	 rataloq	 or	 established	 mail, et	 wiCei	 for
commercial item sold in substantial quantities to the gen ( ii 3O ouplic

4. "Based on" catalog or market price
(FAR 15.804-3(c)(6)(

The item being purchased is sufficiently similarsimuar to a crimineicial item sold
in significant quantities to the general public to perm 	 ,soy differOnCe in
prices between the items to he identified and j ustified without resort to
cost analysis

5. Prices set by law or regulation
(FAR 15.804-3(d))

Laws, regulations, pronouncements in the form	 .01	 periodir	 rulings,
reviews, or similar actions of a governmental body are sof f	 to
establish the price

13.2 Adequate Price Competition

It is assumed that when competition is plentiful and real, the most efficient, effective producer
will be able to meet the demand for its products at a price that covers costs and provides a reasonable
profit. Similarly, less-effective producers will he forced to sell at a price that gives a srmtiller profit or
even a loss. In time, the less-effective producers mwit increase efficiency if they are to meet
competition and increase profitability. Therefore, when price competition is adequate, you do not
need to spend time and money analyzing the sellers' costs; head-to-head competition among would-be
sellers will produce reasonable prices.
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Given the importance of adequate price competition, you must be able to determine when
competition exists and whether it is adequate. Table 13-3 summarizes the conditions that govern this
determination.

TABLE 13-3. DETERMINING THE EXISTENCE AND ADEQUACY
OF PRICE COMPETITION

.	 _

Price competition exists when
(FAR 15.800-3(b)(1)1

0

•

Two or more responsible offerors submit proposals in response to a
solicitation
Their offers are responsive

• The offerors compete independently for a price-based award.

Price competition is presumed to be • The solicitation unreasonably restricts competition
adequate unless	 . • The lower offeror has an advantage which undermines competition
[FAR 15.804-3(b)(2)) • You determine, and your determination is approved at A higher

level, that the lowest offered price is unreasonable,

Price competition is considered to exist in a vast majority of cases when two or more
competitors submit offers on a firm-fixed-price basis. However, you need to test fur adequacy. If price
competition is adequate, cost or pricing data are not required.

Comparison of offers with each other is a first check for adequacy, You would expect to find a
fairly tight cluster of offers, Wide differences between low and next-low offers can mean the low
offeror is very efficient, is far ahead in design or manufacturing technology, is buying in, or has made
a mistake. You need to make other comparisons before making a decision. Past prices, catalog prices,
and the Government cost estimates are three you might make,

As shown in Table 13-3, there are times when the price competition scents to he adequate, but
the circumstances do not produce the desired results— as in situations where the lowest price is not
reasonable or where competition has been restricted or undermined, Some suppliers iO dominate a
market that they control prices and escape the pressures exerted by supply and demand in normal
market. In such a case, cost analysis may be necessary,

Even where there is no dominant supplier, the market may not produce the &hired results
The most efficient producer may have all the business it, can handle, Other suppliers may take
advantage of this disinterest and propose prices higher than usual; a marginal producer will he able
to sell its product at a profit.

When you doubt that you will be able to get adequate competition and you doubt that price
analysis can do the job by itself, ask for cost or pricing data in the solicitation. It is better to have the
data and not need them than to need them and have to wait,

Additional considerations

Award based on factors in addition to price. The absence of an inducement to offer the lowest
price is the prime indication that cost or pricing data and cost analysis will he required, When factors
in addition to price are to he evaluated in contract award, you should af'Urilf: that lee:  producers
motivated to furnish more than a minimum acceptable product may spend more money to achieve
that result and will not be driven to produce at the lowest possible price. While compel i hors still will
he a driving force in the procurement, price probably is not the primary consideration,

The Comptroller General has held that the adequate price competition exemption may he
applied in cases where price is a secondary factor. In Seru-Air, Inc.158 Comp Geri 362, 79,I C	 M212
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and 52 Comp Gen 346 (1972)), the Comptroller General held that adequate price competition existed
even though price was only a substantial factor in the award. The implication is that when an award
is based on a combination of price and technical considerations and the corapetitiotk tmlevoato, Lhe,
award can be based on price analysis alone once an acceptable technical range has been established,
This approach helps you get the best price for what you buy and, at the same time, helps make sure
that what is bought satisfies the minimum need required.

Technical comparability. Another Comptroller General decision suggests that a lack of
technical acceptability on the part of some proposals can affect the determination of whether
adequate price competition exists. In 53 Comp Gen 5 (1973), price competition was held not to exist
when only one of the proposals submitted was deemed acceptable and the quoted price was much
higher than prices paid in prior procurements.

Remember that the interaction of supply and demand is presumed to ensure the adequacy of
price competition only when there are many sellers of the same products or services that can satisfy
the same need. You must compare what is being offered as well as the prices accompanying those
offers. Price competition requires that offerors compete on the basis of t he same requirement.

Based on adequate price competition

FAR also provides for exemption when direct competition is not present, *svhon the price is
based on adequate price competition. It says, at 15.804-3(h)(3), that "A price is 'based on' adequate
price competition if it results directly from price competition or if price analysis alone clearly
demonstrates that the proposed price is reasonable in comparison with current or recent prices for the
same or substantially the same items purchased in comparable quantities, terms, and conditions
under contracts that resulted from adequate price competition."

The key elements of this exemption are:

• The base price (the price used as the basis for comparison) must have resulted from
adequate competition.

• The specific items being compared and the accompanying circumstances must, be
sufficiently similar to warrant comparison.

Applying the Exemption

This based-on exemption has been interpreted narrowly. The Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals (ASBCA) has held that the exemption can be used only when the item is normally
purchased competitively in similar quantities. Where this is the ease and special circumstances
dictate a noncompetitive purchase, the exemption may apply if' the price offered is reasonably close to
that normally paid. [See Norris Industries, ASBCA 15442, 74-1 RCA 111 0482 1

While useful, this exemption has limitations. For example, the based-on exemption is not
appropriate when significant time has passed since the base price was established, Clenerally, you
should be wary of using base prices more than one year old. Also, it is not appropriate to use the
exemption when the items are not sufficiently similar or when differences in prices cannot be
justified. For example, assume that adequate competition fixes $250 as a lair price for a camera.
Assume further that you are buying the same camera that has been hardened for military use and
offered at a price of $500. In this example, the based-on exemption is not appropriate unless the
product variation accounts for the $250 price differential and that difference is found to he
reasonable.
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13.3 Established Catalog or Market Pric

FAR 15.804-3(c) provides that the contracting officer shall not require cost, or pricing data
when quoted prices are, or are based on, established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold
in substantial quantities to the general public. (You may require such data, however, based on a
written finding that the price is not reasonable if that finding is approved at the next higher level in
your organization.)

Basic c term

The exemption is based on the assumption that the catalog or market price used forf)r comparison
has been shaped by the interaction of supply and demand and therefore represents th e best price
available for the specific product or service, You must verify this assumption before applying the
exemption.

Substantial Sales to the Public

To fall within the exemption, there must be a history g substantial sales of the speeific product
or service to the public. You must get catalog sales information from the seller and sales information
from the seller and others to determine whether there is a market price for the product or service.
Further, the sales must be to the public. This does not mean that sales must be made exclusively to
consumers but that sales to the Government are not to be counted.

Standard Form (SF) 1412, Claim for Exemption from Submission of Certified Cost or Pricing
Data ordinarily is used to get information on sales. The need for an exemption exists when the total
proposed amount exceeds $100,000 and more than one catalog item for which an exemption is claimed
exceeds $25,000.

Commerciality

You must determine that the product or service is ae c ommernal product or service, A
commercial item is one sold to buyers other than affiliates of the seller for end use by
nongovernmental entities. It is unlikely that the price of a rocket launcher or a submachine gun
could qualify, even though arms dealers publish catalogs; the principal buyers for those products are
governmental, You should he alert to this issue when dealing with military products and services,
scientific equipment, and high-tech products. While the Government specifications might be similar,
the products often are different from those sold to the public and the exemption might not apply.

Sometimes the exemption applies in part. When the product is not a commercial product but
its price is based on that of a commercial product, you can apply the exemption if the differences
between the two products are clear and the price to you can be explained by those product
The commerciality of the based-on product must be established before you can use this exemption.
You will need to get sales data for both the Government and commercial products.

If you cannot find that the price to you is based on the price of the comrrtercial product., you may
limit the requirement for cost or pricing data to those data needed to evaluate the differences in the
two products. You can establish a fair and reasonable price for the commercial products using the
catalog price and price analysis. Any difference in price should then be due to product variance,
which can be evaluated using cost analysis. If the difference in price for equivalent quantities is
$100,000 or more, you must get cost or pricing data for the difference unless a separate exemption
applies.



IF... THEN„

B+Ca55%ofA+8+C

and

of 8+C

The catalog exemption applies.

B+CS35%ofA+8+C

Or

8 55%ofB+C

The catalog exemption does not apply

+ C>35% but <55% of A + 8 + C

Or

B>55% but <75% of 8 + C

Furthe nvestigation	 equired.
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You can aggregate or stack exemptions, When the product proposed is not itself a commercial
product but is made up of components for which there are catalog or market prices and the proposed
price is. the sum of the prices for the components, the exemption can be granted for the aggregate

FAR Formulas for Catalog Price Exemption

FAR 15.804-3(f) provides the formulas for determining the commerciality of an item, and
Section 9.1 of this manual provides examples of the working of those formulas, Sales of the item are
divided into:

Category A —Sales to the Federal Govern ent

Category B— Sales at catalog price to the general public

Category C —Sales to the general public at other-than-catalog p

The applicability of the catalog price exemption is determined by comparing total sales (A, and C)
in units to combined B and C sales in units, and then comparing the 13 soles to the combined 13 and C
sales. Table 13-4 has the formulas. The logic chart in Appendix C provides guidance It is a series of
programmed questions designed to establish the applicability of the catalog or market price
exemption. The formulas in Table 13-4 apply to catalog prices but, the same concepts apply to market,
prices. (In the formulas, ?- means greater than or equal to; 5 means less than or equal to I

TABLE 13-4. FORMULAS FOR DETERMINING APPLICABILITY OF THE
CATALOG PRICE EXEMPTION TO AN ITEM

Market Price	 mwk nmtionm

To use the rnarket price exemption, you must establish the prices at which the product is offered
and at which it is sold. You must survey the market or get marko.dat,:i from the offeror S6 as to verify
the market prices independently. The survey must disclose sole. priceh, riot ,just bids.
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You also must establish that:

• There is a commercial nxirketin which the product is offered and sold in substantial
quantities.

• Sales are to the general public,

• The product sold is substantially the same as that offered to the Governmen

Problem Areas

The major practical problem in determining whether the catalog or market price exemption
applies is assessing the quality and specificity of the data to be used in making the decision,

The Government's approach assumes that vendors have full knowledge of their sales practices
and can disclose the facts concerning thousands or even millions of transactions that may or may not
involve discounts. Often the opposite is true. A seller often does not know all of what its field offices
do in terms of discounts,

You may ask for audit assistance in checking to see that the offeror's data comply with
Government requirements and to spot check the sales records.

There may be problems in a changing market where Government sales have been dominant or
where the product or service is relatively new. You must decide whether the prices are supported by
substantial nongovernment sales within the meaning of the FAR, For example, the Federal
Government has been leading in the purchase of supercomputers; most sales have been made to Doti
As the technology has advanced and prices have dropped, large private institutions have begun to
purchase the same or similar equipment, If you are buying a supercomputer, you may receive a price
list or market data supporting a claim for exemption. To decide if the exemption is warranted, you
must review the data in light of the intent of the Truth in Negotiations Act, If the data support a
finding that substantial sales at or based on catalog or market prices are being made to
nongovernment buyers, you may exempt the transaction from the requirement to submit and later
certify cost or pricing data.

In summary, analyzing sales and marketing data is not cut and dried, Your eh is to
determine the price at which an offeror will sell an item or service in any situation Lo any class of
customer. Only when that is known and the facts warrant can you grant an exemption

Based on catalog or market prices

The based-on-catalog-or-market-price exemption is similar to the based.on-competition
exemption. FAR 15.804-3(c)(6) states that suppliers need not quote a catalog . or market price to
qualify for an exemption from the requirement to submit cost or pricing data, If- the item is similar to
a catalog or market item, the price offered can he the catalog or market price adjiv;ted for components
or features that are added to or deducted from the base item, factors such ox bar coding, pack aging
requirements, and f.o.b. points. The adjustments can be made using catalog, price list, discount
schedule, and other information.

You also may get limited (less-than-complete) cost or pricing data when the price offered is
based on a catalog or market price but is not identic;11 The cost or pricing data can be limited to those
data needed to explain the difference. If the differenc! is more than $100,000, you must get; the cost or
pricing data needed to explain the difference unless a separate exemption applies.
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Applying the Exemption

You may use the based-on exemption when all of the followirtg conditions are present

• The base item is commercial. (The base item cannot be a Government item.)

• The base item is otherwise qualified for the catalog or market price exemptio

• The differences between the Government item and its 	 ial counterpart can be
identified.

• The difference in price can be attributed to variations in items

• The price difference is judged reasonable, using cost analysis if necessary

13.4 Prices Set by La or Regulation

FAR 15.804-3(d) provides that a price set by law or regulation is exempt. Iron) the requirement,
for submission of cost or pricing data. In addition, periodic rulings, reviews, or similar actions of a
governmental body, as well as pronouncements embodied in laws, are sufficient to establish the price,

When the price is set by law or regulation, your pricing job is relatively simple, The offeror is
required to identify the regulatory authority and specify the regulated prices

Certain laws and regulations may not apply to Federal purchases and you probably will want
to get legal advice. These include state fair trade laws and taxing mechanisms. Additionally, you
must make sure the offeror is the entity being regulated Some suppliers sell mostly to regulated
industries and are subject to laws or regulations governing sales to those industries. Sales to the
Federal Government may not be subject to those laws or regulations.

13.5 Waivers

Even where cost or pricing data are required and no exemption applies, the requ rem en can be
waived in exceptional circumstances. This action requires a written determination and findings and
approval by the agency head. The Court of Claims has ruled that the contracting officer cannot waive
the requirement [M-R- S Manufacturing Company v. U.S., 203 Ct. CI 551 (1974)1

You will have few occasions to request a waiver The approval requiremen
discourage use of this remedy. The need for waiver should arise only when

• The supplier is adamant in refusing to supply cost or pricing data.

• The product or service is needed urgently

• The supplier is the only feasible source.

The Comptroller General has approved an agency's refusal to waive the cost or pricing data
requirement and its subsequent noncompetitive negotiation with another contractor. ITelectre-Mek,
Inc., Comp Gen Dec. B-185892, 76-2 CPD 1181 (1976)1

13.6 Conclusions

As discussed, your objective in every procurement is to obtain a fair and reasonable price In
some cases, you can achieve this objective through price analysis; in others, through both price and
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cost analysis. Price analysis evaluates an offeror's total price within the eiisting market and is
used to evaluate the prices of selected cost elements. Cost analysis examines the individual elements
of cost justifying an offered price and compares them using cost or pricing data. Cost analysis
supports the effort to establish the reasonableness of price by ensuring that the offeror's estimated
costs, upon which the offer is based, are reasonable.

Table 13-5 summarizes the points covered in this chapter. 	 rates the process of
determining what analysis is required. That determination is based pri

	
dollar value and

the applicability of any of the five statutory exemptions or of a waiver.

TABLE 13-5. PRICE ANALYSIS/COST ANALYSIS DECISION CHART

IF... AND THEN

The	 anticipated	 dollar	 value •	 No exemption to cost or pricing You must require submission of
exceeds$100,000 data requirements applies cost or pricing data and conduct

both	 price	 analysis	 and	 cost

analysis

The	 anticipated	 dollar	 value •	 An exemption applies No cost or	 pricing data	 shall	 be
exceedsS100,000 requnod	 You shall rely On price

analysis.

The anticipated	 dollar	 value	 is •	 Price	 analysis	 alone	 cannot You may request cost or pricing

between $25,000 and $100,000 establish price reasonableness; data and analyze costs in addition

or to prices but only to the extent

•	 The purchase is for a new or necessary	 to	 establish	 price

complex item with significant

potential for follow-on buys; or

reasonableness.

•	 You	 determine	 for	 other

reasons that available pricing

data are not sufficient

The anticipated	 dollar	 value	 is •	 Available competition and price You shall not request rust Or prir_i nrj

between 325,000 and $100,000 analysis data are suffroent to

establish price reasonableness

data afiAS shalt rely on. pi,,cm 40,15Y,i',

..._...

The anticipated dollar value is less Certifnation of cost or Witinfj data
than 325,000 shall nnl lie required, pr "" analysis

usually will be relied upon

Remember that absence of the need to get. cost or pricing data does not eliminate the need to
analyze the price. In every case, the mix of analysis techniques used will depend on the presence of
competition and market forces. In all cases, your objective is the same; making sure the price is fair
and reasonable.
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At its simplest, contract pricing is a matter of comparing offers received. I lowover, even in
competitive situations, you cannot assume that the job is over once the lowest price from a responsive,

responsible offeror is identified. You are through with price analysis when you have deterrai tied that

an offered price is fair and reasonable. To reach that point, you often ma v have to do more than make
simple, direct comparisons and frequently you will need to negotiate in order to reach agreement on
price.

The techniques discussed here give you the means to analyze prices when competition IS

adequate and when competition is not present and comparison of offered prices is not possible. Some
of the techniques allow prediction of prices in cases wherc new productf; or services are being procured
or significant changes in quantity or quality are being made, Once again, the degree of competition,
past and present, is important. It affects the data that will he available, the techniques tha t, will be
appropriate, and the difficulty in determining the reasonableness of an offer.

We have said that the essence of price analysis is comparh;on, but price analysis is not as

simple as this truism might suggest, Meaningful comparisons require a thorough knowledge of the
techniques and their limitations. The techniques used must match the procurement xiioution and
you have to decide when analysis is sufficient and if the offered price is acceptable.

Figure 14-1 sets out the hierarchy of price analysis techniques The techniques differ in
several dimensions, including the data needed to support them, the situations in which they are used,
the complexity of the analysis involved, and the relative value of the conclusions reached. The
techniques are not mutually exclusive. They can be used in combination to match the circumstances

14.1
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and your objective. In fact, the validity of an analysis depends on the number of comparisons well

as the techniques used. The more data points (comparable prices) used, the sounder will C your
conclusion as to a fair and reasonable price.

FIGURE 14.1. HIERARCHY OF PRICE ANALYSISTECHNIQUES

The hierarchy of price analysis techniques has three levels. These are prini 'y comps; isons,
secondary comparisons, and auxiliary techniques, Primary comparisons involve contemporaneous
prices of the same or similar items. Secondary comparisons involve comparison of present offers with
prices for past purchases or purchases of different but similar items. Auxiliary techniques provide
ways of assessing the differences in price between two items— not actual prices for comparison.

The following are general guidelines for the usefulness of the technique	 Later	 ns
discuss how individual techniques are applied.

• Primary comparisons. When assembling and analyzing data, rely on primary c  rl ons
when they are available. Primary comparisons are the most conclusive ones, Then, e
two types. The first, competitive evaluation, is a comparison of current, offers with each
other. The second, comparison with published prices, is an evaluation of offered prices
against prices established by catalogs, advertisements, laws, or regulations, The
comparisons can be used to reinforce each other and they can he supplemented by lower tier
comparisons.
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• Secondary comparisons. At this second level is a family of techniques in which data other
than competing offers or published prices are used for comparison. The data may he earlier
quotes, previous contract prices, pricing data for similar requirements, cost estimating
relationships, Government cost estimates, and general market data. When possible, you
should use secondary comparisons to support tentative conclusion reached through
primary comparisons. When no primary comparison is available, a eombination of
secondary comparisons may validate the reasonableness ()fan offered price.

• Auxiliary. These techniques cannot used on their own to establish the reasom !mess of
price. Their results are subjective. They can be used to support conclusions reached with
primary or secondary comparisons or to supplement cost analysis when the higher level
techniques are not appropriate.

14.2 Primary Comparisons

The use of competitive proposals, multiyear procurements,and var iat ions in pricing

arrangements make the pricing task more complex. This increasesd to adjust the data to
make it comparable.

If adequate price competition exists, competitive evaluation is your primary to	 analysis

You use other techniques only to the extent needed to validate coat! s( Oita
comparison. Whenever catalog or market prices exist, you can compare an offered price with them.
This is particularly useful when buying commercial products. You can supplement it with lower level
comparisons and may need to make adjustments.

The usefulness of any technique depends on the quality of supporting data, Adequate
competition is always the best source so competitive evaluation is preferred. At the same time, the
evidence of published prices, with documented substantial sales to the general public, can give you
conclusive evidence of the reasonableness of an offered price,

Competitive evaluation

In the simplest case, all you have to do in competitive evaluation is arrange thefixed-price
offers in order of price and selea the lowest price offer 'or this to he eno ugh,

• Specifications may not be restrictive.

• At least two offers must meet the requirements of the ssolicitation.

• Offerors must compete independently.

• The market must include many producers, none of whom is dominant and none of whore
has an abnormal advantage in responding to the Government's need.

Even if all these conditions are met, any evidence that tends to refute the conc t hat the

lowest price is fair and reasonable (e.g., a much lower Government, estimate) should tell you to get
other data to check the results of the competitive evaluation,

In sum, competitive evaluation is used whenever direct competition	 to be
supplemented whenever competition is less than adequate, for example,

and they are tightly grouped, you may be able to conclude that competition is adequate and thelowest.
price is reasonable. You may compare it with the most recent prices paid or the Government, esti ma te
to make sure, but usually that conclusion is solid, f owever, if three offers were received and the
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prices vary significantly, you should make seconcomparisons before rnurhjng
about the prices.

7n , con s

Published price comparison

Use of published catalog and market prices rests on the assumption that the published price
was influenced by market forces that produce the same results as direct. compet it ion, The catalog or
market price thus is the starting point in negotiations.

To apply the published price comparison technique, you must get data to determine prices paid
by classes of customers in given situations. The prices must be established. They must be prices of
commercial items and be sold in substantial quantities to the general public. Some of these data, will
come from the offeror. So will sales data for analyzing discount terms,

When contracts are awarded without direct competition, as is the case with est abl kl i ed eat a log-
or market prices, you may need to make adjustments to account for price related differences between
the commercial price and the unique Government requirements.

Manufacturers frequently have multi-tiered pricing strategies. They may use four or
five catalogs with varying prices, each catalog for a different, class of customer, When you make
published price comparisons, you want to identify the'best terms offered to any customer and a‘etire
those terms for the Government. The rationale is that if the Government receives the best. price
offered by a supplier and that price is an established market price, the price is reasonable,

When you buy commercially available spare parts noncompetitively, the offeror is to ( I ) certify
that prices for parts also offered for sale to the public are no higher than the lowest, price charged to
any other customer or (2) submit a statement specifying and justifying all price differences
(FAR 15.813). Thee are exceptions to this policy.

You can make a useful comparison with published prices if you are buying a commercial item
and the price is established. If the quantity is small, a comparison of catalog prices may be enough,
it is a large volume purchase, ask the supplier for sales data so that you ran identify customers,
prices, and other terms. You can compare this data with the offer to arrive at the discount.

Because published prices are adjusted periodically, you may have to analyze trends to far/or a
proper discount; the value of discount terms can be altered by inflation, :,,f.,;1!;4>noi variations , miirket
changes, technology, and other conditions, These adjustments may alter your judgment, as to the
reasonableness of price.

You also will rely on published prices when the prices are set by law or regulation, I lowever, if
the price is based on hut not controlled by such legally established prices, you should Ilse the
published price technique,

Even when published price comparison is a primary method of price analysiH, yo	 . ably will
use other techniques to validate the conclusions of that analysis,

14.3 Secondary Com parisons

Prior quotations and previous contracts ler similar requirements are major sourees of
secondary data, When these sources reflect compel it.i ve situa Liens, you may conclude the prices are
fair and reasonable, To make them comparable with a current offer, you must, adjust hir time,
quantity, and seasonal differences. Consequently, the results of these comparisons are not, as
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conclusive as those achieved by use of primary techniques. Other sources of secondary data are
treated as circumstantial evidence, useful but less reliable.

Primary and secondary comparisons often overlap because published price information is a
source of secondary data. For example, even if the offeror does not have catalog prices, competing
offerors may. Similarly, even if an offeror has a catalog, you probably will need other secondary price
information to establish commerciality,

Adjustment techniques are critical to valid comparisons, and the analytic tools used for cost
projections and cost analysis become important.

Historical comparisons

The main sources of secondary comparisons are current. prices for the same or similar
requirement, past prices paid for the same or similar requirement, and past offers These all are
historical comparisons, although each is listed soparately in the hierarchy of price analysis
techniques. When the necessary data are available, you can use the techniques to support
competitive evaluations. Historical comparisons are the most. useful of the ;erondary comparisons if
you can establish that the prices used for comparison were influenced directly by the market.
However, that influence may be dated, or the current procurement may he based on different
requirements, You must make sure the respective items and prices are comparable and that the
historical prices resulted from adequate price competition.

Market data

A broad collection of potential comparisons in this category helps you shape your ideas about
prices, market trends, and technological advances. Newspapers, trade journals, and murk et indexes
can be used to validate assumptions, identify the need for adjustment:, and even make adjustments.
For example, the producer price index may be used to update a past price to make it comparable to a
current offer. Indexes of all types may he used to develop estimates which may be compared with
offered prices.

Cost estimating relationships (CERs)

CERs include yardsticks and parametric relationships such as dollars per pound, per square
foot, per loaded labor-hour, and other units of measure. The value of these comparative estimate  has
increased with the development and use of quantitative analysis in contract pricing These
relationships identify differences that signal the need to alter the conclusioes you reached through
other comparisons. They also can be used to adjust other comparisons by e!itablishing common
denominators between dissimilar offers.

When primary pricing data are scarce, use and significance of cost-estimatine relationships
increases. With enough secondary data and knowledge of basic statistical technique!, and adjustment
techniques, you can do an acceptable analysis.

Government estimates

When price comparisons are not possible, the offered price may be compared with the purcha:ie
request estimate (if there is one) or other Government estimate, You also can use a Government, cwt,
estimate to validate conclusions or pinpoint discrepancies. For the estimate to he useful, however,
you need to know the basis for it and have a good idea of its reliability. You need to find out how the
estimate was made, what information and tools were used, where the information came from, and
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how earlier estimates stacked up against resulting contra-t, prices.
made the estimate.

also nmvhu\ptoknovv who

A purchase request estimate can be a valid standard if it is based on a realistic engineeriag
analysis or if the estimator has used past prices, explained why those prices were picked, and included
the quantities. A useful engineering estimate of what an item should cost could be made after study
of the drawings, after physical inspection or teardown of a :simple, or by analyzing similar work and
projecting a price based on the findings. You should compaiT earlier estimates derived in the same
fashion with actual purchase prices before deciding a current estimate is reliable.

Too often, purchase request estimates are not reliable. Stock list prices, a frequently std
source, can be misleading unless they are updated continually and annotated to indicate quantity and
production rate. Lacking any other basis, the estimator may make an outright guess and this
obviously is no good. Therefore, you need to look very carefully at a Government estimate and assess
its realism and its value.

Noncompetitive procurements

Many procurements are noncompetitive, not because only one source can fill the requirement.
but because special circumstances do not permit competition, For example, awards under the 8(a)
program are situationally noncompetitive. Further, noncompetitive procurements can result from
emergency requirements or from the fact that few offerors are willing to do business with, the
Government.

Price information usually is available for both emergency procurements and other
situationally noncompetitive actions. For example, market data may be available even though
competitors are few or the procurement is urgent. Similarly, historical prices and offers received on
similar jobs may be- useful on 8(a) procurements. These data can be close to primary data in value.

14.4 Auxiliary Techniques

You can use auxiliary techniques to supplement primary and secondary comparisons. You also
can use them to augment cost analysis when primary and secondary comparisons are not. feasible.
With them you can corroborate or challenge conclusions developed after other analyses Value
analysis and visual analysis are in this group. Value analysis attempt to develop the intrinsic worth
of a product, and visual analysis is a practical, simple approach to eAablishing worth by inspecting
the product or a drawing or picture of it. (Visual analysis also is called eyeballing, A descriptive but
inelegant term.)

Value analysis

Value analysis traditionally has been an adjunct of cost ana)yais, but certain viJ oe r.f!
principles can be used to supplement price analysis, Value analysis is the task of determining why
similar products should be priced differently, This analysis obviously helps you iinderstand the
reason for price differences between past buys and present offers. It also can help you assess the
degree to which an estimate may be influenced by value considerations that adversely affect
comparability and erode the value of the estimate as a means of secondary comparison,

Value analysis assumes that value is the function of three variables; demand, use, and
aesthetics. Demand factors are identifiable and can be analyzed through primary and secondary
comparison techniques. Moreover, they usually depend on cuswmer perceptiorsA se latod to the second
and third variables. Therefore, value analysis focuses on uss and aesthetics.
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Value analysis includes a two-part eauiination of the item being bought, First, you list the
functions required and compare the required functions  to those of alternative products.
Theoretically, an item that does less has a lower value and shoutii base a leowev Seeivad, ymt,
identify and compare the aesthetic requirements. When both utility and aesthetics indicate greater
value, they support a price differential. However, when a price premium exists and is attributed to
aesthetic rather than functional qualities, the differential is hard to justify.

As a consumer, you perform value analysis in many buying decisions. For example, a company
recently raised the price for its stereo receiver by $100 over the previous model. The only difference
you can find is that the new model is black and the earlier model was brushed aluminum. That
analysis tells you that it doesn't make much sense to pay a premium for that difference.

Another example may clarify the relationship between market price and vale°. An imported
sports car sells at $1,000 above list price. The interaction of supply and demand may make this a fair
market price. Some customers are willing to pay the premium because of the aesthetic value they
attribute to the car. Others are not willing, and to them the price is not. reasonable indens, of eour5e,
there are no alternatives, You, as a Government buyer, are classified with those "others" and know
that a fair market price is not always reasonable for Government purposes.

In most cases, value analysis is a supportive technique. 	 competitive t.valuation, pubhshed
prices, or secondary comparison techniques can't do the job, cost analyais usually is required.

Visual analysis

Visual analysis involves inspection of the item or the drawings of an item to develop on
estimate of its value. ft is similar to and may be used in conjunction with value analysia.

By itself, visual analysis may not do much. It is concerned with obvious, external features and
provides general answers. However, it can prevent mistakes and oversights and lead to questions
about offered prices. Several examples come to mind, examples in which eyeballing the product
would have raised questions about high prices quoted for hammers, coffee makers, screws, and other
relatively common items. Visual analysis is meant to be used to verify tentative conclusions reached
through primary and secondary comparisons,

Other

You can take an approach embodying some aspects of both value and visual analysis. In

evaluating an offer, you might ask "Is this item wort h $3.75?" If it looks like the price ought to he
closer to $.15, your next questions might be "How is the, item to be used, in what environments? Do
we really need this specific item? is there another item that will do the joh for less'?"

To illustrate, assume an offer of $3,75 each for a quantity of I" / 1," bolts with Jandard thread
and hex head. If the bolt is to be used to rcpair a piece of test equipment, you may not need the high-
carbon, heat-treated steel bolt specified ,3 nd should question the requirement and suggest an
alternative. If, however, the bolt is to used to repair an aircraft landing gear or other high -:.areas

equipment , the heat-treated, holt ma' 1w eaasiaa,ary. Either way, you sill/ need to uae other techniques
to find out what the price should he for a bolt ,uitable for each application.
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Comparability is the quality or state of being comparable. Com paroble, in turn, means capable
of or suitable for comparison. Comparison is examination of two or more items to establish
similarities and dissimilarities.

These definitions lead to the question "Do two products have to be alike to be comparable?"
You may answer, "No. Any two things can be compared, but the comparison may show that they have
no characteristics in common." Thus, if your purpose is to pass judgment on the price of at leant one
of tile two things, the comparison will have been a waste of time if they are unlike in every way

For price analysis, then, a working definition of comparable is having enough like
characteristics or qualities to make comparison useful, For example, you can compare the prices of
apples and oranges, but it won't be much help unless either fruit will satisfy the need at hand and
size, kind, and quality are immaterial If only large apples will do, it might be helpful know the prices
ofJonathan apples, Macintosh apples, and Golden Delicious apples large size only, olcourle (f only
Jonathans will suffice, the comparability problem is still not solved

The more similar the itemsare, the easier is the comparison. If your examination discloses
significant dissimilarities, you may need to quantify the dissimilarities and make adjustments before
you can reach valid conclusions about one price against another. The more judgmental the
quantification, the more there are apt to be doubts about the conclusions, and the less likely is the
comparison to be persuasive,
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To summarize, comparisons will be controlled by what it is you are buying (the specifications
and statement of work) and the similarities that exist in products or services being compared. The
products or services must have some like qualities or characteristics for the comparison to be useful

15.1 Factors That Affect Comparability

Both internal and external factors affect the suitability of prices for comparison, These are
time, quantity or size, geographic location, inflation, extent of competition, technology, and special
terms and conditions.

Time

The passage of time erodes comparability, For example, an effort to equate two prices
separated by five years through a simple inflation Austment probably would not be suclei4sful; too
many variables are involved, You must not stretch data beyond their limits,

You should select the most recent prices available. The greater the time difference, the less
comparable the prices are likely to be and the less reliable the comparison becomes, If you are
comparing a current offer with a price paid previously, the ideal comparable would be a rurreilt
contract price. That comparison would limit the effects of time. However, don't, select prices for
comparison merely on the basis of proximity of contract actions. The other factors also are important,

The passage of time brings about changes in markets, demand, technology, and other
circumstances that affect prices. Knowledge of trends is vital. Lags often occur between data
collection and contract award. Changes in policies and practices over that, period can reduce the
usefulness of the data assembled,

Quantity or size

Variations in quantity can have a significant impact on unit price although he specific effect.
may not be obvious. Variations in quantity can have an upward effect, a downward effect , or no effect
at all. For example, in the commodities area, it usually is assumed that larger purehases command
lower prices. Where economies of scale are involved, that should be the case. However, locre'alw:i in
lot size beyond a point may tax a supplier's capacity and result in higher prices

Also, market forces may impose opportunity costs on a supplier which result, in higher unit

costs for greater volumes. For example, if the price of oil is expected to increase 20 percent over a
12-month period, a supplier may choose to withhold a portion for sole at a later date when the price is
higher. In such a market, the effect of purchase quantity on price may not be as expected; at some
point, increases in volume will result in higher unit prices as the supply of the lower priced oil is
exhausted. Finally, if a price comparison is based on standard commercial items that, Are produced at
a regular rate, variations in quantity may have no effect at all,

A meaningful compa son of prices requires that the effect of volume on price la! accounted for,

The best way to do this is to select prices for comparison based on equal volumes If that is not
possible, examine the specific suppliers and the nature of the market at the time of the purchase.

In the service area, the problems are different. Variations in size can sometimes be near a lized
by reducing the comparison to price per square foot or price per productive labor hour, Beta irie these
approaches are not always effective, try to factor out site or quantity variations as much if possible
If you don't succeed, the price comparison will have little value.
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Geographic location

Geography . can have a range of effects on compa rain I ty. maim maropolitan miters, buyers
generally will be able to rely on data from within that geographic region; in more Cemote, less urban
areas, the buyer often must get data from beyond the immediate area Prices for many nationally
advertised products will not vary much from place to place. Nevertheless, because evographic
location can undermine comparability, you should try first to evaluate prices against prices obtained
from the same area.

When you must compare prices across geographic boundaries, take the following ste s:

Check the extent of competition, which can vary from place to place.

2. Determine the extent to which variations in the price of labor must be neutralized if
comparison is to be valid.

3. Check freight requirements and accompanying cos s, These can vary considerably.

especially for hazardous materials like chemicals.

4. Identify geographic anomalies or trends For example, many items are more expensive
on the West Coast than in the East

Inflation

Inflation undermines comparability by eroding the real value of money Because prices over
time are expressed in the same denominations (dollars and centsi, the 6t)1101111rNatAMW must have
comparable values if comparison is to be meaningful. Analysis of the producer price index will isolate
the impact of inflation so that you can reduce the value of a current offer to the value of the base price
against which you want to compare it,.

Extent of competition

Competition is the key to reasonable prices. When comparing one price with another, assess
the competitive environment shaping the prices. For example, you can compare last year',
competitive price with a current offer for the same item. However, if last year's procurement was
made without competition, you may not have a good price with which to compare the current offer, A
poorly written specification and an urgent need combined to make competition impossible last year,
but now the specifications have been rewritten and the delivery is not urgent Given those
circumstances, a current offer could he the same as or less than the past price and still not, be
reasonable.

Technology

Prices from dying industries can rise because the technologies don't keep pace with rising costs,
Conversely, technological advances in growth industries can drive prices down, The computer
industry is an example. Technological advances have been corning so fast that a comprison of prices
separated by a single year must account for these advances if the comparison is to have any value.

Engineering or design changes also must be taken into account, Thix,novnsy^urnuet identify
the new or modified features and estimate their effect on price,
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Special terms and conditions

When you, a Government buyer, buy commercial products and services, you often must include
provisions that are not required in the usual market transactions. Contracts between buyers and
sellers in the private sector do not include provisions relating to the Davis-Bacon Act:, the Service
Contract Act, clean air and water, and many other special conditions. Consequently, evaluation of an
offer with commercial prices may be difficult Unique terms and conditions affect prier's, but it is
extremely difficult to assign a dollar value to their effects.

15.2 Establishing Comparability

If you have the option, get prices that already are comparable- If you can't do that, try to
establish comparability by making adjustments. You may have to cal techniques or
algebraic formulas to establish a common denominator.

Broadly speaking, you must complete two basic tasks in order to establish comparability.;

1. Price-related differences must be identified and documented, taking into ttccot fn

factors affecting comparability.

2. Price-related differences must be factored out.

The following checklist, Table 15-1, breaks down these two tasks into five steps and shows the
considerations that come into play at each step

TABLE 15-1, CHECKLIST FOR ESTABLISHING COMPARABILITY

CONSIDERATIONS

1.	 Select items or prices for comparison Is this comparison valid)

Are better comparisons available)

2.	 Identify	 product	 and	 price-related
differences

Are the items or services compared the s ame'
Are there closcrepancles in toms and conciitmn5 which affectprice?

How do the environments shaping the respective prices differ 1

3.	 Determine the precise effects of the

differences
How do the noted differences affect prices) 	 (Recall ear lier discussi on

concerning variations in quantity )

How substantial might the differences be)
._.

4	 Select	 and	 apply	 method	 for

adjustment

Can resources such as the producer price index he used to esta	 I-

comparability

Must more sophisticated manipulative techniques he	 ppi,v=

5. Make comparison Have al price-related differences been	 accounted	 for"

developed a common base for comparison

If not, to what extent is the comparison still	 li

Should it be discounted)

Restoring comparability by establishing a common denominator requires that you assign a
dollar value to each identified difference. You can't do this always, however. '['he cost of teem; and
conditions peculiar to Government contracts is hard to estimate, so exercise discretion in such c:is.
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15.3 Adjustments

Adjustment techniques are used to establish comparability among the items to he compared.
In many procurements , even where competition is adequate, competitive evaluation requires that, the
offered unit prices be adjusted to establish greater comparability. This can happen when unit prices
are skewed by variations in quantity or product characteristics and by life cycle considerations. , It
also is brought into being by differences in the way in which requirements are stated. Buying
organizations routinely use indefinite quantity and requirements contracts, options. economic price
adjustment clauses, and time-and-material and labor-hour arrangements in addition to definite
quantity, definite delivery contracts. Warranty rights may differ, and in contracting for services,
offerors may quote on different levels of service.

Comparability is present when there are similarities in the products or services being
compared and the environments within which prices exist are relatively equal. External forces mu,,t
be neutralized and steps taken to see if comparability can be established. This section disciii,:wt,
several adjustment techniques. Most examples pertain to situations in which current offers are being
compared using competitive evaluation. However, the adjustment. methods also may be used to
establish comparability between primary and secondary data.

Keep the following general rules in mind when making any adjustment:

1. Use of any technique must be anticipated and its use disclosed in the solicitation. (The
Comptroller General repeatedly has ruled that offerors must be advised of the basis for
evaluation. The particular adjustment techniques to he used must be identified in the
solicitation.)

2. Any adjustment technique used must he realistic. (The purpose of adjustment is to
facilitate a determination that the price to be paid is fair and reasonable. Adjustments
must be based on realistic expectations and forecasts.)

3. Adjustments must be applied uniformly, (Impartiality is central in Uovernnwiit
procurement. Similar offers must be adjusted by the same factors in the same way.)

Estimated quantity

Prices offered under indefinite quantity contracts usually arc unit prices. Analysis of the
offered unit price requires you to consider the probable quantity that will be bought. A reasonable
price for a quantity of one probably would not be reasonable if you bought 500, but, remember that
volume increases can cause higher prices or can be irrelevant.

When indefinite quantity, requirements, time-and-material, or lahorhour contrac
make the following adjustments:

1. Establish a realistic estimate of the quantity that will be bought

2. Apply unit prices to the estimated quantity.

Compare the extended prices of the competing offers, using competitive evaluation and
other analysis techniques

Adjustments to account for estimated quantities are important when two or more line items are to he
bought in a single contract. The quantities applied to different line items materially affect the
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determination of the lowest overall price. Suppose you solicit, offers for heavy-duty batteries of
two types (A and 13) and receive two "all-or-none" offers (Table 15-2):

A competitive evaluation of the unit prices says that Offeror X has the lowest price, a combined
price of $120 for Offeror X compared with $125 for Offeror Y. However, by analyzing past purchases
and conducting a buyer survey, the requirements people estimated that 500 Type A and 2,000 Type II
batteries will be bought. These quantities are to he used in evaluating competing offers and were
included in the solicitations. Adjustment for estimated quantities leads to the conclusion that,
Offeror Y probably has offered the best overall price.

Assumed change (trend analysis)

Long-term contracts, including options, routinely provide for adjustments in prices based on
actual cost experience or the movement of economic indexes. Price analysis using competitive
evaluation techniques must consider the likelihood of those price adjustments by making assumed
changes.

Most economic price adjustment clauses use price index numbers to measure the changes in
price over time. Price adjustments are based on the application of the index to a base price. Ix all
offerors are required to use the same base, the index normally will have a uniform effect on price.
Consequently, price adjustment considerations can be disregarded in the competitive evaluation.
However, if offerors can select or influence the base, the probable effect of an economic price
adjustment clause must he considered.

Assumed change adjustments are applied as follows:

1. Identify the amount of change expected during the contract period.

2. Extend the offeror base by the assumed percentage of change.

3. Adjust the price by that percentage.

As an example of the working of this adjustment technique, assume that. you solicit offers for
10,000 square feet of office space for a five-year period (The example includes Tables 15-3, 15-4, and
15-5.) Assume that you receive two offers with the unit prices shown in Table 15-3
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TABLE 13-3

OFFEROR A OFFEROR B

$10 per sq. ft ‘ per ye $9.95 per	 . ft. per year

Offeror B's price appears to be lower than A's. However, in the solicitation you stated that you would
adjust the bases for services and utilities using an assumed change of 3 percent compounded
annually. The bases proposed and accepted are shown in Table 15.4,

TABLE 15.4

OFFEROR A OFFEROR B

$3 per sq. ft, $4.50 per sq. ft.

The offered price per square foot is adjusted by calculating the additional pay men 	 ould be
made if the change were 3 percent each year, dividing the total additional payment
(five years) and adding the calculated amount to the lease price. The adjusted p	 valuation
are shown in Table 15-5.

TABLE 15-5

As you can see, the result of the competitive evaluation is altered by the price udjustrtraera

When you use this technique, you must use forecasting skills to predict the amount of ch ange
likely to occur during the contract period. The assumed change must be rea:;oriable and realist, it.
takes more than arbitrary selection of a percentage.

A broader treatment of price indexes, forecasting, and other trend analysis methods is in
Chapter 3 of this manual and in Producer Prices and Price Indexes and other Bureau of Labor
Statistics publications.

Product variance

The most difficult adjustments are those related to differences in the products oII red, The
term product includes goods, services, and space. The clearest examples of situations in which
adjustment for product variance is required are items offered with commercial warranties.
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Product variance adjustment is called for when items are offered with differing commercial
warranties. The fair and reasonable price for a product sold as is should be lower than for I lw same
product sold with a full five-year warranty.

The general technique is as follo ws:

1. Determine the characteristics of the model produ

2. Identify the missing characteristics of the product	 (e .g., no	 on the drive
train).

3. Determine the reasonable price or cost of the missing characteristics (e.g., cost of service
contract in lieu of a warranty).

4. Add the price or cost of the missing characteristics 	 e , the characteris tics
Government will have to pay extra for) to the offer.

For example, assume the Government solicits offers for 10,000 square feet of space, requesting
janitorial service and all utilities. Two offers are received as shown in Table 15-6,

TABLE 15-6

OFFER A
	

OFFER B

$10 per sq. ft. per year, fully
	

$5,50 per sq. ft. per year, no janitorial,
serviced, a11 utilities included

	
Government to pay for electricity separately

Obviously, the two offers are not comparable. Before you can make a valid comparison, you n u t.
determine the value (per square foot) of the services that B is not providing and add that amount to
the unit price of B, The prices then will he comparable.

The product variance adjustments also can include Government administrative costs if that
adjustment is disclosed in the solicitation, If it was disclosed, the administrative cost of obtaining a
separate contract for janitorial service and utilities can he added toii offer in the example.

Ratio analysis

Ratio analysis can be used to overcome differences in service and other contract, offers that
would otherwise make direct comparisons difficult. Other awards, preferably from the geographic
area in which the contract is to be awarded, are used to develop the data base. Por in , ,tance, the
technique can isolate the percentage markup over base labor (where the labor rate is presumed to he
equal to the rate established in the Service Contract Act) for each awarded contract. In essence, the
technique develops a ratio for each contract. The ratios compare the price per loaded lab Ior hoar (a
loaded labor hour includes all indirect and direct costs plus profit) divided by the baNe minimum labor
rate per hour. They indicate the load on labor for each contract. price, This lets you Figure the ma rkup
on base labor and allow for differences in base labor rates.
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For instance, assume you are negotiating a guard service contract with a base labor rate of
$6 per hour and an analysis of three recent guard service contracts reveals the following lTable 15-7);

TABLE 15-7

PRICE PER MINIMUM LABOR RATE

CONTRACTOR
PRODUCTIVE
LABOR HOUR

(PER SERVICE CONTRACT
ACT DETERMINATION)

RATIO
ta+b)

(a) (b)

X $8.65 $5.15 168%

Y 9.29 5.50 169

9.10 5.45 167

The ratios indicate that a load on base labor between 167 percent and 169 percent is fully supported
by the price analysis. Therefore, a projected price range of $10.02 ($6 X 167 percent) through $10.14
($6 x 169 percent) per hour is a good estimate of the fair market price.

Where the contract under consideration is materially different from the contracts used as
comparables but the differences can be quantified, the projected price can be adjusted, For instance, if
a guard contract to be awarded requires extraordinary amounts of equipment such as vehicles for
perimeter patrols but the comparables were routine guard contracts requiring no large equipment
expense, you could estimate an annual depreciated value of the vehicles and add it to the overall
projected fair market price.

Additional techniques

Some noncompetitive procurements require more sophisticated adjustment techniques. Even
with competition, procurements of new products or significant increases in the volume of regular
purchases may benefit from more sophisticated analyses using principles normally applied in cost
analysis. There have been major strides in the Last few decades in quantitative techniques for

analyzing business problems including pricing. Operations research and systems analysis have
emerged and substantial efforts are being made to apply the principles of economics, productivity
research, engineering, and even sociology to pricing decisions.

Detailed treatment of such specialties is beyond the scope of this manual Nevertheless,
two examples demonstrate the principles addressed by such disciplines and Appendix D is a
reproduction of a portion of a pricing text addressing aspects of quantitati ve analysis.

The first principle is the learning curve. As the number of products being produced in sequence
increases, the cumulative average direct labor hours per product decreases in a regular exponential
pattern. That means that labor cost compared to quantity produced resembles the curve shown in
Figure 15-1. The principle has been demonstrated in many industries, including services and
construction. Of course, the actual curve varies from industry to industry, from company to company
within an industry, and even from plant to plant within the same company. In addition, ale learning
curve phenomenon is, in part, a product of sound management and cooperative interaction between
management and labor. However, you should he alert to the potential for reduced prices through
improved labor productivity, even when analyzing the prices of new production items. The learning
curve is discussed more fully in Chapter 3,
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FIGURE 15-1. AN tlflei, LEARNING CURVE

Assumption: As the total quantity of units produced doubles, the .1verage cost per unit dec. teases y
	

onsl ant

percentage.

The second principle, called market share pricing, is important. when you and ()lilt . ' s in the
Government are major buyers of commercial products. It states that because of economiei, of scale
and fixed costs for plant, equipment, and other factors, including learning, businesses should
concentrate not on their margins of profit per product but on increasing their share of the market.
When the Government's buying activity is significant in the overall market, you should expect. prices
that reflect the market share factor.

These and other principles relating to pricing, costing, and market forces now are taught in
universities and graduate schools and written about in specialized journals and texts. Check them
out.

15.4 What If You Can't Establish Comparability?

What to do if you can't establish comparability depends on the situation. You have two
alternatives.

1. You can disregard the data. This option is both reasonable and advisable when you have
an abundance of data. Remember that price analysis is a means, not. an end !lone piece
of information is not suitable and you have alternatives, try the alternatives, Don't force
a comparison.

2. The data can be discounted. If you must use the data, you may esti mai f the value of the
price comparison, given the gaps in comparability. You may he able t' ' Ise prohahil ities

15-10
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to estimate a discount value for the data. You may be able to approximate comparability
and give reduced weight to the comparison in your overall evaluat ion of the price.

The question to ask yourself always is: Does the information, even with its limitations,
contribute to the evaluation of price? If your answer is no, disregard the information, If the answer is
yes, your challenge is to quantify the contribution,
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CHAPTER 18

GETTING ADEQUATE DATA FOR PRICE ANALYSIS

CONTENTS

16.1 Sources of Data.	 16- I

Offeror-supplied data
Historical data	 ..
Other Government data .
Market data

16.2 Considerations in Gathering Data
Timing	 . .	 16- 6
Quantity and kind . 	 16- 5

Quality .	 .	 ,	 .....	 16 6
Field pricing support

16.3 Evaluating Data .

16.1 Sources of Data

For price analysis, you must get, other prices and, if necessary to make them compare
them for differences in market conditions and contract terms (actual and proposed),

Price data can be divided into four categories: offeror-supplied data, historical data, other
Government data, and market data. Within each category there are several specific sources that may
be useful in a given situation, Data obtained from one source may be used to verify conctusians
reached using information from a different source

Offeror-supplied data

You start analysis with the competitive bids orproposals submitted for the proem met t
10 bidders respond to an invitation for bids ((FM, there is a strong presumption that the lowest price
from a responsive and responsible seller is fair and reasonable.

Competitive bids or proposals also may give you the basis for questioning the reasonableness
a price. Assume the situation where a low firm is disqualified on aduninistrative grounds (e g., for
failure to sign the bid). In this case, existence of a large difference between the prices of the
disqualified low bidder and the next lowest bidder may indicate that the next lowest, price is nut
reasonahte. Similarty, a proposal that offers slightly tess technical merit hut a major VriCT advantage
calls into question a proposal that offers somewhat more quality at a much higher price Such
questions must be resolved using data from other sources.

Offerors may provide pricing information in addition to theircomprtitivc proposals.
include:

Data used to support an exemption from the req uiremen
	 date

16 - 1
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• Data regarding past contracts for similar work, often required in order to demonstrate
responsibility.

Line-item prices, important for analyzing hether a balanced proposal has been submitted.

• Supplier catalogs and subcontractor data offered, for example, to support an "or equal"
determination.

You can use this information in ma »nuupu6uonomnd verification tasks. For instance, you
can:

• Compare the offered price to the catalog or market. price of each offeror

• Compare what is being offered to what was charged on previous contracts by both the same
offeror and others.

• For an indefinite quantity contract, verify the quantities estimated by the Government
use in evaluating competitive proposals.

• Evaluate the price implications of limiting the procurement to a particular 	 non e.

Although a good deal of data are received from offerors as a matter of course, you must spell out
specific data requirements in the solicitation, If you don't, you may find that data are presented in
ways that make comparisons difficult, or are not submitted at all

Historical data

Price analysis uses the price history of an item or service to evaluate a current offer. The
contract files of previous buys will tell you how those earlier prices were analyzed and justified.

Historical data usually are available within the contracting office, but you may have problems
locating the right files. Some offices maintain manual or automated systems that index
procurements by commodity or service; others organize files by contract number and perhaps by
contractor. The best way to find files that are not indexed by commodity or service is to talk to other
buyers.

You also can get historical data from prospective contractors Requesting information on prior
contract awards helps you get market and price information and determine the responsibility and
technical skills of offerors. However, don't impose an unnecessary burden by routinely requiring such
information,

You also may get historical information from other buyers, wilhin and outside the
Government. Many of the same products and services are bought by Government offices and private
businesses. While there is no formal method for exchanging this sort, of information, yott can develop
and maintain contacts through contract management, purchasing, and trade associations A call to
an associate may get you valuable information.

Other Government data

You generally have at least one important data source, the independent Government estimate
included as part of the purchase request package, when you initiate a procurement. This estimate
may be based on substantial knowledge of the market or on nothing more than an advertisement for
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the product. No matter what its basis, the estimate is a starting point; the requisitioner may
based the budget allocation on it.

The significance of the independent estimate varies from one preturtment to the next
depending on the availability of other information and your assessmeat of the situation, need to
know how the estimate was prepared, what the assumptions were, and how reliable it is. 'try to find
out the basis for the estimate and make sure the information and assumptions are reasonable.

You can get other information from Government sources. Through statistical and "inerket
watch" functions, some Federal agencies collect, maintain, and report valuable data concerning the
pricing of thousands of products, services, and commodities. l'he major data sources are the
Department of Commerce (Census Bureau and Bureau of Economic Analysis) and the Department of
Labor (Bureau of Labor Statistics). The Departments of Agriculture and Energy also have price Lind
cost information on specific commodities.

DoD components have experts who can advise on construction costs, on a wide variety of
services, and on product design, manufacturing, and pricing, You also can consult with experts in
other agencies and get technical data published by these agencies as well as by the National
Technical Information Service.

Of all the data, you probably will use the consumer price index and the producer price index
most often. Each index compares changes in price to stated bases. The indexes, along
subindexes for individual groups of commodities, can be used as general indicators of price treacle, as
comparison points for purchase prices of listed products, and as guides to price osculation And
inflation. Put another way, the indexes help establish a. common denominator between a price paid
1.5 months ago and a price offered now.

Producer Price Index

The producer price index (formerly called the wholesale price index) has greater utility than
the consumer price index. The producer price index is published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, It
tracks changes in prices that producers receive from the initial commercial purchasers of their
products. ft reflects the selling prices of selected manufacturers or the prices quoted on organized
exchanges such as the Chicago Board of Trade. The prices usually are lo 1) origin for immediate
delivery.

The producer price index is published in a monthly report, Producer Prices and Price Indexes
This report also includes average prices for selected commodities.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics also publishes articles on patterns and trends in producer prices
in its Monthly Labor Review. Two Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports also may he of use. These
are The BLS Industrial Price Program: A Survey of Users (Report 509, 1977) and Producer Price
Indexes: A Guide for Contracting Parties (Report 570, 1979),

The Consumer Price Index

The consumer price index also is published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
index provides a guide to changes in "retail" prices. It is ki%tti aa price adjuatment factor in some
areas of procurement (leasing in particular) and as a general gauge of inflation. However, the

producer price index usually is a better source of data on price trends because the Covernment

usually is a "wholesale" buyer.

t 6,3
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Market data

This category includes everything from informal telephonequotes to formal market surveys to
prices advertised in trade journals and newspapers.

A great deal of price information is available through privately published sources, Trade
associations, user organizations, and individual companies regularly provide information which, if

used, greatly simplifies the tasks of market research and price comparison.

Trade journals contain a great deal of information. They address topics as diverse as chickens
(Poultry and Egg Weekly) and paint (The American Paint Journal). There are local publications that
report price information within the immediate trade area (for example, "Black's" reports on
commercial lease prices for selected East Coast cities) A complete listing of such publications can be
found in most large libraries in the Index to Periodicals. Trade associations also run supply
information.

In addition, trade and user associations often publish useful market indexes. They indicate
price trends, often with more specificity than the Government indexes. to We ver, because the i tide keti

usually are compiled from data gathered from association members, you need to find out if the
membership is representative of the total market. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has reviewed many
association surveys and can help you.

The Wall Street Journal is a prime source of general market data and of index, quotation, and
sales data as well. A national business publication, the Journal has information on every aspect of
business. Get familiar with the indexes, charts, and reports of quotations, sales, and other business
developments available on a daily or weekly basis in the Journal,

Other newspapers, both specialized and general circulation, regularly have useful data.
Advertisements are very important sources. The easiest possible comparison or prices can he made by
checking prices offered in newspaper and magazine ads, If you find a product altered to you at $25
advertised in the paper for $20, you may he on the way to finding Lhe quoted price too high. Refore

you reach that conclusion, identify arid evaluate the pricing environment, You might find that. $20 is

a one-day sale price and not reflective of market, price

The price of an advertised product also may be found in published catalogs. Bah retail and
wholesale catalogs will give price information with which to compare offers Catalogs genet-ally are
available at little or no cost directly from manufacturers or dealers, as well ;is in the business sections

of many libraries.

Market data also can be obtained through market surveys (see FAH 7, 101 I You may do this by
asking both suppliers and users for price information. You may do this by phone or by letter Any

survey should be structured to elicit as much specific information as possible, including terms arid

conditions that could affect price, FAR 15,405 provides instructions and conditions for Ihe use of

"information-only" solicitations.

You also can use requests for quotations, Commerce Business Daily announcementH, arid in

some cases, local newspaper announcements to get price quotations for informational purposes
However, the information received by these means are asking prices and not, actual sales information
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16.2 Considerations in Gathering Data

Consider three principal factors in gathering pricing data:

• Timing, To be useful, data must be collected in a systematic an tim 	 ma ler, Data
needs must be anticipated.

• Quantity and kind, Determine how much and what kind of data are needed The more data
points (different comparisons) you have. the sounder your analysis will be, Your objective
is to get those data that will help determine and demonstrate the reasonableness of prices,

Quality. Quality and usefulness of data depend on the data's accuracy, completeness,
currency, and comparability,

In assembling data, the key will be how much the data reveal. Often the kinds of data
available and their quality will determine the quantity of data you will need, In the following
discussion, it will be increasingly clear that the three considerations are interrelated and that data
must be assembled and assessed with all three considerations in mind.

Timing

Decide early what method you will use to organize price and market data and the sources from
which you will seek the data. Timing is critical, If you arc to do a market survey, you must allow
time for survey preparation and data collection and analysis, If you are going to ask for informational
quotations, allow time for advertising, source selection, mailing, and response. Even market research
using published sources takes time.

Beyond time- allowances, anticipate the types of data needed. If data requirements lire to be
placed on the offeror, tailor the solicitation to include the right provisions, Especially in
procurements where you are not familiar with the technical issues, &ride in advance what technieal
assistance you will need and make the necessary arrangements,

Quantity and kind

Deciding how much and what kind of data to collect, as well as how to organize it and how to
use it is tough. Before issuing the solicitation, decide how much data to ask for, Just as too little data
can make meaningful analysis difficult, too much can make it difficult, IA) sort out the relevant data,
You want to decide if the offer is fair and reasonable and not to develop a model of an ideal price,

You must know the product or se vice you are to buy. A decision to pay $400 for a hammer
would be a breakdown in the data assembly process. If you know what. you are buying, you will need
very little data to realize that the quoted price is way off

Questions and considerations to be addressed in ,e-:serobling data are set out, in Tat le I 6- „ The
list is a guide to key topics, not an exhaustive I 	 of all things.
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Type of Product

• Is the product a basic commodity with established
trading organizations?

Raw materials, foods, and other staples often are s..1.1
on exchanges for which excellent market data exists
These data may help when making bulk purchases

• IS the product a general-purpose cominercral item
with major retail and wholesale markers?

Products may be sold at established catalog OriCOt
Retail or wholesale catalogs may indicate fair and
reasonable prices.

Publications such as Produce Prices and Price Indexes.
and even Consumer Reports may provide usef ul
information on price and quality issues

A competitive market may be expected. The prim
source of data may be the bids themselves.

• Is the product built to Government specifications)

Type of Market

• Is the market stable or fluctuating?

In a stable market, historical data are useful;
adequate competition is likely to have existed and
changes in relative values of prices are fewer, thus
simplifying analysis.

In an inflationary market, Government price indexes
help you determine reasonable escalation

In technologically advancing markets, trade journals
and user-oriented publications can alert you to
product improvements and price decreases caused by
product obsolescence.

In markets threatened by foreign competition, you
may, through market surveys, trade journals, and
informational quotes, learn of price decreases caused
by competitive pressure

• is the market hrtaad bawd o '	b.utd	 tow,‘„!
MC,nopoly?

The .• xistenke of mans , supphois reduces the
data as competition should ti; l y e ptiCe to the lowest
loser

With few sources, kv.t, all avails

i ;OW e of suppliers to respond may	 I
el with S,Clekill(MIOCIS

	
An independent

7 0khnital rOvatys may he required

• thi,fe other buyers?

• Use product within the requis	 area of
vportnr

If the requisitioner repeatedly ein". ()I1 a given
market, confide's( e in the ()over nmein estimate can
increase

If the act i v i ty i s buying outside as mission or for a heW
iSS1011, more produc. ,10,1 I n it e analyse. is 'pokier-Ad

if the activity is buymil outside Its mission or lot a (IOW

M iSC 1( 11)	 OlJtSIde ter noical assistrante a I
expo , leo( e of other agent ins may help

time of Purchase

• What is the time of s Purr haSe

Market data from published source
potential for countercyclical buyin
demand is down and supply is up)

trade j ournals and other puleirati(	 may in
unusual priiiiincreases caused by luancrnarne
popularity, indicating a need for ; aut i on in pricing

a n d perhaps a need to identify 0 / he f pr,„j„,-4.%

Government indexes market surveys, ,' r , ,1 Ii ado
journals may foierasl price changes and thus
a buying CtfatOqy of either stocking op	 Inulge

!n hni,telp • '. 'in delaying	 a prat
sie<

wheelbarrow
Before tossing

evanl, to a particular pricing
time when a loco

offer os tinreo 'y
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TABLE 16 . 1. KEY CONS11)E A 'IONS IN ASS : /MENG PRICING DATA

Quality

No matter how much data you collect, make sure the data e va lid for the task.	 lity

the data has important implications for how much dat
	

ill he required

A	 cy and Re	 ncy

Pricing data can be relevant but inac
task, For example, suppose you get an offer
store is advertising the same item in the paper
take the following steps:

• Verify that the advertised producttack and actually for sale at, the advertised price
that is, determine the data's accuracy.

• Compare the advertised product to the product that, is being
specifications for your buy, that, is, determine	 data's releva
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Analyze the conditions affecting the offered price, the terms of sale. This involves
evaluation of the comparability of the data,

Failure to take these steps can lead you to wrong assumptions. Analysis may show that, the
$29 wheelbarrow is part of a promotion and that its availability at that price is limited. The cheaper
wheelbarrow may be inferior to the $69 one and unsuitable for the use intended. The price may
reflect a one-time sale or an effort to clear inventory. The newspaper ad gives you pricing di it a but its
value must be tested.

Other situations that require verifi ation of aH' acy, relevance, and comparability irielude:

Data received from an interested party such as a trade association or a large
prohibited from competing by a small business set-aside,

business

• Data received from u dissimilar buying organization; corn
the requirements of military-use end items.

• Conflicting data receiv d from two 	 o	 urces,

Co	 *mess

woducts ly not meet

Data must be complete, An offeror may submit some but not all the data that requo,ucci
and needed. For example, an offeror who was asked to provide information about, past procurements
may select cases where the buyers paid list prices and omit sales to dealers or original equipment
manufacturers on the grounds that the Government is not a dealer or manufacturer, Similarly,
published data may not account fully for price differentials resulting from differences in warranty,
material, design, and maintainability,

You will be in a good position to request the necessary data and judge its completeness if you
know what you are buying, its function, its size, and the markets it is sold in, Knowing the product,
you can spot gaps and inconsistencies in the data, Then you ask questions and follow up on anything
that is not explained, is not clear, or seems irrelevant, For example, if you are buying item that Aro
or seem to be commercial, analyze the data submitted to support, claims for catalog or market price
exemptions The sales data required for those claims are o[::/oh a nature that there almost always
will be holes that demand questioning and clarification,

When necessary data are not supplied, despite repeated requests by you and those above you in
the organization, you may declare the offeror nonresponsive and turn to another, This decision
involves a number of considerations, including time demands and the availability of other acceptable
sources, and your efforts to get the data, including requests of superiors, must be forthright.

With data that comes from sources other than the offeror, what you do about, missing
information will depend on the circumstances, If a specific piece of data cannot be verified but, a
wealth of other information is available, disregard the questionable data and use the other,
Sometimes data from a particular source will not stand alone but is useful when combined with other
data, Generally, however, partially understood information creates more problems than it will solve
Incomplete or unverified information should not be used if you have alternatives

Currency

Even if data are accurate and complete with prices that are comparable to and snoport, the
current offer, you don't necessarily have anything if the prices were established month:, ago,
particularly if there have been sales in the intervening period Currency of data is particularly
important in a changing economy or fluctuating market. Data collected 12 months ago concerning

}8'7
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the prices of microcomputers, sensors, propulsion units, and valves arc worthless today unless
adjusted using other pricing information.

Keep up with the markets within which you operate. Know how the markets are influenced by
interest rates and inflation, raw materials and labor conditions, and changes in taws and other lows.

Stress the techniques that elicit current prices. Use competitive procedures and market
surveys, and review current published price data whenever possible. The discussion of primary
comparisons in Chapter 14 expands on this.

When using past prices in comparisons, remember that a price paid yesterday is more valuable
than a price paid two years ago, other factors being equal. Currency can be achieved through
statistical and other methods of adjustment, but the older the information, the more work it will take,

Field pricing support

Field pricing support is furnished by administrative contracting officers (ACO, ․ ), price
analysts, engineers, auditors, and others outside the contracting office. Field pricing iiipport usually
is furnished for those procurements in which cost or pricing data are required and cost, analysis is to
be performed. As a practical matter, DEARS generally restricts requests for field pricing support to
fixed-price contracts over $100,000, fixed-price-incentive contracts over $250,000, and coat
reimbursement contracts over $500,000, and for these reasons you rarely may ask for help in price
analysis.

This is not to say that you (the contracting officer) shouldn't ask for and expect assistance when
you need it. When you do ask, understand that for years the principal focus in the field has been on
costs, cost or pricing data, projections of costs into future periods, and testing incurred costs for
allowability. Be explicit in describing what you want and the kind of information you need.

Ask the field support team to review the data submitted with a claim for exemption from the
requirement for cost or pricing data, particularly when you decide that further investigation is
required before you can determine commerciality in connection with the catalog price exemption,
The auditor can verify sales data and investigate whether reported sales are ea teorized P operly us
A, B, or C. The opinions of the field support team as to the meaning and significance of the pr it:1nm
data and the reasonableness of price are advisory. Final responsibility for price analysis and price is
yours alone.

16.3 Evaluating Data

Each piece of pricing information must be analyzed in light of other information, Eor example,
catalogs may indicate the going price for a machine tool is $15,000 and a market survey may tell you
that because of a strike in the steel industry, the going price is $16,500, Meanwhile, a trade journal
article alerts you to a new laser tool priced at $18,000 and twice as efficient as the one contemplated
by the purchase request. Reading further, you learn that the laser tool is a prototype and the price is
an estimate. At this point, the accuracy, completeness, relevance, and utility of the $18,000 price is
questionable. Even if accurate, complete, and current, the information does not contribute to the
procurement of a piece of equipment for present needs at a reasonable price, The information's
principal value is the clue it gives you about possible future price decreases in equipment prices due
to technological obsolescence.

Few sources of data have absolute values. Each piece of information on is a part of the whole upon
which price reasonableness is predicated, Each new piece of information can affect conclusions about

16-8
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the quality of other assembled data, You must assess <6w relative acc -acy of the data source, the
amount of market information provided by the source, and the currency of the information,

16-9
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There are two major facets in deciding how much analysis is needed and warranted to establish
the reasonableness of an offered price. One is the role of price analysis in terms of tho reliance to be
placed on it, as against cost analysis. The other is the relative complexity of the I g MI riin to he
undertaken. The depth of analysis will depend on the comparisons to be made, the data needed and
available, and the time and effort needed to make the comparisons. The pivotal factor in deciding
how much price analysis is needed is the degree of price competition obtained: competitive and
noncompetitive situations require different approaches.

17.1 Factors Affecting the Extent of Price Analysis

The extent of price analysis is a function of several factors Your evt 	 will be
judgmental, but based on specific factors. The most i aipOrLant are:

• Method of procurement

• Type of product or service

• Basis for award

• Quality of price competition

• Dollar value

• Cost analysis and price analysis,
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These factors are discussed individually, but isolating their effects is artificial and can be
misleading. No factor exists in a vacuum. They interact with each et her in unique combinations to
shape the analysis requirements for any given procurement..

Method of procurement

The method of procurement is a good determinant of the extent of analysis needed, If sililed
bidding is used and a number of responses are received, all you may need to do is review the bids to
decide which is most advantageous to the Government. For example, if five responsive bids from
responsible bidders are closely grouped and comparable to last year's prices, you probably will need to
do little more in the way of analysis. If only two or three bids are received or if the spread of prices is
wide, from high to low, you probably will need to go deeper in analysis.

When competitive proposals are solicited, the story is much the same, If, based on the 1111mhor

of offers received and the grouping of those offers as to price, you conclude the competition is effective,
a comparison with past prices may be all you need to do. If few responses are received or if then , are

wide differences among the several offers, you probably will dig some more, look at the market
situation, the trends in the economy, and similar factors. Cost or pricing data and cost analysis may
be needed.

If you use other than competitive procedures, you will use price and, when the dollars dictate,
cost analysis. The nature and extent of price analysis in noncompetitive situations depends on the
existence of a market for the same or similar item or service and the existence and 01'0 ilohility of
price histories.

Type of product or service

Suitability of price analysis can be equated to the type of product or service being acquired and
the degree of commerciality. As the requirement becomes more unique, the utility of price analysis
tends to decrease and the need for cost analysis to increase; uniqueness reduces the possibilit y of
meaningful comparisons. Conversely, the more available an item or :;crvice is through regular
commercial channels, the more likely it is that price analysis will be paramount„ When you buy an
item or service with commercial characteristics, you may rely on price analysis but. use cost or pricing
data and cost analysis to evaluate difference:4 between commercial and Government items.

In any event, the use and Oxtent of price analysis is controlled by molly factors in additior
type of product or service. These include:

• Length of contract period

• Quantities, both total and delivery order

• Nature of the market

• Sellers' pricing strategies such as discounts and catalog price structures.

Basis for award

When price analysis is paramount, the extent of analysis can range from minimum (e ,a
sealed-bid award with solid competition) to extensive (e.g., a situation with weak competi tion
requiring heavy reliance on use of market, historical, and other data, and many adju.,Ament.,
achieve comparability).

17.2
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When technical considerations are paramount, you use bath price analysis and cost analysis, 1,f
you don't, you may end up paying excessive prices for small increases in technical cApabty, lin most

procurements, the solicitation should provide that cost acid price will become the deciding factors
offerors' technical approaches and capabilities are equivalent.

When contract award is based on factors in addition to price, price analysis alerts you to the
price tradeoffs required to achieve the specified degree of technical excellence This analysis is
equivalent to that which you might undertake in deciding for your own use among a Chevy Cavalier,
a Ford Escort, and a Mitsubishi Tredia, or a Toyota Corolla, a Mercury Sable, and a Mercedes 300D,
Each level of quality and performance requires additional investment that may or may not be
required to accomplish your purposes. The proper Mix' of price and technical evaluation will help you

buy the necessary quality at a reasonable price.

Quality of price competition

Competition often is the most important factor, though never the only factor, in determining
the extent and scope of price analysis. In a competitive procurement, the 'Reed Cur a detailed price

analysis effort increases as the number of bids or offers decreases, When only a few reaponaes are
received from a competitive solicitation and the competition is judged to be 'inadequate, you quty need
data from other sources even though these data might not be as useful as data from the competition
itself. In noncompetitive procurements, price information may be limited, but this duos not Mean

that price analysis will be unimportant.

In a market dominated by one or a few producers, pressures on price generally are light, Even
the marginal competitor need not sharpen its pencil too finely to maintain its market position; it only
needs to price its product enough below the dominant producer's price to attract the bargain hunters,
The dominant producer can price its products just low enough to discourage new capital investment.
In capital-intensive industries, this price may yield much more than the cost of production plus a
reasonable profit. You may need to be cautious in certain markets to be sure the price you pay isn't.
the result of a few dominant producers' market making activities.

Dollar value

The extent of price analysis, the number of comparisons, generally increases with dollar value
simply because greater dollars justify extra effort to determine the reasonableness of prices and,
when negotiations are necessary, to establish negotiation objectives. The Wed. of dollar value will
vary, depending on the product or service being bought and the competition present In addition, a
first-time buy with significant follow-on potential deserves a more thorough anaty ,,as than its dollar

value would otherwise call for.

You may make purchases of $1,000 or less without competition if you consider the prices to he

reasonable. However, if you suspect or have information that suggests the price may not be
reasonable, you will verify the reasonableness of price, Similarly, you would analyze when you
purchase an item for which useful pricing information is not available, as when you buy an item that
is not the same as or similar to other items that have been bought recently through eompetitien.

Between $1,000 and $25,000, small purchase procedures apply and you analyze the prices to

verify their reasonableness. If price competition is less than adequate, you may base your decision on

comparison with prices found reasonable in previous purchases or on the basis of current price lists,

catalogs, advertisements, or such other information. Generally, price analysis is paramount on buys
up to $100,000, but whether it really is will depend on the interaction of factors already dkcie. ;ed.
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Cost analysis and price analysis

An inverse relationship exists between reliance on cost analysis and reliance on price analysis.
Without cost analysis; almost total reliance must be placed on price analysis. In the ease of full cost
analysis, price analysis may be limited to that necessary to establish value in comparison to the
asking price. Other factors such as dollar value and basis for award will influence the act ual scope of
price analysis in any given procurement.

Cost analysis cannot assure fairness and reasonableness, but cost analysis can support
assumptions that give an indication of reasonableness. The strength of these assumptions influences
the extent of price analysis needed to substantiate reasonableness and worth.

17.2 Price Analysis in Competitive Procurements

In competitive situations, you have competitive bids or offers and market data with which to
start analysis. Review of these data may give all the information you need to reach a sound
conclusion about the price. In other cases, you may need to snake other comparisons, 11,ven in highly

competitive situations, such factors as market conditions, inflation, interest rates, and the state of
applicable technology may point to further analysis.

You likely will have procurements in which many sellers compete but io which award will he
made on the basis of an evaluation plan that provides for tradeoffs between price and technical
excellence. When this happens, price analysis is much more than a review of offers mail Ye& A price
analysis technique like value analysis may validate price differentials even though costs may not
justify any price difference between competitors, Product variations alone may justify a price
variance even whenthe costs of production are equal.

17.3 Price Analysis in Noncompetitive Procurements

In most noncompetitive situations, cost or pricing data will he available and the absence of
competing suppliers will limit the amount of pricing information. The absence of competition does
not mean you can't use price analysis any more than the absence of competitive responses means that
a market does not exist or that past competitions were inadequate, Historical arid market clan are
valid bases for price comparisons.

While the role of price analysis is reduced in noncompetitive situat ions, itS I mportance is not
Recurring publicity about exorbitant prices paid for spare parts and common-use items suggests that
price analysis has not been used in some noncompetitive procurements and that Fuyers Hornet line.,
don't know or are unable to learn what it is they are buying

Price analysis of noncompetitive procurements prevents contractors from seizing on the
absence of competitors to exact unreasonable prices for goods and services available in the market. It
protects you from paying more than a private buyer would pay in similar circumstances, Finally,
price analysis gives added assurance that the Government does not underwrite inefficient
performance or uneconomical practices.

Effect of exemption

The several exemptions from the requirement to submit cost or pricing data can apply when
competition is absent from the procurement, and they can influence the role of price analysis. Price
analysis becomes paramount when an exemption applies in a noncompetitive procurement„

Price analysis bears the burden of establishing the reasonableness of prices For instance, if
the offeror claims a catalog or market price exemption, analysis begins with the catalog or market
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price. Because the existence of a catalog or market prie t , does not. mean a price is fair and reasonable,
you must analyze the price in light of quantity, character of the catalog sales (retail or wholesale),
variations in terms, and other market information.

Relative emphasis

When cost or pricing data are required, yo %Yin conduct both price analysis and cost analysis,
The basic question becomes how much reliance to place on each. The answer usually depends on the
facts of the situation. The reasons for not using competitive procedures range from urgency to lack of
interest on the part of suppliers to the case of the truly sole source. In any given procurement, the
analysis may be mostly price-oriented, mostly cost-oriented, or evenly mixed Ilowever, there are
some general guidelines.

When to Rely on Price Analysis

The key is that the end result should be a decision that the price paid is fair and reasonable
Therefore, when price information is available and especially when fixed price contract is likely,
price analysis should be the principal method, Cost analysis would he a secondary tool rarely used,
except perhaps to check on pricing practices, Even in cost, reimbursement contracts, ,you should look
at price information concerning materials, labor, and subcontracts to see if the seller is using sound
purchasing practices and doing a good job of pricing.

When to Rely on Cost Analysis

Cost analysis is a primary tool for pricing large dollar noncompetitive awards Col' the
acquisition of new or unique products or services using cost-reimbursement contraets.
(Noncompetitive refers to the absence of effective price compe(ition.)

In cost-reimbursement contracting, you agree to pay the actual costs of eontract performanee
This means you accept the risk of poor performance al6 even failure. Price is largely a riwaninOw;:i
word, at least until the contract is finished, long after price analysis might hove been awful Cieit
analysis is the primary tool, although prices of material, :ilwontract .s, and labor are integi al parts of
the costs estimated for those elements and price-related technicprei can he used to evaluate those Cut
elements. Whenever possible, compare estimated costs with actual costs incurred on similar projecta.

In the purchase of a new, unique product, significant market data rarely exist and there 1, little
help from prices paid for functionally simi .lar items, oven when you are able to identify ,uch products,
In this circumstance, the focus shifts to the cost of cantract performance the , iiiitelard against
which to measure the seller's offer, Cost or pricing data (the estimatina aia,umpt iorri and the
rationale for the quantities and prices of material, labor, and tooling) ale 1,,;(”1 to analyze the
estimated costs supporting the offer. Cost analysis dominates, but price a no lysii, ill is needed.

Summary

Price analysis is appropriate in every procurement. Even in sole , source procurements,
somewhat similar products or services may have been marketed: price information for thoi~ products
or services can be used for comparison,

Table 17-1 illustrates the extent to which price analysis should he used in va
noncompetitive situations.
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TABLE 17-1. EXTENT OF PRICE ANALYSIS IN NONCOM ET1 VE SITUATIONS

APPLICABLE CIRCUMSTANCES SCOPE OF PRICE ANALYSIS

Exemption irons submission of cost or pr rung data %road analelsos tiNan	 (lc	 si	 ai.rtalogor a	 r.'data,

and other information

Urgent requirement

Lack of competitor interest

Shortage of supply

Broad analysis using data available

Inability to establish risk of performance Analysis of subelements (e g, purk-hasect oar	 components),

using external data available

Sole source Analysis of subelements as part rot cost rnalysrs

and

Analysis of s irnflarproducts, Oven though n	 Nwt Ihlo	 for
need

17.4 Price Analysis in 8(a) Program Procurements

Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act, as amended, provides authority for Federal agencies to

award contracts on a noncompetitive basis for performance by companies owned and controlled by
socially and economically disadvantaged individuals. An agency technically tlwards a contract to the
Small Business Administration (SBA) which, in turn, subcontracts the entire effort to the eligible
firm. As a practical matter, the acquiring agency deals primarily with the 8(a) "subcontractor."

It would seem that the extent of price analysis in 8(a) contracting would he the stone or any
noncompetitive procurement. However, because of the unique nature of the program, an ysis is
somewhat more complex.

An 8(a) firm is, by definition, one that needs help in order to become a going concern. The firm
often faces obstacles that affect analysis of its proposed price. Most 8(a) firms have bare bonds cost
accounting systems that may not collect detailed cost or pricing data, For this reason, price at lysis
assumes a more important role than it otherwise might. This role is underscored by the fact that most
8(a) contracts are for goods and services usually purchased in highly competitive markets through
sealed bidding (e.g., support services and construction).

At the same time, price analysis by itself is not sufficient. Many 8(a) firms ;Ire relatively
inexperienced and not as efficient as older, better established businesses. In fact, when an 8(a) firm
becomes viable, it is removed from the program.

The scope of price analysis in 8(a) contracting should approximate that 	 other procurements
where competition is limited. Available data normally includes historical pr' And arid offers
received on similar jobs past and present. The initial determination of a fair and reasonable price
through price analysis is an indicator of the fair market price that should be offered by the 8(a) firm
and paid by the Government.

You also may analyze cost issues affecting 8(a) performance_ Although agencies; are not
permitted to pay 8(a) firms more than the fair market price, there are basine:;s development funds
available to cover costs exceeding that price. Without the benefit of anal ysi an 8(a) firm may riot
know enough about pricing its work to recognize it is underpriced. The firm may accept a contract,
price that would be profitable to a larger, more experienced company but extremely restrictive given
the 8(a) firm's size and experience. A combination of cost analysis and price analysis can justify the
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need for business development funds and thereby to pay more than the fair market price.  Failure
do this may have worse consequences for the Government than would an overpriced contract..

Cost analysis may identify the causes of differences between the prices of 8(a) firms and those

of other firms. If you can't identify or justify such differences, look to the 8(u) contractor for additional
information. You also might ask SBA to give the 8(a) firm pricing assistance and to consult with it on
accounting, purchasing, work planning, and other functions.
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CHAPTER 18

USING PRICE ANALYSIS IN NEGOTIATIONS

CONTENTS
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18.1 Establishing Price Objectives
Factors affecting price objecti
Approach	 .	 18 . 3

18.2 Prenegotiation Review

18.3 Using Findings in Negotiation .

18.4 Documenting a Price Analysis .

18.5 Documenting a Negotiation

In sealed bidding, price analysis leads to award if no bids are found to be reasonable, to
cancellation of the procurement. There are no discussions between buyer and sellers prior to award;
the bids must speak for themselves without clarification or modification.

With competitive proposals, you usually will conduct written or oral discussions iwith all
offerors whose proposals are within the competitive range. (Written or oral discussions and
competitive range are discussed in Section 8.2.) You also will negotiate (bargain/ wit h one or
offerors to reach agreement on price and other contract terms before awarding the contract,
Similarly, when you must use noncompetitive procedures, you also will bargain to reach agreement
on contract terms, including price.

When you use either competitive proposals or noncompetitive procedures, you will use the
findings from analysis, either price or both price and cost analyses, when you enter into negotiations
How good a job you do negotiating will depend in large measure on how much you ha ve learned about
the product or service through analysis and how you use that knowledge in shaping your negotiation
objective.

This chapter addresses the development of the price objective that. will form the
negotiation strategy. It discusses how various factors can influence your plans.
prenegotiation review can test the objectives. As the person responsible for prir
person who will take the lead in price negotiations, you play a key role in formulating the
objective and overall negotiation strategy.

18.1 Establishing Price Objectives

Negotiation is the process of reaching agreement n one or:se vera l	 analysis,
which aims to identify a fair and reasonable price, is sound preparation 

	 egotiatio
	

It can give
you:

Thorough understanding of the requirement.
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2. Knowledge of market forces that affect the procurement.

3. Awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of your position.

4. A grasp of the offeror's pricing policies and market. position and a good guess as to the
offeror's negotiation objectives

5. Ability to make a good case for	 position.

6. Knowledge of which issues are negotiable.

Negotiation is communication with a purpose. Both you and the offeror want to reach
agreement, but probably on different terms and different price levels, You want the best deal for the
Government, but you must state this objective in much greater specificity. The price objective should
represent what you believe to be possible through negotiation, a goal that you can achieve. In
addition, the objective should encompass a range of reasonable prices.

Establishing formal objectives helps make sure you don't miss anything significant in
negotiation. In the more complex procurements, many factors may affect, quality and price If you
don't follow a systematic procedure in preparing for negotiation, you may overlook important issues

Factors affecting price objectives

Price, quality, quantity, and terms and conditions are intrreluted but you will consider each
factor separately before establishing your price objective. Specific factors related directly 10 pricing
and the price objectives of each party are shown in Table 18-1.
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TABLE 18-1. THE EFFECT OF KY FACTORS ON A
	

CE

FACTOR

...--,..

ErF 	 N Psi; F ONJI C ) RI

Past and projected volume of Larger volume or amount u sual ly ; r 1,,, ti c iovvo l	 pm 0.:	 Potential	 loss of	 1,1, oo, 0	 ,,ots
sales; past and present dollar pressure s 	 the otferor	 Lower volume or arnOttet might 1110,111 higher	 pi,: t',	 HI elfhol
amount of purchases case, consider total volume or added ;foliar s, not l ust yotn older .	 .	 ..
Current market conditions A seller's market with high deinan,i weakens yOut	 position	 Sunda' iv , an inflationary

market	 InciRrates	 higher	 P r ices	 ti),(PSC	 capacity	 (An	 I te,110	 A	 buy's	 mu (.0t	 and
strengthen your PkAittOn

.	 .

Mar ket forces tend to drive oo tes down vvIen comp' t it ion is strong	 it i OM' wr ,(ion slack
but	 demand stays strong, balariccn shifts to wile:	 Yo k o e.per tations f1/1 kiwis	 t), It 0% ace
weaker

Extent of competruon

Desire	 for	 Government An offeror eager for work Can 00 oxy0(j00 to propo,,e Ati l ,,,( /Ivo p''( ''.,he teloitwie‘-lid,l
betWeen	 idle cat),Kity	 and	 fixed	 costs	 should	 indicate	 010	 i n tii`10 ,	'.	 11'1 , ii	 l'%,,	 lAuS,105i

S imilarly. All offeror's interest +nay lag when II opo,,110% at I oitc:ly
-

Inventory An offeror with excess inventory is like/y to PtilPiAl • ;31tI:1111W pit i es hr :0 n 1{11 n • inventory
c ar rying costs

Differences between Govern . Prices should tend to be lower because of assurer] ,r n it p i moo t o„ymmo	 r ,.,0,,„;,"itioo
ment and other customers and volume of purchases

Most	 favored	 CU tomer if terms and circumstantes of a (love' iiment owl( haze .t10 equivalent	 in ,3 lion', pi it MCI
determination arrangement with its most favored Cilltnin p rs, l'Si n fit .„.., „ko 0Iii „i ii i " . "ii„,v,,loot

„....
Special concessions,	 terms,
and conditions

if the Government demands exti a rights or n t int 0“,sions ¶1 00 the (diem,.	 iii 4". lNill to o l

to be higher. 60Verflrflefit COn(10%%101,C ,dmidd !)i. ii , f io(Ii.ii nv . owo, p, ir vs

Financing Banks	 may	 give	 special	 conressions	 sn	 f ,	 m , .	 lmld!nti	 (1,,,,,,;le n rlo.	 ,1,1111,t	 ..	 (how

concessions may reduce the «1st of dtling business

Type of product A mass-produced Commercial oreniu ll ShOl ,l d Ise our iii it,W," "l a" ,, ,i i, 11/1 unlque io
the Government.	 Studies indicate that 	 tho	 Li ove	 ItIti > ft i	 o,,y,, ei .	 ,,,, h „, 1	 boy, o tj	 t o its
own specifications

Price adjustment provisions
. -	 -

Anofferor should dcCePtIOWer prices when (t.) ,, II311 f)iiiV001),1% IlL titit I' ,0. n

Urgency of purchase Purchases requiring additional effort because of %hot 	 del,vor y nrernally rieefe.)ed ii,,11)4q
prices

Approach

To establish a price objective, review the procurement. situation, take another look at the
proposals, inspect the products offered or services proposed, and validate the purchase reque,it

requirements, Next, consolidate and validate the findings from price analysis, evaluate the data and
each price, and establish your objective, the range of priccs you are willing to pay You can du all this
by yourself or with the help of specialists.

Most of the time you will have a range of prices, any of which might he acceptable, rather than
a single objective. Because of imperfect knowledge, you probably will make assumptions as 11):ipecific
facts, physical differences in products and the effect these have on price, for instance. If an
assumption proves to , be sound, one price might he okay	 t he fact.:; don't support that ;.11';filltophon,

different price would be indicated. That is why a ne of prices is preferred over a single point price
as a negotiation objective. Part of negotiation is spent in establishing the facts that support, a price
you want to pay. A difference in facts should lead you to a different conclusion as to price A I ;Inge
recognizes the possibility of justifiable shifts up and down during negotiation. It. k t2,oud
understand that you may, with good reason, move away from your preferred price and still i•nd up
with one that is fair and reasonable.

After establishing the range, compare it with the offer or offers toidentify significant
differences, You may want to speculate about the firiones,. of the offers, to anticipate responses to
your Facts and counteroffers, and to estimate the likelihood of a take it, or leave it response or a
compromise offer.
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18.2 Prenegotiation Review

Prenegotiation reviews may be face-to-face meetings or they array be re vie of written
memoranda called business clearances, prenegotiation briefing memorandums, or some other name,
depending on organizational preferences. In any event, prenegotiation reviews will be carried out in
accordance with departmental or local requirements and procedures.

If a face-to-face meeting, you should expect to meet formally or inform illy with your iupervisorY
and, sometimes, with higher levels of management before negotiating with the offeror, Usually you
will describe the requirement, any special features of the solieit.ation, the offer or offeri-i,, what you
found in analysis, what you hope to negotiate, and what you think your chances are.

The value of a prenegotiation review varies with your experience rind need and the significance
of the procurement. At the very least, the review enhances communication within your organization
and provides a check on the soundness of your price objectives, It also lets you ot any policy guidance
you need.

In preparing for negotiation, one tends to focus on the detail and they narrow issues of the

procurement. Prenegotiation review forces a fresh look at the situation, It is an opportunity to spot,
gaps and weak points and explore different approaches. In addil..ion, management review beim
reach agreement with the offeror reduces the chances of significant problems in getting the cont.
approved later.

Prenegotiation review should occur us soon as possible after other prepreparationshave been
completed. That way, needed changes can be made without delaying the procurement, The review
may be a short, informal conference with your boss for a small-dollar, relatively simple procurement.
For major buys, a formal oral or written presentation to a group of tOp procurement manager; may he
required. Your purpose always will be to give management the broad plan so as to preserve the
flexibility you will need in negotiations. The review should examine the range of objectives to make
sure they cover all reasonable expectations of what will come up during the negotiations, to every
case, the review should cover the results of your analysis, your price objectives, and the support for
those objectives.

Expect to get supervisory review of even the most routine procu 	 least until you and
your boss are sure you have the hang of the pricing job. Even	 r you do, there will he tiro w hen
you will want your boss to see small procurements with unique or novel factors, In larger
procurements and sensitive or complex procurements of interest Congress and to the public,
management should be given the chance to critique and comment,. 13e careful not to box yoor,e If by
proposing a range of prices that will leave you very little room to nLove in the negotiation, Your
objectives almost always will he based on assumptions as to whatl ikely to happe
interpretations of facts, some of which may prove to be wrong when you get into negotiations
Therefore, leave room to move up or down from targets without, having to go hack for management's
approval.

18.3 Using Findings in Negotiation

Perhaps the most important lesson to he learned fromprice aria vsis is that
bottom line, that is important You bargain to reach agr 	 nt On the price for the work, even when
you used cost or pricing data in analyzing the offer.

Price analysis focuses on value and the realities of lie marketplace. In so doing, it p
you to respond to offerors' assertions and objections. h'or example, if an offeror alleges that acceptance
of your price objective would mean a loss on the contract, you can demonstrate that the offeror will not
be competitive without a reduction, no matter what the offeror's costs look like. In so demonstrating,
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of course, you cannot disclose the prices of other offerors or tell the offeror priee o meet in order to
get the award. Further, you. might respecka 	 ttiov.vot to t.Mskt lox j,,,,As tz, If.; percent ;ibove t he
prices paid on the last procurement by noting that the producer price index indicates only a 4 percent
increase and that market data show 3 I 0-percvnt decrease in the cost of raw maternak. You utii_lbt go
farther and suggest that the offeror .review the Adv isernonts and published catalogs and price 118 ts
of other producers, suggesting thereby that the offeror's price is not competitive,

Such approaches remind the offeror that it must be competitive to obtain the award, no matter
what its costs are and no matter what profit it would like to realize. The market, more than any
auditor or any challenge to the offered price, will help you get a reasonable price.

18.4 Documenting a Price Analysis

A price analysis report is a written summary of the analysis for :1 given proruromnoi The
report is prepared for each procurement to summarize the basis for your conclusion that a price is fair
and reasonable. It is included in the official contract file

The report may be a separate document, particularly if there is to ho no negotiotion conference,
or the findings of the price analysis may be incorporated in the price negotiation memorandum as
part of the explanation of the prenegotiation objective and as part of the justification for the price
agreed to. There are strong arguments, however, for requiring a written report of price analysis
before the negotiation. The discipline of writing the report, requires you to sift, through the data,
reconstruct the process and its events, restate key issues and decisions, and state your conclusions
based on these findings. After doing this, you will find yourself in good shape to develop and explain
your negotiation objective.

A report shapes the negotiation objective and provides a foundation for the strategy to ac eve
that objective. A sound analysis and thoughtful summary will prepare you for negotiation in that
you:

• Will know the range within which a fair and reasonable pr ce

• Can support your position with specific and convincing fac ,s.

• Can refute offeror's arguments supporting higher prices.

The repo t should demonstrate the:

• Information that was considered.

to Weight given to each piece of information and why,

Logic supporting the determination that an offe or s price is or is not rei so able.

• Soundness of that logic.

The length and detail in a price analysis report depends on the nature of the procurement.
Similarly, the specific elements included depend on what it takes to establish reosonableness and
what is available.
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18.5 Documenting a Negotiation

Once analysis and negotiation have been completed, %Jou must prepare a complete and accurate
account of the negotiations. This written account is called the price negotiation memorandum, or
PNM.

The PNM tells the story of the negotiation. It is, first, a document that establishes the
reasonableness of the agreement you have reached with the company and one of its purposes is to sell
your contract to management. Second, it is the permanent record of your decision. It charts the
progress from proposal through negotiations and does so in specifics.

The PNM provides a reader who may lack direct knowledge o he contractwith clear and
concise information about the key issues. It tells.

• What the contractor proposed.

What analysis evealed.

What happened in negotiations.

• The basis for deciding that the agreed-to price was fair and reasonable,

A PNM should present a concise summary of all offers received It, should note the N cent ions
taken by offerors to the requirements of the solicitation. It should detail the ofTeror's propolai I, your
going-in position, and the final terms negotiated and should explain all significant differences The
PNM should identify the counteroffers made during the negotiation and explain your response to
them. It should include the findings and conclusions from price analysis The l'NM must be clear and
support the negotiated price. If the agreed-to price is beyond the range established as a
prenegotiation objective, you must explain why.

A well-written PNM provides a clear trail for anyone who wants to find out what happened and
how central issues were handled; it can be a great help to anyone who needs to reconstruct the e ven ts
of a contract action. It also can he of great use in future procurements as a source of valuable pricing
information, It can illustrate what analysis was done and how succe:.sful those efforts were, It can
highlight problems and provide information that may prevent. repetition of past mistakes,
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SITUATIONS AN D DISCUSSIONS

This chapter presents and discusses a number of procurement situations to illustrate pricing
problems. It covers specific day-to-day problems. Note that the text following the specific situation is
a discussion rather than an-answer because, in many situations, there is no single answer. Normally,
each problem requires you to use judgment.

1. Situation. Using invitations fin. bids His), you receive three responsive bids from
responsible contractors. Accordingly, the price is reasonable and you award to the lowestlowest bidder.

Discussion.. The fact that three bids were received only confirms that cotnpetitio
present. To determine that. there is adequate price competition, that a price is reasonable, you need
review the bid prices and the circumstances under which the bids were made. A wide spread in the
bid prices or bid prices out of line with previous competitive prices or with the independent cost
estimate tell you to keep working, you don't have a reasonable price. For example, you may discover
that the delivery of a previous order was compressed causing that price to he much higher than
current bid prices.

2. Situation. You receive one bid in respons e an 1111 I3ecause this wa a seined hid
procurement and 69 firms were sent or requested copies a he IFB, you can award to the sole bidder
without further analysis,

Discussion. It is difficult to conclude that there was adequate price competitionwith
only one response. Sealed bidding may not be the right method for this procurement. When you have
doubts about getting adequate price competition, you should use competitive proposal procedures,
However, cancellation of the IFB and resolicitation takes added time that you may not have
Therefore, if you can determine through price analysis that the one hid is reasonable, yc u nay make
the award.

3,	 Situation, You solicited sealed bids bttt only received one bid. That
relation to the last contract award, but you are sure that, you can get the offeror to lower

Discussion. This is a sealed bid solicitation ntend you cannot discuss
with the bidder to get a lower price. If you believe that the bid price is unreasonable
that conclusion, your only recourse may he to cancel the solicitation and resolicit
proposals or, if you have reason to believe only the one company is interested, In

proposal.

is high in
e price

r bargain
n support

competiti Ye

sole source

4. Situation. You have a total small business set-side using sealed bidding procedures.
Award will be made to the lowest bidder. Because this is a set-aside, you see no reason to perform a
price analysis and validate the reasonableness of hid prices.

Discussion, There is no distinction between total and par 	 s far
need for price analysis and the need for contracting at reasonable print::: . In contrast., the fact t
solicitation is restricted to one class of sellers places a greater burden and responsibility on y 	 to

assure that the prices are fair and reasonable.
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5, Situation. You have a competitive procurement with award to be made on the basis of
the lowest evaluated price. Four acceptable offers were received, You determine that adequate price
competition exists; therefore, there is no need for a price analysis,

Discussion. You already used price analysis in deciding that the price competition was
adequate. The things you look at— past prices. other offers, independent estimate, advertised
prices— all point toward real competition and a fair :lad reasonable price.

6. Situation. You receive only one offer in response to a competitive BIT. The price is
8 percent higher than the last purchase price nine months ,igo. Therefore, you may make the award
because the price increase was less than the overall rate of inflation for that, period.

Discussion. There are several points to consider in this situation. First, what were the
conditions of the previous award and how was the reasonableness of that price established? You nerd
to know the adequacy of price competition, the quantities bought, and the other conditions that could
affect the prices, e.g., production rate and delivery schedule. Once you have established these facts,
and if they do not distort the pricing result, you should then examine the 8 percent price increase,
The overall rate of inflation may be a guide; however, it' the dollar value is large enough, you should
examine the inflation factor in more detail. You need to consider such things as the types of material
and labor that make up the item or service. Then compare the rate of inflation for those items to the
8 percent increase for a comparable time period,

7. Situation. You receive a single offer of $500 each for a quantity or 100 items You
discover another buyer, three months ago, paid $492 a unit for the same item, after evaluation of
competitive offers and for a similar delivery schedule. Therefore, you make the determination that
the price is based on adequate price competition and make the award.

Discussion. Most of the factors required for the determination that the price is based on
adequate competition are present. However, one key factor is missing You should compare the
quantities in each situation. For example, the previous buy could have been for a much smaller
quantity. If so, you should negotiate a price based on quantity differences

8. Situation. You receive one offer of $115 e 	 a quantity of 500 You .) ght l5
the same item several months ago for a unit price of $115. Because the price is the same, you make
the award,

Discussion. In this situation, you have not established the nature of the previouti buy
You don't know if the previous buy was competitive, catalog or market price, based on, or sole !murce,
You need to establish the validity of the price on the prior procurement, identify it by contract or
purchase order number, and learn the exact time period before you profitably can compare that price
with the current quote.

9. Situation. You have a solicitation in excess orst 00,000 which requires the submisoion of
cost or pricing data, but you think you can support the reasonableness of price through price analysn;
Therefore, you do not need to obtain cost or pricing data and analyze the coo. e!Ai mate supporting the
offeror's proposal.
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Discussion. You may use price analysis as your principal ton ` but if the offeror must

submit cost or pricing data, it means the procurement is not exempt from that requirement. You
must get the data and analyze the cot. prowsal submitted with the Se 141.1.

The exemption from the requirement to submit cost or pricing data applies only if you

determine in writing that the price is based on Sal adequate price ..okupetitian, Chl established catalog

or market prices of commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general public, or (c) price
set by law or regulation. Ordinarily, the offeror will claim exemption in its response to the
solicitation and furnish an SY 1412 to support that claim. llowever, a waiver of the requiremetit eart
be granted in accordance with FAR 15.1304-361,

10. Situation. You are the contracting officer and a buyer gives you a proposed contract tbr
signature. You note that the requirement calls for JCN electric typewriter parts at a price of $40,000.
You are satisfied with the sole-source justification and review the price analysis report which says:
"JCN prices to commercial customers are the same as prices offered to the Government," As the
contracting officer, is the price analysis adequate and will you sign the contract.'

Discussion. The buyer probably did the price analysis on the basis of a catalog price,
However, the documentation does not support the action. Prom the buyer's personal linowledge,
was probably known that the parts were sold in substantial quantities to Mr g io i arad public, The; is

okay, However, there should at least be a statement to this effect in the price analysis report. Also,
there should be a reference to the catalog or price list including date and page number. In addition,
the matter of quantities and discounts should be addressed.

11. Situation. You have a procurement estimated to cost $185,000. The proposal states that
the items are commercial catalog items. The offeror also provides information that indicates about
75 percent of its total business is in commercial sales, Does this sales data support the claim that
items are sold to the general public in substantial quantities?

Discussion. The fact that 75 percent of an ofTeror's sales are to coinmercia I customers
doesn't support a catalog price exemption The offeror must be able to show that each item you are
buying is sold to the general public in substantial quantities.

12. Situation. You have a purchase request for an item with an estimated price of $215,000:
The company uses product line pricing to establish unit prices, 'rhe product line price is cost-based,
with standard costs assigned to individual parts and to factory operations. As a part is me nufactured,
its standard cost is added to a total base standard cost of the item. An adjustment factor is added to
the base cost to reflect statistical computations of the difference between :if andard and act costs for

the manufacturing operations within the accounting period A factor for general busisua.; eaperew
and profit is added to the adjusted base cost to produce the final price. The firm sells the local product
line in substantial quantities to the general public, but the item you want has been sold only to the
Government. Instead of furnishing cost or pricing data, the seller argues that it is meanin01 . and
will demonstrate that its pricing procedure is the same regardless of the eventual user It shows you
product line data that support that contention and demonstrate that the profit margins are
reasonable. Are you satisfied?

Discussion. This information will help establish your negotiation objective, hut it does
not satisfy the regulatory requirements. You are buying an item that must, be sold in substantial
quantities to the general public or its price must be based on the price. `fu similar item that is sold in
the marketplace in substantial quantities to be exempt from the requirement to submit cost Or pricing
data. There are several ways to handle this problem if you are convinced you have a good price
One way is to have the company show you that the item made op of components included in items
that are in fact sold in substantial quantities to the general public, If the company can de this, you
may be able to base your price on the other catalog prices. Another way i9 to ask that a waiver be
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granted on the basis that the data provided demonstrate convincingly that the price is good, On the
other hand, if you are not convinced that the price is ;oiid, you must get cost or pricing data and
analyze it even though this may be costly tO the seller and total plant data may be required to support
the add-on factors,

13. Situation You have a purchase request for a catalog item typically gold in small
quantities, shipped prepaid, and warranted for one year, You need a large quantity shipped on a
Government bill of lading for use at a location too remote to make it economical or feasible to take
advantage of the warranty, Can you use the catalog price for this procurement?

Discussion. You should negotiate a price based on the catalog but adjusted to reflect the
realities of volume, shipping, and warranty. To make these adjustments you may need cost or pricing
data about the specific factors, but you will not need to get a certificate unless t he adjustment ex,i'veds
$100,000

14, Situation. You have a purchase request for an item that i g similar to a catalog item,
You need a quantity of commercial devices, hut you want them painted a different color, You also
need a small flange welded on for mounting on a special piece of equipment, but you don't want a
stand that normally is part of the device, The offeror states that, the changes you want minus the
stand is a "wash" and you can buy the devices for the catalog price. Will you accept the offer?

Discussion. This is a situation where you can use the based.on catalog price concept,
You will need to negotiate so you develop your objective starting' with the c,11,1 log Price and ad j us t for
the add-ons and deductions. You may or may not agree the adjustments even out

15. Situation, The ABC company submits the lowest, evaluated price n response to an IFB
and is awarded a firm-fixed-price construction contract for $4 million, Six months later you process a
change to the contract, The independent cost estimate totals $143,000 for the change. Becam! the
original contract was competitive and you have an independent, cost estimate, you don't have to get
cost or pricing data from the ABC company to support its proposed price for the change,

Discussion.. Although the award was made by sealed bidding and cost or pricing data
were not needed or used, you will get cost or pricing data in this situation because the aggregate cost,
of the change exceeds $100,000. (FAR 15.804-2(a1(

16. Situation. You send a request for proposals to 10 suppliers, The requirement is for a
large quantity of a component for a 25-year old out-of-production system, You only get one response,
and checking the files, you learn that the unit price is 15 percent higher than the last price paid foor
years ago. You also learn that the offeror is not a manufacturer the component was one of several
parts salvaged from a quantity of surplus systems bought two years ago at, 10 cents on the dollar, You
scratch your head, The offered price can't be fair and reasonable,

Discussion. In order to use price to judge the reasonableness of the offer, what price do
you use? Even though it is the most recent recorded purchase of the component, it.'s four years old,
What do you know about how the buyer decided it was okay to buy at that price? Was it, competitive?
Was it a catalog or market price? Were and are there other products that perform the same function?
Could any of these other products be substituted'? Does the user absolutely have to have the
component?

If you want to use cost, to test the reasonablent-.s of the offer, what cryd. do you use'? Is the
actual cost to manufacture, assuming you could rind out what, it. was, a valid boas for comparison?
What about the cost to the offeror, the price paid to acquire the surplus sy;teur, ? liow would you
calculate what part of the system purchase price to ascribe to the component you want to buy?
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lt is likely that the actual cost to manufacture is irrelevant, given the facts of the case.
Assuming you could find someone to make the part, (unlikely because no one other than the salvager
responded to your RFP), that supplier's estimate of the cost to manufacture the component today
might be relevant. lt would represent the cost of an alternative to buying from the dealer and thus a
basis for comparison.

If you try to ascribe some portion of the system purchase price to the component, you
have reentered the realm of price analysis. You could estimate that the component made up
20 percent of the system and therefore could bear 20 percent of the purchase price You might add a
factor to cover the cost of carrying the component in inventory for two years and something to
recognize the risk that if the Government decided to phase out the system, there would be no market
for the Co mpone nt .

You undoubtedly would need to negotiate because the odds are great .hat the offeror's
asking price still is higher than you have been able to justify A situation kike this wit', test your skitls
and, if there is no alternative to dealing with the offeror, you may have to bring the big boss into the
proceedings.
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LIST ACRONYMS

Terms, titles, and phrases that are shortened to acronyms are spelled in full the first time they
appear and are accompanied by their acronyms in parentheses. The following is an alphabet ical list,
of all ASPM acronyms and their meanings,

ACO	 Administrative contracting officer
A-E	 Architect-Engineer
ASBCA	 Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals

B&P	 Bid and proposal
BLS	 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department	 r

CASB	 Cost Accounting Standards Board
CCDR	 Contractor cost data reporting system
CDRL	 Contract data requirements list
CERs	 Cost estimating relationships
CPAF	 Cost-plus-award-fee
CPFF	 Cost-plus-fixed-fee
CPIF	 Cost-plus-incentive-fee
CPPC	 Cost-plus-percentage-of-cost
CR	 Cost contract
CS	 Cost-sharing
CURFI	 Computerized least squares curve fit

DCAA	 Defense Contract Audit Agency
DCAAM	 Defense Contract Audit Agency Manual
DCAS	 Defense Contract Administration Services, e ense Logi!,urs Agency

DFARS	 DoD FAR Supplement
DoD	 Department of Defense

FAR	 Federal Acquisition Regulation
FFP	 Firm-fixed-price
FIFO	 First-in, first-out
FMS	 Foreign military sales
FOB	 Free on board
FPI	 Fixed-price incentive
FPIF	 Fixed-price incentive, firm target
FPIS	 Fixed-price incentive (successive target:,
FPR	 Fixed-price with redetermination

G&A	 General and administrative
GAO	 General Accounting Office
GNP	 Gross national product
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IFB	 Invitation for bids
IR&D	 Independent research and development

L-/-1	 Labor-hour
LIFO	 Last-in, first-out

MTBF	 Mean time between failures
MTM	 Methods time measurement
MTTR	 Mean time to repair

N/C	 No charge

OSD	 Office of the Secretary of Defense

PCO	 Procuring (or procurement) contracting officer
PF&D	 Personal, fatigue, and delay
P.L.	 Public law
PNM	 Price negotiation memorandum
PR	 Purchase (or procurement) request

R&D	 Research and development
RFP	 Request for proposals
RFQ	 Request for quotations
RTP	 Request for technical proposals

TCO	 Termination contracting officer
T-M	 Time and materials
TMU	 Time measurement unit
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GLOSSARY

A glossary does not define its terms but, rather, explains or charac izes them within t	 w,/'r
context of their use. This glossary is a collection of some of the terms used in this manual, as well as
others commonly associated with contract pricing. While it is always instructive (and , ,oinct inies
necessary) to search the law or regulatory base for the specific meaning and application of terms,
there are times when it is helpful to understand their fundamental sense and everyday usage That is
the objective here,

There are dozens of terms that reflect the contract pricing environment, but few of them are subject to
precise, unerring definition. Many are terms of art, colored by circumstance and application in
different situations. So, while the following explanations and characterizations are sound, tho reader
is cautioned to remember that this is a glossary, not a dictionary.
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GLOSSARY

Acquisition planning: The process by which the efforts of all personnel responsible for acquisitions
are coordinated and integrated through a comprehensive plan for fulfilling the agency's needs in a
timely manner and at a reasonable cost. Includes developing the overall strategy for managing the
acquisitions.

Actual cost: A cost sustained in fact, on the buyiooCcowts incurred. as distinguished'ojected or
estimated costs.

Adequate price competition: A condition that serves as an exemption from the requirement for
submission of cost or pricing data. This condition exists when two or more responsible offerors
compete independently and submit proposals deemed responsive to a solicitation, and there is no
evidence that competition was restricted or that the lowest. price is unreasonable,

Adjustment techniques: Procedures performed to support a comparison by establishing comparability
between data items. The Government's intention to use such technique!-: most be disclosed to offerors
in the solicitation, and the techniques must be applied uniformly to all offers.

Advance payment: An advance of money made by the Government to a contraetor prior to, in
anticipation of, and for the purpose of performance under a contractor contracts

Allocable cost: A cost is allocable if it is assignable or chargeable to one or more cost objectives in
accordance with the relative benefits received or other equitable relationships defined or agreed to
between contractual parties.

Allowable cost: A cost is allowable if it meets the tests of reasonaldeney, and allorobility, is in
consonance with standards promulgated by the Cost Accounting Standard: Board (if applicable), or
otherwise conforms to generally accepted accounting principles, specific limitations or exclusions set
forth in FAR Part 31, or agreed-to terms between contractual parties

Audit: The systematic examination of records and documents and the !;ocuring of other evidence by
confirmation, physical inspection, or otherwise for one or more of the following purposes
determining the propriety or legality of proposed or consummated t rale:actions; ascertaining whether
all transactions have been recorded and are reflected accurately in accounts determining the
existence of recorded assets and inclusiveness of recorded liabilities; determininii, the accuracy of
financial or statistical statements or reports and the fairness of the facts they pre , :ent; determining
the degree of compliance with established policies and procpdur es rekitive to financial II ;insactions
and business managemenL and appraising an accounting sy!,tem and making recommendations
concerning it.

Auditor: A professional accountant acting as 	 principal advisor	 contractingg officers on cootractor
accounting and contract audit matters.

Auxiliary techniques: Price analysis techniques that do not on heir own (:!;taldinfi reasonableness of
price but may support conclusions reached through primary or !..econdary pram compo rh;ori or by cost
analysis.

"Based on- catalog or market price: Condition that serves as an exemption from the requirement for

submission of cost or pricing data. A price may he considered to be bused on establi ;her] catalog or
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market prices of commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general public if the item
being purchased is sufficiently similar to the commercial item to permit the difference between the
prices of the items to be identified and justified without resort to cost analysis.

'Based on" adequate competition: Condition that serves as an exemption from the requirement for
submission of cost or pricing data. This condition exists when current competition does not exist but a
comparison of the offered price with current or recent prices paid is sufficient to establish price
reasonableness. Prices used for comparison must be for the same or similar items bought in
comparable quantities under contracts awarded after adequate competition,

Bill of materials: A descriptive and quantitative listing of materials, supplies, parts, and components
required to produce a designated complete end-item of material or assembly or subassembly. May
also show estimated costs or fixed prices.

Burden: (See fndirect cost.)

Change order: A written order signed by the contracting officer directing the contractor to make
changes that the Changes clause of the contract authorizes the contracting officer to direct  without

the consent of the contractor.

Commerciality: One of two conditions that must be met if an item is to qualify for the established
catalog or market price exemption from the requirement for submission or cost or pricing data. A
commercial item (which may be either supplies or services) is of a class or kind that. is (1) regularly
used for other than Government purposes, and (2) sold or traded in the course of conducting normal
business operations. (The other condition— that the item be sold in substantial quantities to the
general public—is met when the facts support a reasonable conclusion that the quantities regularly
sold to other than affiliates of the seller for end use by other than the Government agencies are
sufficient to constitute a real commercial market.)

Commercial pricing: Refers to the process of establishing that an offered price is reasonab e by tirst
verifying that the item or service is commercial and then comparing the offered priee and proposed

terms against the commercial value for the item or service

Comparability: A condition that exists between an offered price and some other price against which it
is compared. This condition is necessary for effective price comparison and exists when all price
related differences have been identified and accounted for so that the prices being compared are based
on relatively equal assumptions.

Competition: An environment of varying dimensions relating to buy-sell relationships in which the
buyer induces, stimulates, or relies on conditions in the marketplace that cause independent sellers to
contend confidently for the award of a contract.

Competitive proposals: A competitive procurement that (1) is initiated by a request for proposals,
which sets out the Government's requirements and the criteria for evaluation of offers,
(2) contemplates the submission of timely proposals by the maximum number of possible offerors,
(3) usually provides discussion with those offerors found to be within the competitive range, and
(4) concludes with the award of a contract to the one offeror whose offer is most advantageous te the
Government, considering only price and the other factors included in the solicitation,

Competitive range: A range appropriate to the postevaluation, preaward phase of competis)ve
procurements Determined by the contracting officer on the basis of price, cost, or technical and other
salient factors. Unless excepted by circumstances prescribed by regulations, the contracting officer
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must conduct written or oral discussions with all responsible offerors who submit proposals within
the competitive range.

Constructive change: During contract performance, an oral or written act or omission by the
contracting officer or other authorized Government official, which is of such a nature that it is
construed to have the same effect as a wntten change ode.

Contingency: A possible future event or condition arising trout presentl y known or unknown causes,
the cost outcome of which is indeterminable at a present, time.

Contract: A term used to describe a variety of agreements or orders for the procurement of supplies or
services. An agreement, enforceable by law, between two or more competent parties, to do or not, do
something not prohibited by law, for a legal consideration.

Contract modification: Any unilateral or bilateral written alteration in the specification, delivery
point, rate of delivery, contract period, price, quantity, or other provision of an existing contract,
accomplished in accordance with a contract clause (e.g., change order, notice of termination,
supplemental agreement, exercise of a contract option, and so forth).

Contract pricing: A series of actions used to obtain, evaluate, assess, verify, and adjudge cost or
pricing information, and to record the steps taken to ascertain that prices agreed to have been found
to be fair and reasonable.

Contract pricing proposal cover sheet: The vehicle for submitting to the Government. a pricing
proposal supported by estimated and incurred costs by contract line item. The Standard Form 1411
(SF 1411) is the cover sheet for the required submission which shall be prepared to satisfy the
instructions and formats of FAR Table 15-2.

Contract type: Refers to specific pricing arrangements employed for the performanceof work under
contract. Specific pricing (or compensation) arrangements, expressed as contract types, include firm,
fixed-price, fixed-price incentive, cost-plus-fixed-fee, cost-plus-incentive fee, and several others.
Among special arrangements that use fixed-price or cost, reimbursement pricing provisions are
instruments called indefinite delivery contracts, basic ordering agreements, letter contracts, and
others.

Contracting officer: Any person who, either by virtue of position or by appointment in accordance
with prescribed regulations, is vested with the authority to enter into and administer contracts and
make determinations and findings with respect thereto, or with any part of such authority. l In this
manual, three contracting officers are identified: procuring (or procurement) contracting officer
(PCO), administrative contracting officer (ACO), and termination contract ing officer (TCOr

Contractor financing (order of preference): While exceptions may arise in specific cases, the following
order of preference generally should be observed: (1 ) equity capital, (2) private financine, on
reasonable terms, (3) customary progress payments, (4) guaranteed loans, (5) unusual progress
payments, and (6) advance payments.

Cost accounting: A system of accounting analysis and reporting on costs of producing goods or
services, or of operating programs, activities, functions, or organizational units. The :;y%teni also may
embrace memorandum records, cost estimating, determination of cost to will t)5 )alied on
engineering data, and comparison of actual and standard costs for the purpose of aiding cost control,

Cost analysis: The review and evaluation of a contractor's cost or pricing data and of the judgmental
factors applied in projecting from the data to the estimated costs. The purpose is to form an opinion
leading to a position on the degree to which the contractor's proposed costs represent what contract
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performance should cost, assuming reasonable economy and efficiency. It includes appropriate
verification of cost data, evaluation of specific elements of costs, and projection of these data to
determine the effect on price factors like cost necessity, allowances for contingencies, and the basis
used for allocation of overhead costs,

Cost estimating: The process of forecasting a futurees t in te 	 , based upon information
available at the time.

Cost incurred: A cost identified through the use of the accrued method of accounting and reporting, Or
otherwise actually paid. Cost of direct labor, direct materials, and direct services identified with and
necessary for the performance of a contract, and all properly allocated and allowable indirect costs as
shown by the books of the contractor.

Cost or pricing data: Data consisting of all facts existing up to the time of agreement, on price, whicl
prudent buyers and sellers would reasonably expect to have a significant effect on price nootiationS,

Being factual, these data are types of information that can be verified. They do not. reficci i-)n the
accuracy of the contractor's judgment about estimated future costs or projections; they do, however,
reflect on the data upon which the contractor based its judgment.

Cost overrun (or underrun): A net change in contractual amount over (under) that contemplated by a
contract target price (FP[ contract), estimated cost (any cost-reimbursement type contract), or
redeterminable price (PPR contract), due to the Contractor ' s actual costs being over (under) target or
anticipated contract costs, but not attributable to any other cause of cost. growth (eg., quantity
changes, engineering changes, economic changes, or changes in estimates of program project costsY

Cost reimbursement: Refers to a family of pricing arrangements that provide for payment of
allowable, allocable, and reasonable costs incurred in the performance of a contract, to the extent that
such costs are prescribed or permitted by the contract, In the case of a CPFF arrangement, costs may
vary under or over the initially agreed-to estimate, but the fee remains fixed as an expressed dollar
amount and is not subject to adjustment by reason of the contractor's cost experience during the life of
the contract.

Defective cost or pricing data: Certified cost or pricing data subsequently found to h/ "e been
inaccurate, incomplete, or noncurrent as of the effective data of the certificate, In I his /»'4e. the
Government is entitled to an adjustment of the negotiated price, including profit or fee, to exclude any

significant sum by which price was increased because of the defective data, provided the data were
relied upon by the Government,

Direct cost: Any cost that is specifically identified with a particular final cost objective, hut not
necessarily limited to items that are incorporated in the end product as material or labor.

Discount data: Information submitted by offerors in support; of equwa. ,.; for exemption from the
requirement for submission of cost or pricing data, This information reveals the extent to which and
conditions under which the offeror sells at less than published prices.

Economic price adjustment: An alteration permitted and specified by contract provisions for the
upward or downward revision of a stated contract price upon the occurrence of certain contingencies
that are defined in the contract,

Escalation: A term traditionally used to indicate an upward or downward movenwnt, of price,
Economic price adjustment is the contemporary term used to express the sense of escalation.

Established catalog price: A price included in a catalog, price list, schedule, or other form tha ( ) is
regularly maintained by a manufacturer or vendor, (2) is published or made available for irraiection
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by customers, and (3) states priees at which sales are currentlycurronUy or werelast a	 sign diet%
number of buyers constituting the general public.

Established market price: A current: price, established in the usual and ordinary course of trade
between buyers and sellers free to bargain, which can be I t	 I 4 rsu.)s.an..a.ce.rom sources independent of
the manufacturer or vendor, although stioh pricing data ITIA /aave /A) come from the seller,

Fair and reasonable price: A price that is fair to both parties, considering the agreed-upon eondi Lions,

promised quality, and timeliness of contract performance. Although generally a fair and reasonable
price is a function of the law of supply and demand, there are statutory, regulatory, and judgmental
limits on the concept.

Fee: In specified cost-reimbursement pricing arrangements, fee represents an agreed to amount
beyond the initial estimate of costs. In most instances, fee reflects a %ea iety of factors, including risk,
and is subject to statutory limitations. Fee may be fixed at the outset of performance, as in a oast,-
plus-fixed-fee arrangement, or may vary (within a contractually specified minimum :Max(mum
range), as in a cost-plus-incentive-fee arrangement.

Field pricing support; Involves the analysis of contractor pricing proposals by any or x\\ field
technical and other specialists, including plant representatives, administrative contracting officers,
contract auditors, price analysts, quality assurance personnel, engineers, and legal and small
business specialists.

Fixed price: Refers to a family of pricing arrangements whose corn discipline is a ceiling beyond
which the Government bears no responsibility for payment. In the case of a firm-fixed price
arrangement, the agreed-to price is not subject to any adjustment. by reason of the contractor's cost
experience in the performance of the contract.

Formal advertising: (See Sealed bidding.)

Government estimat : Refers to any estimate of the purchase price for an item or service which has
been prepared by or for the Government, As used in this manual, the term refers to the est melte
submitted with the purchase request or requisition prepared by program or technical personnel

Incentive arrangement: A negotiated pricing arrangement, that structures a series of relationships
designed to motivate and reward the contractor for performance in accordance with the contract
specification. In fixed-price incentive arrangements, the structure involves the negotiation ()I' a
target cost, target profit, target price, ceiling price, and sharing (or adjustment) formula for costs
incurred under or over the target cost. In cost-reimburaonent incentive a rrangementa, the struct
involves the negotiation of a target cost, target. fee, minimum and maximum fees, and sharing
formula. or in the case of award fee arrangements, the payment (ALI fee (beyond the negotiated base or
fixed fee) tied to criteria that are susceptible only to subjective measurement and evaluation

Incremental funding: The obligation of funds to a controct containing o total price or estimated cost,
in periodic installments against prescribed performanci: goals or objectives.

Index numbers: Ratios, usually expressed as percentages, indicating changes in values, quantities, or
prices. Typically, the changes are measured over time, each item being, compared with a

corresponding figure from some selected base period.

Indirect cost: Any cost not directly identified with a single final cost objective but identified with two
or more final cost objectives or with at least, one intermediate cost objective. Also referred to as
overhead or burden,
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Indirect cost pool: A grouping of incurred costs identifiedwith wo	 more cost objectives but not
specifically identified with any final cost objective

Invitation for bids: The solicitation document used in sealed bidding and in the second step of
two-step sealed bidding,

Learning curve: A tool of calculation used primarily to project resource requirements, in terms of
direct manufacturing labor hours or the quantity of material (for this purpose, usually referred to as
an improvement curve) required for a production run. Used interchangeably with the term
improvement curve, the concept of a /earner's curve was adopted from the observation that, individuals
who perform repetitive tasks exhibit a rate of improvement due to increased manual dexterity
Learning or improvement curve theories include the followinie

• The Boeing or unit curve theory: Ns the total quantity of units produced doubles, tho coat
per unit decreases by some constant percentage (the rate of learning)

• The Northrop or cumulative average theory: As the total quantity or units doubles, the
average cost per unit decreases by some constant percentage (the rate of learning).

Letter contract: Awritten preliminary contractual instrument that atithori'l.es the immediate
commencement of activity under its terms and conditions, pending definiti7ation of a fixed-price or
cost-reimbursement pricing arrangement for the work to be done. Must specify the maximum
liability of the Government and be superseded by a definite contract within a specified time, Not to be
used except when a written determination is made that no other type of contract is suitable.

Level of effort: The devotion of talent or capability to a predetermined level of activity, over a stated
period of time, on the basis of a fixed-price or cost-reimbursement pricing arrangement, Payment is
usually based on effort expended rather than on results achieved.

Market analysis: Refers to the process of analyzing prices and trends in the competitive marketplace
for the purpose of comparing product availabitity and offered prices aaainat market alternntivts anti
establishing the reasonableness of offered prices

Market data: Any information concerning price, quality, or availability of products in a particidar
market. Includes information obtained from market surveys, price quotes, newspapers, trade
journals, and other sources. Such data are used to establish the reasonableness of an offered prke

Market survey: Refers to attempts to ascertain whether other qualified sources capable of satisfying
the Government's requirement exist. This testing of the marketplace may range from written or
telephone contact with knowledgeable federal and non-federal experts regarding similar or duplicate
requirements, and the results of any market test recently undertaken, to the more formal sources
sought announcements in pertinent publications (e.g., technical/scientific journals or the Commerce
Business Daily), or solicitations for information or planning purposes,

Marketplace: The commercial world; the realm of business, trade, and economica, the environment in
which buyers and sellers bargain to achieve their separate and mutual ends.

Methods of procurement: The procedures followed to translate requirementv, into contracts. The
Government uses two major methods of procurement: competitive and other-than-competiti ve
Competitive procedures may be sealed bidding or competitive proposals. Other-than,competitive
procedures are used in accordance with statutory authorities
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Monopoly: Degree of corripetition that exists when there is one seller and many buyers of a product
that has no close substitutes and when the seller, absent regulation, has considerable control over
price.

Monopsony: Degree of competition that exists when there are several sellers and one buyer of
interchangeable products, and sellers therefore have little effective control over price,

Most favored customer: As used in this manual, refers to an offeror's best price for an item or service
to any class of customers Reasonableness of price is established hy comparing the price and terms
offered to the Government against the offeror's most favored customer price

Negotiation: A bargaining process between two or more parties, each with its own viewpoints and
objectives, seeking to reach a mutually satisfactory agreement on, or settlement, of, a matter of
common concern.

Negotiation objectives: A range of goals, including desired costs or prices, which Government analysis
indicates as the limits within which fair and reasonable contract provisions can be negotiated. These
objectives should summarize all Government positions and assumptions relevant lo price and other
factors.

Overhead: (See Indirect cost.)

Partial payment: A payment authorited under a contract, made upon completion of the delivery
one or more complete units (or one or more distinct items of service), called for, delivered, and
accepted by the Government under the contract. Also a payment: made against a termination claim
upon prior approval before final settlement of the total termination claim,

Prenegotiation review: Meeting between contracting officer, supervisor, and, sometimes, ot
Government representatives before negotiating with offerors. Purposes include corroborating price
objectives, eliciting management guidance, and obtaining approval to proceed.

Price: A monetary amount given, received, or asked in exchange for property or services, expressed in
terms of a single item or unit of measure for such property or services,

Price analysis: The process of examining and evaluating a prospective price using pricing
information largely derived from sources other than the ITo..erors, It often is used to complement cost
analysis. It may be accomplished by a comparison of submitted quotations, a romparisoo of
quotations with catalog or market prices of the same or similar items, a comparison of price
quotations and contract prices with past prices or current quotations for the same or similar items,
the use of yardsticks (dollars per pound, for instances, or a comparison of propo ,Jed prices with
independently developed Government estimates.

Price analysis report: Written summary of the price analysis conducted ft r a given procurement, The
report demonstrates the scope of analysis, describes techniques, presents Mita :anivres, and
demonstrates the logic supporting the determination that an offer is or is not fair and reasonable,

Price comparison: The foundation for all price analysis techniques, Refers to the process of
comparing an offered price against other prices to assess the reasonableness of the offered price. The
other prices may be previous or current offers, previous or current prices actually paid, market prices,
or Government estimates, An integral part of this process involves establiAing comparability
between the offered price and any price aga ircit, which it is compared,

Price negotiation memorandum: The document that tells the story of the negotiation, It ix a sales
document that establishes the reasonableness of the agreement. reached with the succe',:ful offeror. It
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also is the permanent record of the decisions the negot 	 de in establishing that	 price was
fair and reasonable. Called the PNM

Pricing: The process of establishing the
	

t or a o	 )i.‘ received in‘ paid it1 return
providing goods and performing services

Pricing arrangement: An agreed-to basis between contractna/ parties ti' the payment of amounts for
specified performance. Usually expressed in terms of a specific eost-reirnbursement, or fixed-price
type arrangement.

Primary comparison techniques: The most conclusive of the price analysis techniques. Included are
two types of techniques: (1) competitive evaluation, in which current offers are compared with each
other and (2) published price comparison, in which offerors' prices are evaluated in light of pricey
established by catalogs, market forces, or law,

Probability: A probability is a number between 0 and 1, inclusive, representing the chance or
likelihood that an event will occur, A probability of 0 means that the event is impossible, while a
probability of 1 means that the event is certain to occur, A probability may also be stated as a
percentage (". . there is a 50 percent chance of this happening") Or as an odds ratio ("'„ . there is a
3 to 2 chance of this happening"). The concept of probability assumes two things: an average over o
long series of possibilities for an event to occur, and no ordering or events,

Profit: Generally characterized as the basic motive of business enterprise, on occasion referred to as
"the wages of risk." In contract pricing, profit represents a projected or known monetary excess
realized by a producer or performer after the deduction of cost (both direct and indirect) incurred or to
be incurred in the performance of a job, task, or Series of the same.

Profit objective: That part of the estimated contract price objective or value that the contraeting
officer concludes is appropriate for the procurement at hand. Where cost analysis is undertaken, a
profit objective should be developed—developed, that is to say, after a thorough review of proposed
contract work and all available knowledge regarding an offeror as well as an analysis of the offeror's
cost estimate, and a comparison of it with the Government's estimate or projection of cost.

Progress payment: A payment made as work progresses under a contract oh the basis of percentage a
completion accomplished, or for work performed at a particular stage of completion.

Prospective pricing: A pricing decision made in advance of performance, lme,cal On anal pik of
comparative prices, cost estimates, past costs, or combinations of such considerations,

Public Law 87-653: Generally referred to as the "Truth in Negotiations Act." Created in law, it is
the requirement for the submission, either actually or by specific identification in writing, of cost or
pricing data and certification of their accuracy, completeness, and currPney for the award of any
negotiated contract expected to exceed $100,000. Certain exceptions apply that aro tied to adequate
price competition or other conditions reflecting a competitive mark et place,

Reasonable cost: A cost is reasonable if, in its nature or amount, it does not exceed what would be
incurred by an ordinarily prudent person in the conduct ofcompetitive business,

Request for proposals: A solicita n document used in other than sealed bid procurements. When n
REP so states, the Government reserves the right to award a contract based on initial offers received
without any written or oral discussion with offerors.

B.8
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Request for quotations: A solicitation document used in other than sealed bid procurements. An IVOQ
is a request for information. quotes submitted vesponse tti) it are MA ‘k(tV+,-s that the Government

may accept without some confirmation or discussion with offerors.

Request for technical proposals,' The solicitation document used in the firs s	 )f two-step sealed
bidding.

Retroactive pricing: A pricing decision made after some or all of the work specified un er contract h s
been completed, based on a review of contractor performance and recorded cost data-

Risk: An assumption of possible monetary loss or gain in light of the job or work to be done One of
the elements to be considered in the negotiation of a fair and reasonable price, aa well as in
determining the type of contract. under which performance will occur,

Sampling: A method of obtaining statistics from a large body of data without reaoviing to a eomplete
census. Two broad methods of selecting samples are probability sampling (in which aample units are
selected according to the law of chancel and nonprobability sampling (in which p'/'annul choice,
expert judgment, or some other nonprobabilistic rationale is used to select sample units).

Sealed bidding: A method of contracting that uses competitive bids, public opening of bids, and
awards. A latter-day version of what used to be known as formal advertising, similar to but not the
same as that method. Shares equal billing with competitive proposals

Secondary comparison techniques: A family of price analysis techniques in which data other than
competitive offers—including prior quotations, past prices paid for similar items, independent
estimates, and cost estimates—are used as the basis for comparison, Such techniques may be used on
their own or in support of primary comparison techniques

Should cost: A concept that holds that the objective of cost analyais and contract pricing is to price on
the basis of what it should cost the offeror to produce, assuming reasonable economy and efficiency of
operation; an attempt to minimize the ill effects of cost-based pricing with its tacit acceptance of will
cost as a standard.

Single source: Characterized as one source among others in a competitive marketplace which, for
'uotdiuhlereunon(e.g.innnne6iuieurpaytcxperience.orcurrontconhnc(ox//nvo|vwmeou'i*fou»4ivd

be most advantageous for the purpose of contract award. (Sometimes used interchangeably with the
term sole source.)

Small purchase: A procurement acti	 hose a
	

does t exceed 3 prescribed dollar

value.

Sole source: Characterized as the one and only source, regardless of the marketplace, possessing a
unique and singularly available performance capability for the purpose of contract award.
(Sometimes used interchangeably with the term single source.)

Standard cost: A cost determined to represent an expected value; a goal or baseline that is used to
expedite the costing of transactions, determined from historical experience or cow rived from the best
information available. Excepting costs attributable to precise and highly predictable operations,
actual costs will almost always vary from standard costs because of factors that affect performance,
like employee fatigue, unforeseen interruptions, and other delays.

13-9
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Subsystem: A subset of subassemblies or devices or an individual unit of hardware that constitutes a
defined part of a system (e.g., the avionics of an aircraft system, the fire control mechanisms of a ship
system, the transmission/receiving elements of an electronic system).

Sunk cost: A cost that is not recoverable and has little or no foreseeable future benefit.

Supplemental agreement: A modification to an existing contract that is accomplished hy the
action of the parties.

System: A group of subassemblies or devices or individual units of hardware te , subsyateraal that
collectively meet or serve the total performance requirements of one or more defined functions le Q`
an aircraft system, a ship system, a land vehicle system).

Technical analysis: An evaluatien functions. that ct.tuse costs to Occur, M.ay be done by any one, but
usually by engineering and technical personnel. Vitally important to understanding Cost projections
as they relate to the job to be done. For example: technical analysis can provide an informed and
useful opinion about the validity of projections for direct materials and asage factors; about scrap and
its relationship to the use of hand, semiautomatic, or automatic operations; about the number and
types of workers it takes to do a job; and about differences between the estimated labor mix and
planned operations,

Trend analysis: An adjustment technique, sometimes called the assumed change technique, used in
pricing leases and other longer term contractual arrangements in order to account for price escalation
over time.

Value analysis: A systematic and objective evaluation of the function of a product and its related cost.
The analyst evaluates the product characteristics in terms of aesthetics, utility, and demand. As a
pricing tool, value analysis provides insight into the inherent worth of a product,

Variable cost: A cost that changes with the rate of production or goods or the performance of services.
As distinguished from rued costs (which do not change with the rate of production or performance),
there may be semivariable costs (neither entirely fixed nor variable) and variable costs as defined
here.

Visual analysis: The visual inspection of an item or its drawings, from which a general estimate may
be made about probable value. In most instances, visual analysis deals with obvious external
features.

Weighted guidelines method: A technique the Government uses to ensure consideration of the
relative value of appropriate profit factors in establishing a profit objective and conducting
negotiations. Also used in documenting and explaining the final pricing agreement reached between
buyer. and seller.

Will-cost: A conclusion that much contract pricing is based on the submission and evaluation of what
an offeror estimates it will cost to do the job in a specified future period As a concept, it is the opposite
of should-cost. Cost or pricing data should be evaluated for their application to a projection of future
costs, as well as whether or not these data may be perpetuating past inefficiencies.

10
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()GEC CU.ART FOR THE CATALOG OR MARKET PRICE EXEMPTION

EXEMPTION CRITERIA, QUES T IONS,AND ACTIONS
GO TO

lV N,

GO TO

Is there an established catalog or market price?
a.	 Is there a printed catalog, price list, published price, or other formal document ?

showing prices and discounts?
b.	 Is there common knowledge of a marketplace procedure, such as auction, or

regulated price?
c.	 If there IS a formal price listing with optional discounts, do accompanying Sales

data validate the discount offered'
d	 Can field contract administration personnel (or audit) validate from offeror's

records that the price offered is a regular catalog or market price with
appropriate discounts?

2

2

2

b

c

d

5

2.	 Is the item or service a commercial item?
a.	 Is the item or service identical to that described in the catalog or nbIblned in the

marketplace?
b.	 Is the item or service so similar it can be priced by reference to catalog or market?

),

c
c.	 Can the differences be identified and priced as add-ons or deducts from catalog

or market prices by value analysis or from other known prices?
d.	 Can the differences be identified and the cost/price difference determined by

cost analysis using data submitted by the offeror (and certified if over $100,000)?

3

3

d

5

3.	 Are there sales to the general public?
a.	 Is there general knowledge of large public sales of products regularly stockedby

dealers or regularly traded in the marketplace'
b.	 Does the offeror's data show sales over the appropriate past period as between

4

A

b

c
Government and commercial customers?

c.	 Can field contract administration personnel validate from the offeror's records
that sales have been made to commercial customers

d.	 Can audit personnel make the validation )

4

4

d

4	 Are there substantial sales to commercial customers who meet the test of the general
public?
a.	 Are reported sales to commercial customers at least 55' 	 ales ancf those

at catalog price at least 75% of this amount I

b.	 Are reported sales to commercial customers at !east 35% of total sales and those
at catalog price at least 55% of this amount and can you determine this is a
reasonable commercial market?

c.	 Can field contract administration personnel verify from the offeror's records that
commercial sales meet the regulation's criteria )

d.	 Can audit verify the data ?

6

6

I

fr

d

5

5	 With no yes to these four questions, the proposal does not meet the test for
exemption. Get cost or pricing data and, if over $100.000, rectificationafter
negotiation

6	 Exempt. Document file. Determine reasonableness of price
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CHAPTER 2

Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis

Both price and cost analyses involve a comparing of the contractor's proposal with data from
previous contracts and other market information. Analysis of this data is enhanced by the ability of
the analyst to understand and apply certain fundamental skills of mathematical analysis, including
graphic and algebraic trend analysis,

Graphic analysis involves a pictorial evaluation similar to that shown in figures 21 and 2-2.
Individual points reflect what some dependent variables, such as price, would be for a given value of
an independent variable, such as volume. If a trend relationship exists, movement of the dependent
variable will be caused by tdependentl changes in the independent variable in figure 2-1 no such
relationship exists_ Points appear in a random manner. Normally, however, total cost of a purchase
would increase as the volume of items purchased increases as shown in figure 2-7- This knowledge
would make us better able to evaluate the proposed cost of a given quantity of the item For mple,
using the data in figure 2-2, a contractor proposed cost of $1,500 for a volume of 500 would probably be
suspicious. The price would appear inflated.
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Figure 2-1. Random data. 	 hvure 2 2 Data	 t.rvnd.

Algebraic analysis performs a similar function. Algebra may be defined Les a method of
generalized reasoning about quantitative relationships, using letters to represent unknown
numerical values. For example, letters such as X and Y may he used to represent unknown numbers
in mathematical expressions These letters may be added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided just ai-;
the values they represent. might. be. tiv uwp of algebra, \Al f' are able to write general mathematical

expressions that may be used in prediction of a dependent variable

Thus, whi4e graphic and aigehraic anMysis may at Cirst, appear radi(zally different, both way be
used to express a general relationship between independent and dependent variables. Mastering
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these techniques will augment the analyst's judgment in determining a lair and reiisonable price fOr
commodity or service. The remainder of this section discusses t hese techniques,

2-1. Graphic Analysis

024. Summarize the general pm pmwem of graphic an ysis, and list the steps in the
construction of a graph.

Graphing of pricing data is useful to the analyst for thr get 	 purpo. es:

• A graph may provide sufficient analysis without requiring further computation.

• A graph can be used as the first step of analysis as a visual guide to planning subsequent
algebraic computations.

• A graph can be used to depict more in-depth analysis for brie
with management and contractor representatives.

igs an ther disciosior s

Constructing the Graph. Suppose we were given the following information concerning
values of a dependent variable for given values of an independent, variable, When the independent,
variable is 12, the dependent variable is 18. When the independent variable is G, the dependent
variable is -12. When the independent variable is 8, the dependent variable is 2. When the
independent variable is -18, the dependent variable is - 14. This information might be sum marimal
as in table 2-1. Flow would we graph this data? We would have to construct a graph coordinate
system, select a graphing scale, and plot the data,

Table 2-1
Relatio h p of Independent and Dependent Variables

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

12 18
6 -13

-8 2
-1@ -\4

Constructing the Coordinate System. The first step in the construction of :1 graph to plot
these points is to draw two straight lines perpendicular to each other and imagine them to be
unbounded in length (fig, 2-3). Each of these lines is called an axis. It is mathematical couvention
call the horizontal line the "X" axis and the vertical line the "Y" axis. The arrows indicate the
positive directions of this coordinate system, upward and to the right. The point where the axes cross
is known as the origin. At this point, the values on both the X and Y axis are zero. As we move to the
right of the origin on the X axis, numbers increase in the positive direction, As we move to the left, of
the X axis, the negative value of the numbers increase, showing movement from the origin in the
negative direction. On the Y axis, upward movement from the origin is in the positive direction, and
downward movement is in the negative direction.

When graphing this rectangular coordinate system, the X axis is conventionally considered the
axis of the independent variable, and the Y axis is conventionally considered the axis of the
dependent variable. In other words, an independent variable such as volume will he measured along
the X axis, while a dependent variable such as cost would be measured along the Y axis.

U2
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Y

Figure 2 , 3. Coordinate system,

Selecting a Scale. The next step in graphing data is that of selecting a scale for the X and
axes to most advantageously display the data. The proper choice of scale requires judgment. In each
case, the analyst must determine the factors of importance and relate them to the size of graph paper
being used. Some considerations should he:

1. What historical ranges of the independent and dependent variable (X and Y) are of
interest?

2. At what values of X will predictions he made; that is, how much space on the graph is
required for analyzing future events?

Normally, we want to display data in as large an area us possible so that we may bettor isolate
and project trend relationships. The graph paper shown in figure 2.4 is a square with 40 blocks
available in each direction. To determine the largest. scale possible, we must. find the difference

X

X

—Y

Figure 24. Setting scale

D - 3
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Figure 2-5, Plotting a po n Figure 24i. Pointe plotted from table 2,1.
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between the largest and smallest values to be graphed and divide that number by spaces available In
table 2-1, X ranges from —18 to +12, so the total difference would be 30. Dividing 30 into 40 (the
number of blocks available), we find that each unit of X can be represented hy as many as 1,33 blocks
on the graph paper. In this case, it may be better to graph using one block for each unit of the variable
since one block would give almost the same size display and points would be easier to plot. Plotting
points at block intersections is easier and more accurate than estimatine points within the blocks.
Here it is important to note that we can reduce the number of bloeks representing one unit, to one, but
we could not increase to two blocks. Such an increase would put the largest. values of X off the graph,
The Y variable ranges from —14 to + 18, so the difference would he 32. Dividing 32 into 40, we find

that X may be represented by 1.25 blocks on the graph paper, Again, it may be more advantagvotis to
use one block for each unit on the graph for the same reasons. Thus, we may construct Ole X and Y
axis with the scale shown in figure 2-4.

Plotting Points. Once the scale is established, each point (X '= 12, Y = 18, for example) may be
located on the graph by proceeding along the X (horizontal) axis until the value of X (for example, 12)
is located; and proceeding vertically parallel to the Y axis until the corresponding Ni value (for
example, 18) is located as in figure 2-5, The spot on the graph where the distance parallel to the X
axis is 12 and the distance parallel to the Y axis is 18 is the placement location of the point labeled
(12, 18) in figure 2-5. This placement procedure may then he repeated for all known data points., The
values of each point of table 2-1 were recorded in figure 2-6 next. to the point to assist, the analyst in
rapidly recognizing data without referring to the ralv data table. If there are many w data points,
this notation may become impractical, As the expertise of the analyst, increases, t he need for this
recording of data decreases. However, it is beneficial to follow the practice of noting the points on the
graph. This notation is always done with the independent value first and the dependent. value second
in the format (X, Y).

Exercises (024):

One of the first steps to be taken in the analysis is to determine if a meaningful trend .i.xiat.s.
This determination is greatly enhanced by graphing the data, True or False.
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2.	 According to convention in graphic analysis, the dependen
	 iable graphed in the

a. vertical axis.
b. Y axis.
c. unknown ax s
d. X axis.

Graphic presentation is often helpful in management presentations to quickly and dearly
inform management of the rationale used in supporting a position without laboriously
presenting many detailed data considerations. True or False.

	

4.	 Plot and label the followi ng points in Graph I.

X Y

a. 4 4
b. 8 1
C. 1 9
d. 15 1

GRAPH 1

Y
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5.	 Read and record the coordinates from Graph 2 helo
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GRAPH 2
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a.
b.
C.

025. Construct a linear graph, calculating the slope, the Y intercept, and Ihe equation the
line.

Straight Line Prediction. We can see that the data in table 2 1 and figure 2-6 is randomly

scattered throughout the graph. Such data would be of little use in cost or price analysis
Fortunately, many cost or price analysis situations involve data that results or nearly results in a
straight line when plotted on graph paper. The data shown in table 2-2 and figure 2-'7 depicts such a
straight line relationship.

Table 2-2
Setting up a Coordinate System

X
-1-----

Y

14 18
8 12

-2 2
-16 -12

Since each point falls on the straight line, it is possible to determine the value of any dependent
variable Y for a given value of the independent variable X. If we had historical data such as that
given and we were interested in projecting a value of Y for a given value of X, we could do so by simply

0
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reading data from the graph. For example, given the relationship depicted in figure 2-7, what is the
value of Y when X is 10? To answer this question, we have redrawn the linear e,rah developed in
figure 2-7 as figure 2-8. To find the value of Y, when the value of X is 10, we simply find the point ort
the line where X = 10. If a straight line, relationship exists between an independent voxiAllte, :mil
dependent variable, there will be only one possible value of the dependent variable for any given
value of the independent variable.

-x X X 

Figure 2-7. Linear graph, 

Slope. The slope of the line refers to the change in Y for each change in X. It is normally
written as a single number representing the fraction:

Change in Y value

Change in X value

In figure 2-8, for each unit change in X, Y changes by an equal amount. For exam ple, as the value of

X goes from 5 to 6, the value of Y goes from 9 to 10. As X goes from - 1 to - 2, Y goes fro m 3 to 2. Here
the slope would be

Change in Y value

Change in X value

which would be

or 1. So the slope of this line would be 1. Slopes may have either positive or negative values. 'f'he
slope is positive when the value of '1 increases as the value of X increases. '('he slope negative when

the value of Y decreases as the value of X increases.

Intercepts. The point where the graph line crosses the Y axis is known as the Y intercept, This
is the value for Y when X =0. In figure 2-8, Y would equal 4 at this point. A similar point exists
where the line crosses the X axis, known as the X intercept, This repte:aaita the value X would have
when Y=0. In figure 2-8, Y would he zero when X is -4. In straight line analysis, we are
particularly interested in the Y intercept.

1),7
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Redrawing the graph. Most but not all price and cost analysis deals with positive values of X

and Y. Such values are plotted exclusively in the upper right. quadrant of the standard rectangular

coordinate system where both X and V are positive (see fig, 2-31. In this quadrant, every linear graph
has, at least, one intercept (X or Y) and may have both. Every linear graph also has a slope, even
though it may be zero. With the intercept and the slope we can easily construct a linear graph as we
did in constructing figure 2-8 from figure 2-7.

Suppose we were told that a graph had a Y intercept, of 7 and a slope of t. The Y intercept value
would mean that the graph line would cross the Y axis at 7 (see fig. 2-9), the slope would mean that as
X changed by one unit, Y would change by

Change in sir value
w	

Change in X value

A change of 4 in the value of X would result in a change of 1 for the Y value. Since the slope is

positive, we can find the value of Y when X=4 by :adding 1 to the Y intercept, value of Y, 7, to get 8,
The point (4,8) can easily be located on the coordinate system in figure 2 . 9, By connecting the Y

intercept with this point, we can now reconstruct a straight line graph developed from past. analysis.
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Figure '2-9, Using intercept and slope to conartio a graph

We may now use this line for analysis and prediction. For example, when X is 12, what is the
value of Y? From figure 2-10 we can see that when X is 12, Y must be 10

20

10
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FigurePred iction,

Exercises (025):

1.	 Given the equation Y = 5 + 0,5X, calculate the values of V as ocia ed with the given X values

X Y

a. 0
b. 4
C. 10

2.	 Plot the following points on Graph 3a, h, and c. Connect the following points with a straight
line. Calculate the slope of the line and label each line with its slope, Determine the
intercept. Record the equation of the straight line

X Y	 X Y

a. (10, 10) (5, 10)
b. (10, 10) (2, 6)
c. (12, 5) (22, 0)

20
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2-2. Algebraic Analysis

026. Define the elements of an equation of a straight • e, and apply the formula to fi n the
value of each element.

Now that we have seen the value of graphic analysis, we must. consider one of its major
limitations. As numbers become larger, it is increasingly more difficult to ;iccurately isolate and
project price or cost trends. Thus, while graphic analysis should always be used to determine if a
linear relationship exists, specific projections often require algebraic analysis,

Equations. As the name indicates, an equation is an expression of an equality by the use Of an
equals ( =) sign. This may be done with known or unknown values. We could write 2X +4X 6X
Both sides total 6X.. By using the rules of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
equations may be manipulated to isolate specific terms in one side of the equation. This manipulat
is called "solving the equation." An equation is considered to have been solved for an unknown when
the unknown, for example, X or Y, is isolated without coefficients or other terms on one side of the
equation with all terms on the other side of the equation in the most, simplified format possible, The
equation X =2Y + 4 could be considered as having been solved for X, The X value is isolated on one
side of the equation, and the terms on the other side are in the most simplified format possible The
equation 2X = 4Y +6 has not been solved for X because the X value has not been isolated, from the
coefficient 2. The equation Y = 2X + 4X +8 has not been solved for Y because the term 2X + 4X t8
could be further combined or simplified to 6X +8. To isolate a term on one side of an equation,
manipulation of terms from one side to the other is necessary. To do this, we must, remember that in
manipulation, equality of the two sides of the equation can only be maintained when equal Oranges are
made to both sides of the equation. For example, if subtraction is required to remove a term from one
side of the equation, the exact term must be subtracted from the other side too.

Example 1:	 Solve the following equation for X
X+3=7
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Solution:	 To isolate the X value, subtract 3 from each side, therefore
Equation: X+37
Subtract: X +3 – 3= 7-3 (Subtract 3 from both sides)
Solution: X=4

Example 2: Solve the following equation for Y:
Y=.20Y +80

Solution:	 Gather the Y variable and isolate it on one side of the equation,
Equation: Y = .20Y +80
Gather Y: Y– 20Y = .20Y – ,20Y 4-80 (Subtract .20Y from both sides)
Subtract: ,80Y = 80

.80Y 80
Isolate Y:	 –p- (Divide both sides by the 	 elY Y which is ,80)

.80	 .80
Divide for solution: Y = 100

Example 3: Solve the following equation for X:
X+4= 5X-6

Solution: Gather the X variable and isolate it on one side of the equation
Equation: X + 4= .5X –6
Gather X: X –.5X + 4= ,5X ,5X –6 (Subtract .5X from both sides)
Subtract: .5X+ 4= 6
Gather other terms: .5X + 4– 4= –6-4 (Subtract 4 from both sides)
Subtract: .5X= – 10

.5X –10
Isolate X: — – — (Divide both sides by .5, the coefficient of X)

.5	 .5
Divide for solution: X= 20

Straight Line Equation. Armed with a basic knowledge of algebra, we are now ready to
consider the equation (algebraic relationship) of a straight line that will be te ,,ed t hroughoiat the
remainder of the course.

The general equation of a straight line is Y = A
(1) X is the independent variable
(2) Y is the dependent variable.
(3) A is a constant representing the Y intercept. (The Y value when X = O.)
(4) B is the slope of the line, (Slope represents the change in Y for any change in X,)

The straight line equation can be used to generalize a linear relationship between an
independent and dependent variable. Suppose we were given the following data concerning a
cost/volume relationship:

D. 2
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Table 2.3
Volume Related to Cost

Volume Produced o

X Y
10 S 60
15 $ 85
20 $114

How would we determine if a linear relationship exists, and howwould we reduce it to 	 (

Step 1. The first step would be to graph the data to determine if there is linear relationship,

Examination of figure 2-11 indicates that such a relationship exists,

COST y

Step 2. Now that we know that data falls on a straight line, we want to develop a specific
equation for that line. Remembering that the general equation of a straight line is Y A 4- iiX, we
want to be able to predict values of Y given specific values of X. To do this, we need to know value
of A (the value of Y at the Y intercept) and the value of 13 (the slope of the line), With the information
given and the knowledge that it falls on a straight line, we can directly determine the value of 11 for
this equation. since 13 is

Change in Y value

Change in X value

we can determine the value of 13 for this equation by dividing the change in Y between any t	 (Ants

by the change in X between these points. A general formula (algebraic r
	 nishipl for this may 1w

written:
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X
2 — X l

cs

X 1 and Y 1 represent he X and Y coordinates fro some Point 1 on the line in figure 2-
X 2 and Y2 represent the X and Y coordinates from some other Point 2 on the lin&
In this case let:

Xi=10
= 60

X2=15

Y2=85

y
2
 — y

t 85 – 60	 $25 
B= 	 	 —

X — X 
1 

]5-10 5nitsu2 

13= $5 per unit

NOTE: If Point 1 and Point 2 e reversed, the results would he exactly the same

Then:

X1=15
Y1=85

X2=10

Y2=60

–$25

–5

( – )
(Remember —( + )1

( –)

B = $5 per unit

The value of B will remain constant no matter what two points on the tine are chosen fbr the
calculation. This means that for each unit produced, a cost of $5 must be added to costs,

Step 3. Now that we have found the value of B for the equation, we can find the value of A, The
value of A, like the value of B, is constant for all values of X and Y in a specific linear equation,
Therefore, if we know the value of B for the equation and the value of X and Y at a vecific point, we
can find the value of A for the equation by substitution.

Y = A+BX
By manipulation: A =	 BX

Let (X, Y)	 = (10,60) Point 1
B = $5

By substitu on:	 A = $60 –$5 (10)
B = $60– $50
A = $/0

Once again, any point on the line can be used to obtain identical results
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Let (X, Y)

By substitution:

= (15, 85) Point 2
B = $5
A = $85+ $5 (15)
A = $85– $75
A = $10

Step 4. Having found values for A 410) and B
	

per unit), e 'an write a speci	 ion t,
predict values of Y, given a value of X.

Y = $10+$500

Step 5. Using this equation, we can find the value for Y given a value of X. For exa ple, hat
is the value for Y when X is 18?

Solution: Y = $10+$5 (X)
Y = $10+$5 (18)

= $10 +$90
Y = $100

This same procedure may be followed to find the equation of any straight I e.

Step 1 Graph the data to insure that the given points fall on a straight line-

Step 2. Find B (slope by using the formula values for X 1 , Y 1 ) and (X2, Y9)

M–
X r,– XI

Step 3 Find A (the Y intercept) by substitution in the formula values for Y, H, and X..

A = Y BX

Step 4. Write the specific equation for the line, using the calculated values for A and B.

Step 5. Predict dependent values for given independent vahios

Example: Given the following data, determine the equation of a straig/ line	 the data

Table 2-4
Data for Deterrninin9 the Equation of a Straight tine

3 6
8 16

10 20

Solution:

Step 1. Graph points. Figure 212 shows that the points fail on a straight lino.

1) 15
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Figure 2 12 Graphing data 11-on  table 2 4,

Step 2. Find the slope B.

Y 2 — Y 1

2—

Use the points (X I , Y1)=(3, 6) and (X2, Y2) =(8, 6)

16-6

8-3

10
B

5

F1=2

Step 3, Find the Y inte cept A, Use Y=6, X =3, and 13= 2

A=Y–BX
A =6– 2(3)
A=0

Step 4. Write the equation.

Y=A+BX
Y=0+2Xor
Y =2X

Step 5. Predict Y. If X = 5, what is Y'?

Y=2X
Y =2(5)
Y=10 (when X=5)

0

D-16
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Exercises (026):

1.	 Define the elements of the equation of a straight line if Y A+ K.

a.
b. A
C.

d.	 X

2.	 Solve the following equations for the dependent variable Y.

a. 4X+2Y=14
b. 3X+Y-7=0
c. 9--9X-3Y=15
d. 4(X+ 2Y)=8

3.	 Find the slope and Y intercept for the following equations:

a. Y=2X+6
b. Y=4X+10
C.	 Y=.5X+ 5

4.	 What are the equations of the tine	 uthrough each of the following sets of two points?

a. (2,4) (5,10)
b. (4,0) (0,6)

c. (0,0) (5,4)
d. (3,2) (5,2)

5.	 Given that a straight line has a slope of 12 and a Y intercept o

a. what is the equation of the line9
b. what is the value of Y when X = 4?

6.	 Given the data points (22, 60) and (16, 48), find the value of Y when X = 8.

7.	 Given the data points (15, 24) and 27, 48), find the value of Y when X = 5).
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3-5. Fitting a Line

036. List the steps in visually fitting a line to a graph of data.

Data points used in price analysis do riot usually fall exactly on a straight line. Most of the
change in the dependent variable might he explained by a straight line, but there are usually random
changes that cannot be explained by the line. The problem is how do you fit a good predictive line to
the data to minimize the error.

One method is visually fitting a line to a graph of data. This involves drawing a straight line
through the data so that the distance between the data points arid the line is minimized This method
may be improved with the knowledge concerning a mathematically calculated line ati)est fit. Poly
straight line of best fit must pass through the average of the X values

and the average of the Y values
	 ( X )

Visually fitting a line is a three step process.

Step 1. Graph the known data.

Step 2. Find the point representing the average of the X values and the average of' the Y
values.

Step 3. Draw a line through

( X , Y)

and the data so that it minimizes the distance between the line and the data points. A clear plastic
ruler is useful since it permits you to see all data points at all times.

Example: Given the data in table 3-2, visually sets a line of best fi t.

Table 3-2
Data for Fitting Line

x
5 14
7.5 15
8 19

12 21
12.5 25

26

Step 1. Plot the data as in figure 3-1.

I The mathematical method of fitting a straight line to a get of data ig known as least 3quaroa tam Fit. While thin

technique is beyond the scope of this text, values of A and B may be found by solving a set of simultaneous equation)),

EY	 A + REX.
EXY =AEX

where N= the number of data points

E = sum of values

D-18
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X

S
	

10
	

1 5
	

10

Figure :I-1, Graphing	 :1 2 dm a.

Step 2. Find and plot

5+7,5+ +1:). +-1254
X =

30

20

10

10

20

Step 3. Fit a line through

as in figure 3-2.
	 (X

1)-19
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10
	

15

Figure 32, Line of beet fit,

Predictions could now be made, using figure 3-2, or an equation may be
two points on the line. In this case, we might use the known

(X, Y)
of (10, 20) and another value from the line (6, 14

Y 2 – Y 1
13=

x 2 –xi

20-14 6
13–	 –

10-6	 4

13 =1 5

Substitute in the general equation using (10, 20) for A.

eveic coed Is Ii any

A =20–(1 5)(10)
A 5

The equation is then Y =5+ 1 5X

1)-20
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Exercises (036):

1. A line of best fit through a set of d kal
	

iriimizes the distance between, the points on a graph and
line. What point must a visually fitted line of best, fit for the following data go through?

X
100 105
110 120

93 99
120 109
1117 101

2. Given the data in the previous question, what would be your prodic 	 at the
point X 115?

3.6 Straight Line Limitations

037. State the lim itations of a straight line the analysis of e

Later in this course, applications of straight line analysis are (inmost 	 The straight line

is a basic tool for many cost and price analysis situations; however, its a 1 .atioo must be tempered
by the user's judgment. Some matters that require considerations are comparability of data and
confidence of projection.

Comparability of Data. When collecting data 14 lysis, a major conzcons i deration is the
comparability of data. Units should be capable of equitable comparison. For example ; the dollar has
decreased in value over a period of years. Therefore, it is not, valid to say that a person earning $a an
hour in 1972 has the same purchasing power as a person w1A0 earned $5 an hour in 1962. Data must
be comparable for valid analysis.

Confidence of Projection. Any two points line. However,in a n

acquisition situation, the use of only two data points to draw ka concl ion can he errroneoral, w ith the

actual result much higher or much lower than that projected, The greater thenumber ofclttta points
reflecting a trend, the greater the confidence that can he placed in trend line prediction.

Even with a large number of data points, there is a po ssposs i bility of error in ton
The data points of figure 3-3 are connected by a solid line; however, on either side of the known data
are curved lines. These lines indicate the possible error of an estimate developed, using t he line,
Near the center of the data, the possibility of error would be small. As we move beyond the known

data, the chance of error becomes increasingly larger. The lines can he developed tale4tically, but
such analysis is beyond the scope of this course. However, knowledge of the pn4Aial	 ros-- of

projection is important in analysis. You should feel more comfortable predicting the dependent.
variable costs based on the independent variable quantity between the extremities; of the known do
As the independent variable becomes much greater or less than the observed maxi:num or minimmti
quantities respectively, the validity of the prediction of dependent variable becomw; le!; . , reliable.

The straight fine (Y = A +13X) is a powerful tool in the aria fy::h; of coi;t and prici ng data related
to many acquisition situations, However, the - real world" demands that moue than a mechan ical

operation he employed because of factors such as defining the problem, deciding what, data t,o roll( t
and then analyzing it as the appropriate data pertains to the current situation. Analyse; of cost arid
pricing data can he somewhat ambiguous in nature The remainder of this text, d uses Some uses of
the straight line, difficulties in its use, and your ability to use the tool efketively. The int-tt.
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Figure 3.3. Confidence band on prediotio or strnig	 ine	 lysis.

important ingredient in any analysis is the analyst, since the analyst s the nly person 	 ible of
applying thought and judgment to the solution of a complex problem.

Exercise (037):

What are two important considerations in the application of straiglline analysis to cost and
pricing data?

3.7 Comparison Techniques

38. Name the techniques commonly used to facilitate p ee of cost comparison.

Both price analysis and cost analysis involve comparisons. When competitive prices ore being
compared, the process is relatively simple. You have bids or offers for the same purchase descr iption
during the same period of time under the same conditions. When you compare current prices with
past quotes or contract prices or with prices for similar but not, identical items, the problem becomes
more complex. Quantities, delivery schedules. FOB points, and other factors in the acquisition
situation may also complicate the process.

Common techniques used to facilit 	 p ice or cost comparison incl 	 indexes, cost esti Ina

relationships, and learning curves.

Exercise (038):

1.	 What techniques are used to facilitate price or cost comparison')

3-8. Index Numbers

39. State the purpose and characteristics of index numbers, and list the steps in the
construction of a simple price index.

One of the variables that the analyst must contend with in comparing current quotes with
historical cost or price data is the changing value of the dollar over a period of time Price index
numbers provide the analyst with a technique to analyze the effect of the changing value of the dollar
on price. Price index numbers indicate historical price changes with respect to time that can be used
to analyze, compare, and predict prices for a specific product or service in a different time Ira Mf'.

D-22
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There are a number of reasons for using index numbers instead of prices themselves to provide
for comparison. One reason is to reduce the comparison to terms of a percentage increase or decrease,
thus rendering price changes for high priced items comparable to price changes for low priced items
Another reason is to provide for comparing price changes of aggregates of different items, such as
aggregative price changes for apples and oranges or plywood and nails. A third reason is to provide n

vehicle for collecting samples of price changes for different iten, and using the, cellect,ed samples to
represent price changes for an entire population of items,

Purpose of Price index Numbers. The buyer can use price index numbers three genevnl
purposes: 0) to deflate or inflate prices for comparison analysis; t2) to projeet prim o r ks-ant e.-'30‘Wi"
in contractual documents', and (3) to inflate and deflate costs to facilitate trend analysis.

Price index numbers are used in cost or price analysis to cempare the proposed cost a an item

with the cost of the same or a similar item procured in past years. Ilere, the index numbera aro used
to adjust prices for inflation that has occurred over a period of time so the comparison can be woad' in
constant year dollars. Contract price escalation clauses usually call for some kind of after-the fact
pricing action, adjusting the price paid lo reflect actual price levels at the time of contract
performance. These clauses usually use index numbers to measure changes in price levels. Index
numbers are also used to facilitate trend or time series analysis of individual cost elements by
eliminating or reducing the effects of inflation so that the analysis can be made in constant dollars.

Characteristics of Index Numbers. Index numbers may be defined as ratios, usually
expressed in percentages, indicating changes in values, quantities, or prices. Typically, the chanees
are measured over time, each period price being compared with the corresponding figure from some
selected base period. Simple index numbers deal with single commodities, such as olywood, steel, or
grain. More commonly though, index numbers are aggregates of a number of different commoditiea,

products, or servicea. For such index numbers, each item in the aggregation is weighted to represent
a commodity, product, or service in proportion to its amount in a particular end item, industry, or
geographical area.

It is important to identify the type of index number you are working with and use that type of

index number consistently throughout the analysis Naturally, when you are in the business of
analyzing prices, you will be mostly concerned with price index numbers, llowever, there are also
quantity and value indexes.

Price index numbers represent changes in the prices of items, commodities, or industries over a
period of time. An example of a price index is the Producer Prices and Price Indexes aliireaii of Labor
Statistics) that gives the changes in the average wholesale price of commodities and products sold in
the United States over a given period of time.

Quantity index numbers represent the change in the amount nmodity or product, output

over a period of time. The Federal Reserve Board compiles a quantity index called the Index ol

Industrial Production that measures physical volume of factory production in the United States from

one year to the next,

A value index combines changes in both price and quantity over time: Value intlexe ,a may be
considered to be the product of a price index and a quantity index. A commonly used value index iv,
the Index of Retail Sales, published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, which ref-ha-1.3 he changes in both
prices and quantities of items sold by retail sales outlets across the United States:

Price index Construction. Price index numbers indicate price changes for some specific

commodity, product, or service over a period of time. As historical indicators, index numbers become

more, accurate if they are constructed, using actual prices paid for a particular commodity, product, or
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service rather than using the more gene	 aggregative index published by agencies such as iho
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Price index numbers are price relatives, usually expressed as pereentages As price relatives,
they relate prices paid in one time period to prices paid in some base time period. To provide
comparability, a series of index numbers representing some commodity, product. or service is Usually
constructed using the same base period, thus reflecting a percentage increase or decrease in prices
relative to that base period.

Base period. The selection of a base period is usually an arbitrary process, With a short series
of data, say five to ten years, the analyst often chooses the first (earliest) year us the base year. Under
ideal conditions, it is best to choose as a base year one in which prices are not changing erratically
Finding such a year is difficult when hundreds of items are included in an aggregative index number,
So, again, you may be led to an arbitrary choice of a base year

The U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), a widely recognized
constructor and publisher of general index numbers, currently uses a base year of 1967 for most of its
index numbers. Prior to that, the base year was 1957. The BLS will probably update its index
numbers to a new base year of 1977.

Index data. In constructing price index numbers, it is important. to express a price in dollars
per measure of quantity (for example, $4, $/person, or Pfeet). You should not express the price in
terms of dollars per period, such as is found in accounting data, Accounting data must be edited to
dollars per measure of quantity before they can be used in price index number construction.

Simple price index construction. A simple price index involves a single commodity or service
over time. There are four steps to be followed in constructing a simple price index.

1. Collect data. For each index period, collect average price data for the product.,
commodity, or service. For example, assume the average yearly prices of ; inch thick, 4 feet by 8 feet,
grade AC interior, sanded plywood per 1,000 square feet were:

Year 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Price $84.12 $90 244 $95.06 $101.97 $107 32

2. Select base year. Select a base year appropriate for the data available. In thioxu y o we
will use 1967,

3. Calculate price rela ve Calculate a time series price e	 e	 euch year by dividing
each yearly average price by the base year price

4. Convert to index Convert to an index number or percentage by MUltiplying each price
relative by 100. Normally, we round indexes to the nearest tenth,

Year 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Index No. 100 00 108 0 113 0 121 2 127 6

Aggregative price index construction. Seldom will a single simple index number suffice for
pricing purposes. Most items purchased are made up of many different rates over a period of time,
Therefore, we must construct composite index numbers that reflect aggregative changes in the prices
of the components, assemblies, and types of labor that make up an item. This need has been satisfied
by the development of a number of different methods for constructing aggregative in6exe!4. A
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discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this text. However, there are a number of g
texts that discuss construction of index numbers if you desire to pursue the sutuect.

Exercises (039):

1	 What is the purpose of price index numbers?

2. What is the definition of price index numbers?

3. How would you construct 	 pl price index?

040. Select or construct an appropriate index series, adjust for inflation, and compare price
levels to determine if the price of a particular product or service is fair and reasonable.

Previously Constructed Price Indexes. Often you will not have enough data or time to
construct needed index numbers. Many sources exist for previously constructed price index numbers
that are general in scope but may be used to approximate price changes of a particular product or
service.

Probably the best known and most frequently used source of price index numbers if the
Producer Prices and Price Indexes published monthly by the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics
(BLS). Economic indicators can also be found in the BLS publication entitled Monthly Labor Review,
as well as other similar publications.

The producer price indexes are a series of price indexes of specific commodities and products
Each series is successively arranged in homogeneous categories of items and commodities to form a
general aggregation of wholesale prices for all U.S. production Accordingly, you may choose an
index that best fits la specific product from the indexes of many different commodities or services and
many different levels of aggregation.

Another widely used source of price index numbers is the Survey of Current Busines g , National
Income Issue, which is published each July by the U.S. Department. of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis. A series of "Gross National Product implicit Price Deflators" are included in this
publication.

A source of data useful for constructing labor price index numbers is the BLS periodical,
Employment and Earnings, which sets forth average wage rates segregated by skill and geographical
categories, These rates are useful in tailoring an index to fit a specific product or company Another
source of wage data useful to the price analyst as an economic indicator is the annual National Survey
of Professional Administrative, Technical and Clerical Pay, a LS publication. This survey is useful
as a source of data concerning indirect labor pay rate changes

The Economic Report of the President, an annual publication of the executive branch, sets forth
extensive summaries of economic indicators. This publication is useful for evaluating long-range
trends of data.

These sources are only a sample of the many index number and economic data series available
to the buyer. Remember when using them that a general index series must be used carefully since it
usually will not exactly tit the cost pattern of the product or service being analyzed: Sources of error
include the fact that the data is not from a specific contractor, and it usually represents national or
regional averages. Another source of error stems from the fact that the sample of items that, make up
an index probably will not fit a specific product or contractor effort. Nevertheless, preconstructed
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index numbers offer a practical alternative to the costly and time-consuming task of building index
number series from basic cost data.

How to Use Index Numbers. Index numbers indicate the percentage change in price with
respect to the base year only. The index we constructed in table 3-3 for 1971 of 127.6 indicates that
the average price of plywood went up 27.6 percent. with respect to 1967. It does not indicate that
prices rose 6.4 percent (127.6-121.2) between 1970 and 1971 To ca e the percentage increases in
price for 1971 with respect to 1970, you divide the 1970 index into the 1971 index, multiply the
dividend by 100, and subtract 100.00, In this case, the price level rose 5.3 percent

( 127.6

between 1970 and 1971.
	 121.2

This information can be used to inflate or deflate prices to allow for general price level chatiges.
Consider the problem of analyzing a contractor's proposed price of $22,500 for a turret lathe to he
delivered in 1972. A procurement history file reveals that the same machine tool was purchased in
1969 at a price of $18,500. The task is to determine if the 1972 proposed price is fair and reasonable.

Select index. To determine if the price is fair and reasonable, we would first select or coostritet
an appropriate index series. The Machinery and Equipment Subindex of the Producer Price
Industrial Commodities Index (BLS) might be selected as a reasonable indicator of price movement
for a turret lathe. We could extract the data from a publication, such as the 1972 issue of the
Economic Report of the President.

Year	 Machinery & Equipment Index
1967	 100.0
1968 103.2
1969 106.5
1970 111.4
1971 115.5
1972 120.0

Adjust for inflation. After we have selected an index, we can adjust prices to common dollar
value level. In this case, we might adjust the historical 1969 price to the 1972 dollar value level: We
alternatively might adjust the current price to the 1969 dollar value level. It really mak es no
difference as long as we get both prices to comparable dollar value levels. To make the adjustment,
we simply find the percentage of dollar value change between the periods and multiply that change
by the price in the period. This can he shown in the following information.

Projection Period Index
x Price Data =Comparable Project ion Period Pike

Price Data Period Index

1.	 To adjust the 1969 price to 1972 dollars, this could be written as follows'

1972 Index
x 1969 Price =Comparable 1972 Price

1969 Index

120.0
106.5 x $18,500 =1 12676 x $18,500 =$20,845 =Con	 e 1972 Price
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2.	 To adjust the 1972 quoted price to 1969 dollars, we could do the follo wing:

1969 Index	 Comparable 1969
x 1972 Quoted Price -

1972 Index	 //vied Price

106.5
$22,500

120.0
.8875 x $22,500 = $19,968.75 zz . Comparab le 1969 Quoted Price

Compare price levels. Once the adjustment for inflation is made, we can compare the quoted
and historical prices in comparable dollar values. lf we want to compare using 1972 dollar values, we
must compare the 1969 historical prices adjusted to 1972 price levels with the unadjusted 1972 price
quote. The quoted price is $22,500, but the adjusted historical price is only $20,845. The quoted price
is $1,655 (7.9 percent) higher than what we would expect it to be, based on the available indexes and
the historical price.

If we would have made the comparison at 1969 dollar levels, we would have used the
unadjusted historical price and the 1972 quote adjusted to 1969 dollar levels. The price quote would
be $19,968.75 in 1969 dollars, and the historical price is $18,500. The quoted price is still 7 9 percent
higher than what we would expect. The actual dollar difference, however, is less meaningful than the
difference we found in 1972 dollars.

Based on the 7.9 percent difference between the historical price and quoted price, we would
probably question the reasonableness of the price quoted. We would probably require more
information to assume the price is unreasonable, but this difference would raise a warning flag.

Exercises (040):

1, The Army paid $8,000 for a truck in 19X0 They are currently evaluating 19K1 quotes for this
truck. For comparison purposes, adjust the price of the truck to constant 19X1 dollars, using
the price index series of 107 4 for 193(0 and 111.9 for 19X1,

2.	 Given the following index numbers for product \`'

Year Index
19X2 96,3
19X3 100.0
19X4 109.2
19X5 106.0
19X6 113.6
19X7 111 3

a. What was the percentage change between 19X2 and 19X17

b. If product Y cost $500 in 19X5, what would you estimate its cost to he in 19X7?

3.	 Using the index numbers in question 2, if product X cost $400 in 19X6, what :ihould it cost,
19X7?
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041 Solve problems on the forecasting of index numb

Forecasting Index Numbers. Forecasting index numbers may be either a short-range of
long-range problem. To this point, the discussions have been centered on index numbers as a
measure of history. Both the specially constructed price index numbers or the previously constructed
price index numbers indicate changes of price in times past, The hw:iness of Government contract,
pricing is concerned with predicting or forecasting prices in the future. Accordingly, the buyer needs
to be able to forecast index numbers as well as construct them from the ippropriate literature.

The forecasting problem can be divided into two categories: Short. range (up to two years) and
long range (two to ten years). Generally speaking, for long-range forecasts, you should use a trend
analysis technique to build a model of the historical economic data changeover time The time-
honored practice in Government acquisition to best lit a straight, line trend model through the
historical data may not always be adequate for long-term projection. Changes in the rate of change of
the economy in recent years indicate that the straight line is not. always a good gener;i1 trend
indicator. The straight line trend forecast (based on indications from the 1960s) has consistently
underestimated the trend of the 1970s. Accordingly, any model for the long-range forecasting must
be able to adjust to changing trends. It is also important to obtain as much as possible le examine for
trend changes.

For short-range forecasting, however, simpletime series models, such as the straight line, are
still reasonably accurate. There are at least two ways of using a :it raight line for forecasting in the
short term. It may make good sense in short-range forecasting to put more weight, on the most recent
years of data. One method does this subjectively hy simply ignoring the early years of data,
graphically fitting a straight line through the most recent data, such as the last, two years, and
extending that straight line into future years for the forecast.

On the otherhand, the last two years may he atypical. In such a case, t might he more logical
to use a trend line including other recent yearly data. The difference in projections can be seen in
table 3-4 and figure 3-4.

Table 3-4
Index Forecasting

Year index

1971 105 0
1972 107.0
1973 110.0
1974 115 5
1975 119.0
1976 120.0
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Figure 3 . 4. Index ((were

A trend line through the set of data (solid line) would project an index of 124.4 for 977
(Remember that the best fit line must go through

1973.5 and

V,

112.75.) Using only the last two years, we would project. an index of 21,0. The index we tea-, would he
determined by our evaluation of the current economic trend. Has something changed in the economy
that would lead us to expect the trend to change? Is the 197(3 a continuation of the historical trend?
Depending upon this evaluation, the appropriate index might, be 121.0, 124,4, or some index in
between. The quality of analysis depends on your judgment.

The proper use of the straight line depends on your knowledge of current, economic trends.
Probably the most important single rule to remember about forecasting is that no one can predict an
economic turning point. Get as much data as possible and look for trends and changes in trends
Consider these changes in making projections. Some techniques, such as moving a v(!rage” and
exponential smoothing, may assist you in prediction hut are beyond the scope of this text.
Information on these techniques may be found in a basic forecasting text,

A few comments are in order here to highlight possible sources of error in our use of indexes.
(1) The approach assumes constant quality and quantity; that. is, the contracting agency is buying
essentially the same item in essentially the same quantities as purchw;ed before (2) It :1111- 11!!3 that,
the general index is made up of samples of production of many different, kinds of mach iriel and
equipment produced by different contractors located throughout the country. (3) It that the
past will forecast the future, These assumptions might be wrong, Any forecasting teehnique is
subject to error as no one can forecast an economic turning point.
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Nevertheless, the index number approach to price analysis gives the bu yer another tool for
comparison. It can be used to check prices predicted by other methods of analysis The index number
approach can also be used as a basis for price negotiation when the buyer is lacking other substantive
price data.

Exercises (041):

1.	 The wholesale price index	 X,over a	 ix ytir period, reads as follows:

Year	 Index
19X2 101.25
19X3 104.50
19X4 109.25
19X5 114.00
19X6 116.00
19X7 Unknown

Using a linear trend with all data, estimate the index for 19X7.

2. Using only the most recent data (last two years) on item X from question 1, estimate the index
for 19X7.

3. With the data used in questions 1 and 2, which answerprovides the best. estimate for the index
in 19X7?
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3.9 Cost Estimating Relationship (CERs)

042. Develop cost estimating relationships (CERs) and use CERs to estimate costs.

A relationship between cost and an item or service characteristic variable can be a valuable
tool in assisting a buyer in obtaining a fair and reasonable price. If an independent. characteristic
(driver) that meaningfully relates to cost or prices can be found, a cost estimating relationship useful
in the negotiation process is available. These cost estimating relationships (CERs) may he simple
nature, such as a linear function, or they may be represented by much more complex functions, such
as cubic, exponential, and so forth. Here only linear CERs will be considered.

If at any time you make an observation indicating that cost varies in a predictable manner
with a physical or performance characteristic, there is a basis to test to see whether or not a CER
exists. The characteristic or characteristics selected are usually not, t he only ones that, are driving
costs, but the movement of cost has been found to be related to changes in these characteristics. By
using models that relate changes in cost to changes in these characteristics, and defining these
characteristics in the new item, we can predict the cost of the new item.

How To Develop a CER. Authorities on developing CERs differ on the number el steps
required to establish a CER. In general the methodology follows these basic steps:

1.	 Designate and define the dependent variable (cost dollars, hours, and go forth.)

The buyer or estimator must determine what item he wants to estimate, using a CER, and at
what level he wants the estimate. Does he want to estimate cost directly, or dos he want, to estimate
labor hours and then estimate cost from the hours? Does he want to estimate the cost of the weapon
directly or develop an estimate from the estimates of the costs of a variety of components? The better
the definition of the dependent variable, the easier it will be to gather comparable data for
development of the CER.

2,	 Select item characteristics to be tested for estimating the dependent variable.

In selecting item performance or physical characteristics to be tested as independent,
estimating variables, the buyer or estimator should draw on personal experience, the experience of
others, and published sources of information. It is especially important for the estimator to consult
experts experienced with new technology when he desires to use the CER under development, to
predict costs of equipment currently beyond the state of the art.

In selecting the independent variable, several factors should be considered.

a. Parameters should be quantitatively measurable. Parameters, such as maintainability,
are difficult to use in estimating because they are difficult to measure quantitatively

b. Data availability is also important If historical data cannot be obtained, it will he
impossible to analyze and use as a predictive tool Alas, data on the independent, variable must, he
available to use as an estimating tool. For example, an independent variable, such as physical
dimensions or parts count, would he of little value during the conceptual phase of a system
development when these characteristics are unknown

c. Performance characteristics generally provide the hest independent, f!!iti rna Ong
variables because they are known earlier in development than design char act,erkties, Design
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characteristics that are limiting perfo ance characteristics, such as weight and size, may provide
good estimating parameters.

3. Collect data concerning the relationship between the dependent and independe
variables.

The collection of data is often the most difficult and time-consuming step in establishing a
CER. It is essential that all data be checked and double checked to insure that. it, is relevant,
comparable, and relatively free of unusual costs.

4. Explore the relationship between the dependent, and independent. variobles

This phase of establishing a CER can involve a variety of analytical techniques from simple
graphic analysis to computer analysis. The purpose here is simply to determine the dite:ree of
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. A high correlation (relationship)
between a potential independent variable and the dependent variable usually indicates that the
independent variable will be a good predictive tool,

5. Determine the relationship that best predicts the dependent. variable.

After exploring a variety of relationships, we must select, the one that best, describes the data.
In graphing, this would be the independent variable that best predicts the values of the dependent
variable. Mathematically, we could determine this by use of least squares best fit.

6. Document your findings.

Documentation of the CER should permit the estimator, buyer, or analyst to trace the steps
involved in developing the relationship. This should involve the parameters tested, the data
gathered, sources of data, time period of the data, and any adjustments made to the tie ta

Example of a CER. For example, suppose a contract action relates to purchasing houses.
During the analysis of proposed prices for a newly designed house, t he historical data for the home
purchase cost may be examined. Using this data, we can demonstrate the procedure for developing a
CER.

1. Designate and define the dependent variable. in this case we will attempt, to directly
estimate the cost of a new house.

2. Select item characteristics to he tested for estimating the dependent variable A variety
of home characteristics could be used to estimate cost. These include such characteristics as square
feet of living area, exterior wall surface area, number of baths, and others.

3. Collect data concerning the relationship between the dependent and independent
variable.
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House Model UnitCost Baths
Sq

t l y ing Area
ft. Exterior
all Surface

Burger 66,500 2,5 2,800 2,170

Metro 65,000 2,0 2,700 2,250

Suburban 68,000 3.0 2,860 2,190

Executive 60,500 2.0 2,440 1,990

Ambassador 57,000 2.0 1,600 1,400

New Home 2,5 2,600 2,100

4. Explore the relationship between the dependent, ;Ind independent. variables As stated
earlier, analysis of the relationship between the item characteristic and the dependent variable may
be done, using a variety of techniques. Here we will use graphical analysis, figure 3-5 through 3-7.

5. Determine the relationship that best predicts the dependent variable. Figure 3-5
graphically depicts the relationship between the number of baths in the house and the price of the
house. From the graph there appears to be a relationship between the number of baths and house
price, The relationship, however, does not appear to be a good estimating tool, since three houses with
a nearly $8,000 price difference (12 percent of the price of the most. expensive house) have the iiame
number of baths.
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Figure 3-6 graphically relates square feet of living area to price. In this graph there appears to
be a strong linear relationship between house price and living area,

LIVING AREA
(SQ.	 )

Figure 3-6. Relating price to tiving oren.
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Figure 3-7 graphically depicts the relationship between price and exterior \Nall surface
Again, there appears to be a linear relationship between house price and independent variable.
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F'igure 3 . 7. Relating price to exterior wall surface area.

Based on this graphic analysis, it appears that square feet of living area and exterior wall
surface have the most potential for development of a cost estimating relationship. We may develop a
"best-fit" graphic relationship by drawing a line through the average of the X values and the average
of the Y values

( X , Y

and minimizing the distance between the data points an the line. (See figure 3-8 and figure ;3-9).
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Viewing both of these relationships, we might question whether the Ambassador model data
should be included in developing our CER. In developing a ('ER, you need not use alla va ilable data it'
all data is not comparable. However, you should not eliminate data just. to get a better ,looking
relationship. In this case we find that the Ambassador's size is substantially different. from the other
houses for which we have data and the house for which we are estimating price. This substantial
difference in size might logically affect relative construction costs. The trend relationship in
figure 3-8 and figure 3-9, using the data for the four other houses, would be substantially different
than relationships using the Ambassador data. Based on this information, you might: decide not to
consider the Ambassador data in CER development.

If you eliminate the Ambassador data, you find that the fit of a straight line relationship of
price to the exterior wall surface is improved. For the relationship of price to square feet of living
area, you find a close relationship, almost a straight line. If you had to choose one relationship, you
would probably select this one over the relationship involving exterior wall surface because there is
so little variance about the trend line.

If the analysis of these relationships did not reveal a useful predictive relationship, you might
consider combining two or more of the relationships already discussed or exploring new relationships
However, since the relationship between living area and price is so close, we may reasonably use it for
our CER.

In documenting our findings, we can relate the process involved in selecting living area for
price estimation. We may then present the graph developed as an estimating tool We might also
convert the graphic relationship to a mathematical one This may be done by simply finding two
points on our graph, figure 3-10, and developing straight line equation.'

L The least squares best fit equ on is, Cost = $17,907 + $17.4419 ihq ft)
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Figure	 CER Development

We may use 2,700 square feet and $65,000 in price

( X , Y)

as one point. For the other, we might read the Y value at 2,500 square feet, $61,500.

To develop a straight line equation, Y A + RX, we would first have to find 13

Remember, F3— 	
x I —x 2

Y — Y
I	 2
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Therefore, B-
65,000	 61,500

2,700 —2,500

B	
00

200

B=$17,50

Substituti ng this value of B with a known set of values of X and Y t
Y =A+ BX, we find

$65,000=A+$1 50 (2,700)
$65,000 = A +$4 250
$17,750= A

Thus, our cost estimating relationship (CER) would be:

Y. = $17,750 + $17.50 (sq ft living area)

Four our new 2,600 square-foot house, we would estimate:

Y =$17,750 + $17.50 (2,600)
= $17,750+ $45,500

Y = $63,250 estimated price

CER Application. A variety of relationships may be used in estimating costs. They include
straight line relationships, simple ratios, and multiple variable relationships.

Total cost/price. One or more of the CER types discussed above can be used to predict costs and

prices for a wide variety of products. (See table 3-5.)

Table 3.5
CER Types

Product Independent Variable

Construction Floor space, root surface area, wall surf ace
Gears Net weight, percent of scrap, inches of teeth cut, hardness, envelope
Trucks Empty weight, gross weight, horsepower, number of driving axles, loaded

cruising speed
Passenger car Curb weight, wheel base, passenger space, horsepower
Turbine engine Dry weight, maximum thrust, cruise thrust, specific fuel consumption, by-

pass ratio, inlet temperature
Reciprocating engine Dry weight, piston displacement, compression ratio, horsepower
Sheet metal Net weight, percent of scrap, number of holes drilled, number of rivets

placed, inches of welding, volume of envelope
Aircraft Empty weight, speed, useful load, wing area, power, landing speed
Diesel locomotive Horsepower, weight, cruising speed, maximum load on standard grad e

standard

Cost elements. In addition to CER use in estimating total cost and prices, they may be use d
estimate and evaluate individual elements of cost. CERs, for example, are frequently used to
estimate labor hours. Tooling costs may be related to production, production labor hours, 1))" )orne
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other factor of production. Other direct costs may be directly related to the labor effort involved in the
program.

CERs, like most other tools of cost analysis, must be used with buyer judgment.. Judgment is
required to evaluate the historical relationships in the light of new technology, new design, and other
similar factors. Therefore, a knowledge of the factors involved in CER development is essential to
proper application of the CER. Blind use of any tool can lead to disaster.

Exercises (042):

1. How are cost estimating relationships (CERs) used in predicting costs?

2. How should you develop a CER?

An estimating relationship of cost to weight is expressed by the equation, total
cost = $1,700 + $50 (W), where W weight in pounds. Using this equation, estimate the total
cost of a product weighing 74 pounds.

4. The buyer of a small radio has the following cost estimatingestimating relationship data on hand ('rum
previous acquisitions of similar items:

What would you consider a fair and reasonable price for a 10-transistor radio that. is based
solely on this data?

5.	 Suppose you were asked to select the physical characteristics that provides the best,
independent variable for a CER development from the following data:

Part Number Price
Pounds
Weight

Pounds
Capacity

Number of
Teeth

XR452 $400 1,000 600 200
XR460 $450 1,200 700 250
XR465 $600 1,100 1,000 500
XR480 $550 1,100 900 450
XR485 $500 1,250 800 600
XR500 1,100 825 450
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Which would you pick? Why?

In a contractor's proposal for new hal
	

pickup trucks, the following in
submitted to support the subcontract price fat a 330 horsepower engine:

Engine Horsepower Price Per Unit

202 $1,209.00
289 $1,600 50
300 $1,650 00
350 $1,875.00
400 $2,100 00

The contractor's proposal included
	

0 for the engicie. fused on
the price is apparently 	

3-10. Direct Labor Ilomr Analysis

043. Identify the essential considerations in an analysis of labor cost	 ates.

In analyzing labor cost estimates, we must carefully review the labor hours wages
estimated for the job. If indirect expenses are allocated on the basis of labor hours, or labor cost, this
review is especially important. If direct labor hours or wages are overestimated or underestimated,
overhead amounts will be similarly affected, and the error will be multiplied accordingly, Direct
labor costs plus labor overheads are usually a large part of the total cost estimate and frequently
represent a substantial segment of the costs that are directly controllable by the contractor, For these
reasons, the basis for contractor labor estimates must he completely documented.

In reviewing the hours and wages proposed, it is important we recogn•e thin there ere
patterns in the incidence of various types of labor. At the	 the program or Contract,there may
be a heavy input of design and production engineering	 As these efforts peak, and then
decrease, tooling and setup effort increase. After tooling and setup efforts peak, maehining mid
assembly labor become predominant. At the end of the contract effort, practically all work is be'
done by assembly and final test labor. In evaluating direct labor hours, you must determine if the
estimate is based on proper planning and if it contemplates the sound use of labor and reasonable
expectations of efficiency. These determinations will affect your eva luation of both hours and wages
proposed.

Although subject to some differences in pro manufacturing is labor that produces a

change in the raw material, can be readily identified with the product, and will he large enough to
merit identification and measurement. Most labor hours in the factory labor estimate are fabrication
and assembly hours estimated for constructing the end product. However, quality control labor may
be a significant part of some factory labor estimates.

Next we will consider how to estimate the nut	 of hours by looking at the le •ning curve

Then we will discuss wage rate estimating techniques
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Exercise (043):

	

1.	 What deter inations must you make in evaluating direct 	 a- hours?

3-11. Experience or Learning Curve

44. Define the learning curve.

The experience or learning curve is a quantitative technique used to prediet, vesooree
requirements in a process with recurring operations, As a pricing tool, this technique belongs to the
comparison family of estimating approaches, since it depends on a comparison of historical costs to
future costs through trend projection. The learning curve theory has been used successfully to predict
direct labor hours, units of material required, as well as the dollar cost of subcontracted items.

Historically, the term "learner's curve" is based on the observation that individuals performing
repetitive tasks exhibit a rate of improvement due to increased manual dexterity, The mental and
muscular adjustments made by an individual from the time he performs his task for the first time to
the time he has repeated it a number of times result in a reduction in the time required for each
repetition of a uniform unit of work. Psychologists, teachers, personnel directors, manpower
planners, and others have used this principle for a long time. When this improvement, factor is
subjected to further refinements of observation and analysis, causes of improvement are readily
apparent. Dexterity on the part of individual workers is only one of the reasons for improvement in
the usage of labor hours per unit of production,

Changes in the worker's environment, changes in morale, changes in the flow process, work
simplification, engineering changes, and changes in work setup, all may contribute to improvement.
(or contribute to disimprovement), but such changes are nearly always induced by management
functions. Thus, not. only the cost effects of changing manual dexterity but also those of a broad group
of factors that might be called management innovations (and the interactions among manual
dexterity and the various management innovations) are measured and predicted by the learning
curve. It is for this reason that the term "learning curve" is a misnomer. Several other .aiggested
terms more nearly describe the actual meaning. These include ;.mprovement curve, coat or time
reduction curve, or experience curve. In a study, S. A, Billon has suggested that the term "time
reduction curve" is the most descriptive. However, the term "learning curve" (or learner's curve) has
become so widely used that it is imperative to use it here, But when using it, you must understand
that all complexities of causal relationships are embodied in its meaning, In essence, it represents
the learning of the firm and is not specifically isolated to the learning of individuals.

Since World War II, the learning curve concept has been used by Govr.-rrninent agencies to aid in
pricing of selected Government contracts. Its application has been most conspicuous in airframe
production where conditions were most favorable for its use, More recently, the learning curve has
been used as a price analysis tool in such production industries as electronics systems, machine tools,
shipbuilding, missile systems, and depot level maintenance of equipment.

Exercise (044):

	

1.	 What is the experience or learning curve?

3-12. Experience Curve Characteristics

45. List four factors relating to cost behavior that follow a learning curve trend.

As was mentioned previously, the experience or learning curve theory was developed from
observations of cost behavior as a function of sequential aircraft produced Certain factors associated
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with the airframe industry seem to be necessary to that cosbehavior and accordingly e met o ed
here.

The first is the building of a sizeable, complex end item that requires large numbors of direct
labor hours, The many individual tasks associated with these hours provide myriad opportunities to
learn. A second factor is production in which nonmechanited assembly operationti are predominant.
If the operations were mechanized or machine paced as are many fabrication operations, the learning
process would be inhibited. Another factor, which certainly influences learning, is a continuous
process with constant pressure to reduce labor hours. If production breaks were common or long, the
accrued learning would be dispersed through reassignment. of workers or even forgettulness„A fourth
factor is the element of constant change in the product. The many engineering changes that. are
characteristic of a "state of the art" weapon seem to contribute to the OVerilli process of improvement
that was observed. One other observation worthy of note here concerns major engineering changes or
model changes. Airframe production is characterized by short modellset les production runs. With
each change in model, the learning curve phenomena tends to repeat itself, That, is, when
production program is completed fora particular airframe model and a new production is set up for a
similar but new model, it cannot be expected that the first unit of the new model will continue where
the old model left off, Rather, it can be expected that the labor hours to be used for the nrst unit of the
new model will behave as unit one of a new production run and learning will begin anew,

It should be emphasized from the outset that while the learning curve ix esiientially a trend
concept, it is not a time-series trend form. Rather, the independent. variable is the number of
opportunities to earn, while the dependent variable is cost input, per constant. unit, of production, At,
first, this independent-dependent variable relationship may seem obscure, At }x.»/, it is not likely to
seem quite as straightforward as a simple cost per unit time-series, Yet the reader iwowmdonmd to
study this relationship, for it is one of the key concepts that. makes the learning curve a useful device
for measuring and predicting change in production cost input.

Exercise (045):

List four factors necessary for a cost	 a y e) ha	 g	 ve end.

3-13. Unit Curve Theory

046. State the unit curve theory, and express it in equation for .

A study has validated a learning curve cost model that is known as the "unit, curve" oi t.he
"Boeing" theory. This theory can he stated as follows: "As the WWI quantity of units produced
doubles, the cost per unit decreases by ,iome constant percentage." The constant percent ago by which
the costs of doubled quantities decrease is called the rate of learning. The term "slope" in the learniia;
curve analysis is the difference between IOU percent and the rate of learning. If rate of Icarninui
20 percent, the learning curve slope is 80 percent (100 percent 20 percent). The slope is dincussed at
length in the following paragraphs

Learning Curve Equation. The unittheory n be exple!,.,ed in wont m or • glel form
as:

Y =

Where, Y represents the uni

X is the unit, number

COS usually expres:,ed in hours) of the x th unit;
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A is the coefficient (constant)tiv t . epresents thetheoretical cost (also usually expressed in
hours) of the first unit;

B is a coefficient (constant) that is related to the slope and the rate 0 	 e of the learning
curve. It can be calculated from the relationship

logarithm of the ''s ipe"

logarithm 2

The slope must be expressed in dec •	rather than percentage form:

Exercises (046h

What is the learning curve equa

Describe the unit learning curve cost behav

047. Demonstrate a knowledge of plotting and interpreting a graphon arithmetic graph
paper.

Graphing Learning. To illustrate the unit curve concept, as;;/me that the lirst, unit eost
100,000 labor hours to produce, If a curve with an 80 percent slope is nwd , the second unit would
require 80,000 labor hours, the fourth 64,000, and so forth. In tabular form, the arrangement would
appear as shown in table 3-6,

Table 3-6
Unit Curve Concept

Units Produced
Labor Hours Per
Unit at Indicated

Unit Number

Difference in
Labor Hours Per
Unit at Doubled

Quantities

Rate of Change
(%)

Slope of Curve
(96)

1 100,000
2 80,000 20,000 20 80
4 64,000 16,000 20 80
8 51,200 12,800 20 80

16 40,960 10,240 20 80
32 32,768 8,192 20 80

Obviously, the difference or amount of lahor hour reduction is not const ant. Rather, it declines
by a continually diminishing amount as the quantit ies are doubled But the rale of change or dedine
is found to be a constant percentage of the prior cosi beeause the decline in the 1i:cm figure is
proportionate to the decline in the amount of change.

A labor hour graph of this data curve drawn on ordinary graph paper (rectangular coordinates)
becomes a hyperbolic line as shown in figure 3- l The nonlinear appearance of figure 3-11 pictures
the relationship between two variables, units produced in sequence f X1 and labor hours p'.,unir(Y)
This relationship is expressed in terms of an arithmetic gr0ph in which equal spaces represent equal
amounts of difference, When thinking of numbers in terms of their absolute values, the graphical
picture presents an accurate description. But they do not depict a rite of change or decline a:; needed
in the learning curve. Rectangular coordinates assign the same :pacing to the difference of one unit
between two large numbers as they do for the difference of one unit bc, tween two small numbers
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For example, the change from 100 to 101 is a difference of one, whereasthe change from to 2
is also a difference of one. Relatively speaking, the first difference is a 1 percent change in values,
while the latter is 100 percent change in values. What is needed is a measure of rate of change rather
than a measure of amount of change. Such a measurement would show the relative importance of
changes regardless of where the changes occurred on the number scale. For example, figure 3.12
shows that the distance between 4 and 8 on the horizontal scale is the same as the distance between
28 and 32. This is because the difference between both sets is 4 Relatively speaking, however , the
distance between 4 and 8 should he the same as between 16 stoat 32 tw,....1,&;0 t7,00),
100 percent change_ If the distances are not equal, the changes in labor hours occurring in the first,
set will appear to be more important because the numbers are spaced further apart oven though the
relative change may be the same.

When labor hour figures that conform to the learning process on log-log paper
against the units of production to which they apply, the points thus produced lie on a straight line
called the learning curve, Note that there is no anomaly in that it is called a curve despite its being a
straight line. In mathematical terminology a straight; line is a particular case of a curve, having a
curvature of zero. Figure 3-12 shows the data of table 3 . 8 plotted on log-log paper. As previously
indicated, data that conforms to the theory of the learning curve (the cost of doubled quaill 1.101';

decreased by some constant percentage) forms a straight line when plotted on log-log paper. Not, only
can the analyst estimate future production costs by extending the straight line, hi can dispense with
mathematical models that are sometimes difficult to solve. With careful attention to detail, the

graphical approach to learning curve analysis will yield estimates ,is satisfactory as estimates
derived through mathematical or computer assisted estima tes Accordingly, it is of value to the
analyst to understand the mechanics of using log-log paper
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Exercise (047):

I.	 Prepare a graph on arithmetic graph paper plotting the following data (unit numbers are
plotted along the X axis) (Graph paper is in the back of this volume.)

a. Plot the relationships.

b. Connect the plot points.

c. Estimate from the graph the labor hours

d. Estimate from the graph the bor hours Cor unit 200
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3-14. Mechanics of Log-log Paper

048. Demonstrate a knowledge of plotting and interpreting data on fog-log paper.

One form of graph paper marked so that number values are expressed in terms of equal relative
differences on both vertical and horizontal scales is called log'log paper and is illustrated in
figure 3-12. Log-log paper is so constructed that the distances between numbers on the horizontal
scale are equal for equal percentage changes. The distance, for example, between I and 2 is the same
as between 4 and 8; also, the distance between 3 and 4 is the same as between GO and 80. In each set ef
distances, the differences in numbers represent a 100 percent and a 334 percent increase,
respectively. The vertical scale has the same characteristics.

A straight line on fog-log paper indicates that the rate of change between two variables is
constant. Any two lines that are parallel on the same piece of log-log paper indicate equal rates of
change for the two relationships, regardless of size of numbers,

Several characteristics should be observed about log-log paper. First, there are no zeros
Values approach zero but never achieve it. Second, this type of graph paper is drawn in terms of
cycles. The first line, either vertical or horizontal, must be labeled 1 or 10, or any integral power of
10. It is essential to observe that the first. line values cannot be a number such as 5 or 6

Each cycle has a definite starting point when designating values. Rut, if the first cycle starts
with 1, the next cycle must start with 10, and the third cycle would start with 100. ff the first line is
10, the first line of subsequent cycles would have values of 100 and 1,000. That is, a cycle need riOt

always start with 1, but may start with .01 or 0.1 or 1.0 or 10.0 or 100.0, etc, llowever, once an

absolute value is assigned to a point on an axis, either horizontal or vertical, all other locations on the
same axis have a fixed absolute value so that comparable locations in each successive cycle (to the
right on the horizontal axis or above on the vertical axis) have an absolute value exactly ten times as
great as in the preceding cycle.

In all graphs, the horizontal axis is conventionally called the X axis, and the vertical axis is
called the Y axis. For our purposes, sequentially produced units will always be plotted on the X axis,
labor hours, cost, pounds of material, or whatever quantity varies as production proceeds will be
plotted on the Y axis.

On the X axis, the first vertical line on the left cycle represents the first, unit produced. The
heavy vertical line on the right side of this cycle will then represent the tenth unit produced, the
heavy vertical line on the right side of the second cycle the tooth unit produced, and the heavy
vertical line on the right side of the third cycle the 1,000th . It is advisable to mark these, figures on the
margin of the log-log paper before starting to plot points.

On the Y axis, the scale varies from problem to problem It is still important to tcwate the scale
before beginning to plot points; otherwise, it is easy to make errors in plotting or reading figures

To determine the scale to he used, first decide what is the largest figure to plot or read on the
Y axis. This figure would probably be the theoretical cost of the first unit. suppose this is
60,000 hours. Next, determine what is the next integral power of ten above this figure An integral
power of ten is ten multiplied or divided by itself a number of times. It is usually expre!,:,ed 5:1 a 1
preceded or followed by a number of zeros One itself is also an integral power of ten, ten divided hy

itself once.

The next integral power above 60,000 is 1 00,000 which is ten multiplied by itself four times.
This value is given to the horizontal line at the top of the upper cycle on the Y axis. The horizontal
line'at the top of the lower cycle must then represent 10,000 of the same units, and the line at the
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bottom of the lower cycle represents 1,000. A labor hour figure of 60,000 would plainly relate to an
item of considerable size, like a medium-sized aircraft It' the item being produced were something
quite small, like an electronic component, then the largest labor hour figure (first unit cost) to be
plotted might only be ,6 of the labor hour. The next integral power of 10 above .6 is I, The value to be
given to the horizontal line at the top of the upper cycle would then be I labor hour, and that to the
horizontal line at the bottom of the lower cycle .01 of the labor hour,

The accuracy of the results obtained from graphs depends greatly on the degree of refinement
of the plotting technique. A sharp pencil should always he used. Points plotted on the paper should
be as small as possible, lines as narrow as possible. When the smallest. possible point has been
marked on the paper, it may easily be lost sight of or confused with a blemish in the paper. To avoid
this, it may be identified by surrounding it with a small ring. Circles, triangles, and squares are also
used to identify points that belong to different sets of data. Great. care should be exercised in drawing
aline. If it is supposed to go through a point, it should pass exactly through it., not, merely be close to
it.

The data points discussed in the example of table 3-6 were chosen to form a perfect straight line
when plotted on log-log paper. That is, a straight line passes exactly through each of the points.
When plotting real production data on log-log paper, the data points will seldom all fall in a perfect
straight line. In this situation, the analyst must "best lira straight line through the data points.
The object of this best fit approach is to discern the trend of the data that will include both the location
and the slope of the line. The usual approach is to attempt to locate a straight, line on the log-log
paper so that the sum of the distances of each of the data points from the line is as small as possible, If
one data point is a significant distance away from the best tit line, further analysis into the cause of
the deviation is indicated. If this analysis so indicates,adjustment or elimination of the errant data
point might be in order.

Exercise (048):

1.	 Now, plot the data, given in exercise 047, question 1, on log-log paper. What, the )u|wr huhour
values by units 3 and 200? (Log-log paper is in the hack of this volume, )

3-15. Measuring the Slope of the Curve

049 Using the ratio method, demonstrate how to measure h slope of a lmwrnimg cur
drawn on log-log paper.

The term "slope" as used for learning curves is a mathematica misnomer It cannot be related
to the definition of slope in a straight line on rectangular coordinates Because of this misnomer, we
must define the term "slope" for learning curve discussions.

In the definition of the learning curve, it was stated that "as the total quantity of units
produced doubles, the cost per unit decreases by some constant percentage " The slope of a learning
curve is equal to 100 minus that constant percentage decrease (100 rate of learning) Using the
ratio method, the slope can be calculated directly by dividing the unit cost, Y 1 at, some quantity X1
into the unit cost Y2 at twice the quantity X2 and multiplying the resulting ratio by 100
Slope = 100(Y 2 X 2/Y OW. Therefore, one way to measure the slope of a learning curve drawn on log.
log paper is to read a Y value at any quantity of X, read a Y value at any quantity two times X, divide
the second value by the first and multiply by 100 For example, if the number of hours (from the
graph) to make unit number 5 is 70 an the number of hours (from the graph) to make unit number 10
is 50, the slope of the learning curve is 100(Y /0/Y 5 )=100(50/701= 71.4 percent,

The analyst needs to know the slope of the learning curve for a number of reasons. One is to
facilitate communication among analysts, as it is part of the language of the learning curve theory.
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The steeper the slope (lower the percent), the more rapidly the resource requirements (hour :1 will
decline as production increases. Accordingly, the slope of the learning curve is usually an issue in a
negotiation. The slope of the learning curve is also needed to project. follow-on costs, using either the
learning tables or computational assistance of a computer. Another need for a slope is that.  for many
production situations; a given slope may be established as a standard based on reliable historical
experience. Learning curves developed from actual experience on current production can then be
compared against this standard slope to determine whether the improvement on a particular contract
is or is not reasonable.

Exercise (049):

1.	 Using the ratio method, measure the slope of the curve in	 question	 What is the
slope of the curve?

3-16. Extending the Line

050. In terms of the learning curve theory, demonstrate a knowledge of predicting the costs
of future units of production.

The primary purpose for developing the learning curve as a co Uprise analysis tool to permit
the analyst to predict the cost of future production. The prediction is based on the assumption (not
always true) that the future will behave as the past. In terms of the learning curve theory, this
assumption means that the cost (hours) of doubled quantities will continue to decrease by some
constant percentage. Prediction can most easily he accomplished by drawing a straight line through
the historical observed data on log-log paper and extending that straight line through some future
quantity to be produced. The predicted cost per unit to produce any particular unit is read on the Y
axis horizontally even with the point where the learning line and a vertical line drawn at the
specified quantity intersect.

For example, suppose the first unit had a value of 3,000 hours per unit; the second, u value of
2,400 hours; the fourth, a value of 1,920 hours: and the eighth, a value of 1,536 hours. By connecting
the points (when plotted on log-log paper), you will observe a straight line with an 80 percent, slope,
(see fig. 3-13.) If the line were extended sufficiently far beyond the eighth unit, you could estimate
the value for the one hundredth unit. (The extended line should reveal a value of approximately
680 hours for unit number 100,)
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Figure :1, 13, Cost PredIctio

The learning line can also be extended backward, espe tally if the theoretical value of the first
unit is needed. For fu:rther practice and to illustrate the concept, plot on the log log paper ()I'
figure 3-13 the following cost values (Y) for corresponding unit numbers X1

This data, when plotted and connected, forms a straight, line as does the data from the previous
example. However, in this example, there is an opportunity to extend the line in either direction.
When extending the line to the left. the first unit value should read approximately 6,200 labor hours,
and when extending it to the right, the reading at the one hundred fiftieth unit should he
approximately 860 labor hours, This is also confirmed by the ratio $1,900/$2,500 or 76 percent.
These dollar figures are the given cost values at the quantities 20 and 10

As with any method of projecting the future, the theory of the learning curve falls short of
perfection, Such a simple model of the real world cannot hope to cover all pricing situations
However, the method of extending straight lines on log-log paper, as described, proves a reasonable
approach to predicting the future if the historical data falls on a straight line trend, Conver-,ely, the
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further away historical data 'ntsLie fro the selected trem6\ine.thr\mmov*nfidencrtbnnmu(yatoor
place in his prediction.

Exercises (050):

1.	 Connect by line the following sets of values on log-log paper

a. Project to unit 1 and read the labor hour value

b. Project to unit 250 and read the labor hour value

2. Using the theory of the unit learning curve, calculate the cost in hours of the 40th unit it' the
cost of the 10th unit is 3,200 hours and the slope of the learning curve is 75 percent.

3. Draw two near learningcurves with a slope of 85 percent. In curve A, let imit 7 have a value of
200 labor hours. In curve B, let unit 1 have a value or 3200 hours. Which line will produce a
higher unit value for unit 20? Why?

4. Given a 70, 80, and 90 percent slope with a first unit. value of 950 labor hours,which c
would require the lowest amount of labor hours for 500 units of production? Why?

051. Calculate the unit values of lot plot points, the representative values of each lot, and
the average and total value of projected lots of production.

The use of the learning curve is dependent on the methods of recording costs that. companies
employ. An accounting or statistical record system must be devised hy a company so that data is
available for learning curve purposes. Otherwise, it may he impo ylible to construct a learni ng curve,
Costs, such as labor hours per unit or dollars per unit, must be identified with the unit of product It is
preferable to use labor hours rather than dollars since the latter contain an additional variable, the
effect of inflation or deflation (wage-rate changes), which the former dow; not. contain, In any event,
the record system must have definite cut-off points for such costs, permitting identification of the
costs with the units involved. Most companies use a lot-release system, whereby costs are
accumulated on a job order in which the number of units completed are specified and costs are cut AT
at the completion of the number of units. The continuous process method, as distinguished from the
job order system, also yields costs identified with end-item units. In this case, however, the costs sire
usually equated with equivalent units rather than actual units,

Since the job order system is commonly used, the unit cost is not, the actual cost per unit in the
lot. This means that when lots are plotted on graph paper, the unit value corresponding with the
average cost value must be found, In nearly all cases, this unit value (X) is the median unit within
the lot that should he given the average value, Thus, for each succeeding lot as the program
progresses, the midpoint of each lot is taken as the plot point for the quantity (X), For example, if a
lot is made up of units 91 through 100 of a given contract, the unit value of the plot point would he 95,
The calculation is based on the cumulated number of units in all preceding lots plus one-half the
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number in the log under consideration.

10
(90 4- - z 95)

9

Since it is characteristics for the early units in the first, lot to decline rapidly arithmetically
speaking, there may be some distortion when locating the representative value at the midpoint of the
first lot. This holds true especially when the first kit contains 10 or more units. This distort ion is
compensated for by a rule-of-thumb which states that when the first lot contains ten or more units,
one-third the lot size should be chosen as the unit value estimate of the first lot point. Conversely,
when the first lot contains less than 10 units, one-half of the lot size should 1w chosen as 11w unit
value for the first lot plot point. It is an arbitrary rule and applies to the first lot only, but it
approaches the true midpoint more nearly than the other arbitrary rule of taking half the lot size in
every case. True lot plot points can be calculated from a rather complicated formula, but in most
instances the rule-of-thumb is sufficiently accurate.

For a contract of 150 units in which the predetermined lot sizes are 3, 7, 10, 10, 20, 50, 5O,
unit value plot points for the lots are calculated as in table 3-7.

Table 3•7
Calculation of Lot Plot Points

Lot No, Lot Size C umulative
Units Lot Midpoint Lot Plot Point

1 3 3 1.5 1.5
2 7 10 3.5 65
3 10 20 5 15
4 10 30 5 25
5 20 50 10 40
6 50 100 25 75
7 50 150 25 125

Unit values of lot plot points for quantities yet to he produced can also be calculated. For
example, consider the lot data of table 3-8. Assume a contractor had labor hour information only for
the first three lots and wished to estimate the labor hours required to produce lot. 4 of 40 units, The
cumulative number of units for the first three lots is 30, and the lot plot point for the unknown or
prospective lot is:

40
30*	 50

2

The assumption here is that the unit cost of unit 50 is the same as the average COM= of units 31 through
70.

Now assume 6,800 labor hours for lot No. 2 and 3,500 labor hours for lot. No, 3 as table 3-8
indicates. Plot the average lot labor hour data (Y) at, the corresponding lot, plot points (X) on log-log
paper and fit a learning line. Extend the learning line through unit, number 50 (the lot plot, point for
the lot No, 4). On the Y axis read the lot average cost of lot No. 4 as approximately 2,700 labor hours
at the lot plot point of 50 units. The cost for lot No, 4 can then be estimated by taking the product, of
2,700 hours per unit and 40 units that is equal to 108,000 hours.
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Lot # Lot Size
Cumulative

Units
Lot

Midpoint
Lot Plot
Point

Total of
Labor
Hours

Avg of
Labor
Hours

1 8 8 2,080.8
2 16 24 2,404.8
3 26 50 2,808
4 32 82 2,736

ASPM — Vol. 2

Table 3-8
Lot Experience Data

Lot No. Lot Size Cumulative.Units
Lot.	 .io•oin

Lot Plot
Point

Lot Average
Cost Lot Total Cost

1 6 6 3 3 $6,800 $40,800
2 9 15 4.5 10,5 4,500 40,S00
3 15 30 7.5 22.5 3,500 52,500
4 40 70 20 50

Exercises (051):

1.	 The Jackson-Pollock Company had the folio 'ng history on item Y, What are the plot poi ts
for each of the four lots?

2. Given the data of the Jackson-Pollock Company, what are the average labor hours for each lot?

3. The Jackson-Pollock Company proposed to produce a fifth lot of 80 units for the Government.
What average and total values would you expect for the fifth lot? (Develop the answer by
plotting the data on log . log paper.)

3-17. Factors Affecting Wage Rates

052. Demonstrate how to insure that the contractor's estimated wage rates are those that
will actually be paid and that they are fair and reasonable.

Once you have determined the labor hours necessary, you must consider the wage rate. The
method a contractor uses to project wage rates should be developed and applied core:istently, Any
special approach devised for a given, individual estimate should he examined with cow;iderahle care.
Ordinarily, labor rate information will he provided by the auditor. However, you must know what
factors were considered in deriving that information,

Four general factors have a significant impact on labor rates. These variations in geographical
locations, skill levels, time period of the contract, and conditions in the contractor's work force, The
task of the analyst is to insure that estimated wage rates are those that, will actually be paid and that,
they are fair and reasonable.

Variations in Geographical Locations. Wage rates for the same work vary widely with
geographical location. This variation results from the supply and demand position in relation to a
particular trade, the strength of the particular trade organization, the cost of living in the area, and
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other similar factors. It is important, therefore, to insure that the wage rate stated in the proposal is
the one that applies in the location in which the work will actually be done.

Information on wage rates paid to different trades in different. locations is published by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and by various state and local agencies. The first action of the haiyer
should be to compare the wage rates proposed by the contractor with those given in the published
tables. Differences should be explained and justified by the contractor, or the rot es should he
adjusted.

Variations in Skills. Both the nature and degree of the skill required have an important
bearing on the wage rate. Generally, us the degree of skill required increases, the period of training is
longer and the wage rate is higher. This consideration applies particularly to trades involving
similar work but varying degrees of skill, such as mechanic, fitter, and toolmaker; however, when the
trades are dissimilar, other factors enter into the relative level of wages paid, such as supply and
demand in that particular trade, relative strength of the labor organizations, clanger, and exposure to
weather.

A proposed wage rate should not be agreed to unless it is consistent with the value of the
contract effort involved. If the work is routine assembly that could he done satisfactoril y by
mechanics, a wage rate for a higher skill level (fitters) is not appropriate. This is important in
relation to the actual sum paid as wages. However, it is even more important when we consider the
applied indirect costs that may multiply the direct costs several times,

It is evident that considerations of this sort require the buyer to have a considerable knowledge
and appreciation of the methods of production that the contractor plans to use and the nature of
contractor facilities and equipment. At an early stage in the analysis, the buyer should set out to
acquire this knowledge. The question of whether a particular operation calls for the work of
individuals with particular skills is one on which the buyer may often need advice from a specialist,
such as the industrial engineer. In addition to the in-house specialists, a Defense Contract
Administration Services (DCAS) office may provide technical specialists, and the Defense Contract
Audit Agency (DCAA) may provide audit assistance to help determine required skills and costs

The performance of a contract frequently entails the employment. of personi; in numerous skills
that receive varying wage rates. Several methods may he used to propose the required variety of
wage rates. These include proposing wage rates for specific individuals, for labor categories, or for
departmental or plantwide average rates,

Individual wage rates. Individual wage rates may he used when the project, requires
extraordinary skills that in turn demand extraordinary wages In this method, the company
identifies which individuals will be assigned to the project, estimates the number of hour each
individual will work, and applies the individual's wage rate to the estimated hours to compute the
estimated cost to the project. even though singling out expensive personnel may he a fair method of
estimating cost, the approach is acceptable only if the company uses the individual rate method on all
other Government business, including business where the required skills and wages may be lower
than average.
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Labor category rates. Use of rates developed by labor category is found primarily in est imat ing
engineering labor requirements. This rate classification system is generally used by engineering-
oriented operations to reflect the significant variations in capabilities and responsibilities among the
various levels of expertise from draftsman to program or project. manager. Such a classitication
system is necessary because of the wide variations in labor rates by the various categories and
because each project usually requires a particular combination of engineering expertise rattier than a
pro rata share of all levels.

Departmental rates. Departmental rates may he used by org zitions with significantly
different processes or operations that require varying degrees of skill, where Wage rates vary widely
between departments, and where the manufacture of all products does not require that work he done
in every department. To be a valid method of estimating contract labor cost., work done within each
department should require effort from the various skills in proportion to the manpower available in
that department.

Plantwide rates. Plantwide rates are usually used by organizations producing a limited
number of products that pass through all or most departments during manufacture If each
department of the activity contributes to every job, roughly in the same proportion as the number of
personnel in each department, an average wage rate for the plant might then be applied fairly to the
total labor hours.

It is important that departmental and plantwide average rates not be derived simply by
averaging the wage rates of the various labor categories. To determine an overall average, the
various labor categories must be weighted by the number of individuals to which they apply.

As an example of what can happen, consider the data in table 3-9, A simple average wage rate
could be derived by adding the rates for the four labor categories and dividing by four

$8,00 -1- $4,00 + $4.60 + $5,00 =$21 60

$21,60/4 = $5,40 Average wage rate

Table 3-9
Weighted Average Wage Rate

Labor Category Force Employed Wage Rate
$ Per Hour Weighted Wage Hato

Senior fabrication 100 $8.00 800
Fabrication 200 4.00 800
Assembly 400 4,60 1,840
Quality control 300 500 1 500...
Total force employed 1,000
Total of force X rate $4,940

Weighted average wage rate	 $4,940/1,000 = $4,94

The $5.40 wage rate gives no consideration to the number of individuals employed in each class
of labor. If we look at the data, we can see that the same number of people are not employed in all
labor categories. Yet in our simple average labor rate, Senior Fabrication with 100 employees was
given the same consideration as Assembly with 400 employees, If everyone in the plant worked one
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hour, the labor cost would be $4,940. This figure divided by the number of employees, 1,000, ‘vields an
average labor rate of $4.94, The $4,94 figure is $.46 below the simple average of $5 40.

In analyzing labor costs for a Government contract., we are concerned with the
be employed on the contract, If the labor mix is in the exact proportion as the nuinbt
then the use of the $4.94 wage rate is acceptable f lowever, if the distribution of labor
differs, then we must calculate the weighted wage rate using the number of hours in
shown in table 3-10.

mix of labor to
a . of e nyloN,ees,
in the contract

our contract as

Table 310
Weighted Average Wage Rate

Labor Category Number of Hours
for Contract

Wo9e Rate
l'er Hour Weig	 teci V.Vige [tate

Senior fabrication 50 $8.00 $	 400
Fabrication 175 4.00 700
Assembly 125 460 575
Quality control 100 5 00 500
Total hours 450
Total labor costs $2,17(>

Weighted average wage rate	 $2,175/450 =	 4,83

Variation with Time. it is a familiar fact that wage rates do not stay at he same level over a
period of time. In recent years, they have been increasing. This movement. of rate with respect to
time can be divided into two parts. One part is an adjustment to reflect, increased productivity and
what the employees regard as their fair share of the resulting increase in profits. The second part is
cost of living increase that endeavors to counter the effects of inflation on the purchasing power of the
employee's income.

This wage rate movement over time may he accentuated by conditions of contracts between
employers and the unions representing the employees When an employer makes a Government
contract proposal, labor contracts with the unions may have long or short periods to run before they
become subject to renegotiation. If the work under the Government contract can be completed before
they are renegotiated, the contractor knows what wage rates he will have to pay. On many
Government contracts, however, the work is likely to go on for several y,/u!; Also, there is it good
chance that some or all of the labor contracts will expire before the contract, has been completed

If labor contracts are renegotiated during the period of the Government contract, it is likely
that wage rates will be increased, and this may substantially affect Government contract cost!, The
contractor, therefore, has no option but to use his best judgment to project from the current wage rate:i
to an estimate of the future wage rates and consequently include these additional anticipated cofiei in
his proposal. From the Government side, the buyer has no option but to attempt 	 proicr timiq
determine whether the wage rates that the contractor estimates are fair and reasonable.
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Department

Engineering
Fabrication
Assembly
Test

Number of	 Department
Employees	 Average

50
200
200
100

$ 0 00
5.00
4.50
4 00
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Exercises (052):

1.	 Our contract requires the following; ytypes of	 )r.

Senior Design Engineer	 1,000 hours
Design Engineer	 3,000 hours
Tool and Die Maker	 500 hours
Machinist	 5,000 hours

The contractor develops and proposes a composite contract labor rate considering the rft'ort for
each contract. For this contract the rate proposed is $11 per hour. DCAA has providad with
the following information:

Title Rate
Number of
Employees

Chief Engineer $17 1
Senior Design Engineer $13 4
Design Engineer $11 20
Chief Manufacturing $12 1
Supervision Mfg Operator $10 2
Machinist $ 9 10
Tool and Die Maker $11 2

Based on	 data given, would you say that the contractor has overstated or a anderitateci the
proposed labor rate? If so, by what amount was it overstated or understated?

2.	 The following departmentalI tborrate data is available:

Your analysis of the cost proposal indicates that the "'fink r" contraet effort inch
engineering, assembly, fabrication, and test labor in the sarras3 proportions as the distribution of
manpower for those departments. The contractor develops and propose.'.  4 composite contract
labor rate considering the effort, for each contract, What would be the appropriatt: weighted
average labor rate to apply for a contract using these categories of labor?
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3-18. Projecting Wage Rates

053. Demonstrate a knowledge of projecting wage rates by forecasting the average
manufacturing labor rate of production, the midpoint of labor effort, the wage rate at
the midpoint, and total labor costs.

There is no perfect method of arriving at a correct wage figure under uncertain circumstances.
With the contractor's organization, such things as changes in skill levels due to retirements and
increases or reductions in total force levels can affect wage projections. External forces, such as
unexpected changes in the economic climate, changes in Government policy, or turn of events in
international affairs, may completely alter the basis of the projections.

In attempting to estimate the level of wage rates at some future t ., the first thing to do is to
look at historical information on wage rates in recent months and years. If they have been following a
clearly defined trend and there is no evident reason to expect them to depart from that trend in thy
future, it would be difficult to criticize a decision to assume that the same trend will lw followed. at
least in the reasonably near future.

Method of Forecasting. One method of determining whether such a trend exists is to eraph
the figures on rectangular coordinates. Actual wage rates may be plotted on the Y axis, against
corresponding months elapsed on the X axis, If all points fall quite close to a straight lints t hat is
acceptable to both the Government and the contractor, then future rates may be forecast simply by
extending the straight line into the future, The trend is defined by the slope of the line.

This straight line approach provides a reasonable vehicle for projecting future labor rates over
periods of two years or less. As with any graphical or analytical technique, the approach can be
broken down into some general steps. An example of the approach is included here for illustrative
purposes. Consider the need to forecast a manufacturing labor rate for use in estimating direct, labor
costs in December 19X7. The first step is to gather the most recent historical labor rate data, As MUM!

that the data of table 3-11 represents the monthly plantwide average manufacturing labor rates. The
second step is to examine and edit the data if needed, For example, some labor ratk |i m, :wrier; may
reflect a sudden increase due to a negotiated pay raise that is unrelated to a chanee in cost of living.
In such a case, you might want to subtract the step increase from rates :illisequent. tlw j ump to
facilitate analysis of the underlying trend. No such editing is neceissiry en the sample data given.
The third step is to plot the edited data on rectangular coordinates. Figur! , 3 ri depicts tlik step, The
fourth step is to best fit a straight line through the data, Earlier we stated that the line of best lit
must pass through the point with coordinates at the mean of the X va	 and the mean of the Y
values

( X , Y ),
The mean of the X values can he calculated by summing themonth n m
number of months, that is

ividing by the

21
(1 +2 +3+4- 5+6)/6s: — zs3,5

The mean of the Y values is calculated by summing the rates and dividing by the number f rates,
that is:

25.73
(4,26 +4.27 +4,29 +4,30 +4.30 +4.311/6	 rs:$4.2883

Thus, the best fit line must pass through the point (3.5, $4,29), The ?i ne of best fit can now be located
by fitting a straight line through 115, $4,291 such that the overall sum of the distances from the line
to the data points is visually minimized. Figure 3-14 shows such a line,
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Table 3-11
Monthly Plantwide Average Manufacturing bLabor Rate

Month Month No. (X) Rate 0')

May 1 $4.26
Jun 2 4.27
Jul 3 4.29
Aug 4 4.30
Sep 5 4.30
Oct 6 4.31

Average Rate
per Month

$4.36

54.34

S432

54.30

$4 28

$4.26

S4 24
2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7
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Nov

Months

Figure 3 4. Historical hi bOr or	 data.

The fifth step is to forecast the December labor rate by moving vertically from December
(month 8) on the X axis to the trend line, At the point on the trend line directly above month 8, move
left horizontally to the Y axis and read $4.34. Thus, the forecast rate for the December contract is
$4.34.

Forecasting a single rate for a single month can he accomplished relatively easily, using this
graphic method. If several labor categories are involved and the contract extends overseveral
months, more computation would he required.

Midpoint of Effort. Time-consuming calculations would be required to determine
for each month of a contract, multiply that rate by the effort in that month, and add all the monthly
labor costs. To save time, an estimate of the cost of direct labor is often extended by multiplying the
estimated number of labor hours by a single representative wage rate To do this, we must determine
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the point in time at which to select that representative wage rate, This point in time is impoiant
because characteristically the labor rates change with the passage of time,

To use this method, we require a labor-loading schedule. A labor loading schedule reflects the
time sequence of labor hour (day) expenditure. It is estimated by the contractor who considers such
factors as the date of award, the production lead time, the delivery -chedule, the unit labor hour
requirements, and the availability of personnel, equipment, and facilities A contractor must
estimate some sort of labor-loading schedule it' his proposal is to make sense, even though the
schedule may not be in great detail. The proper point in time at which to determine and apply an
average labor rate is the weighted mean time of performance (weighted by the labor-loading
schedule), assuming labor rates are projected on a straight line or nearly straight line basis

Two assumptions are normally made to simplify implementation of this method. The first
assumption is that all months are of equal length, 30 days, This eliminates concern over the labor
rate changes over shorter months, such as February, and longer months, such as july, The second
assumption concerns the scheduling of manpower in a given month. Since informal ion is rarely given
concerning scheduling during a month, we normally assume that hours are worked uniformly
throughout the month. So the middle of the month is the appropriate point for labor rate application
for that month. Because wage rates are assumed to he increasing uniformly throughout, the month,
the appropriate wage rate to use at the middle of the month is the monthly average wage raw
Consider the direct manufacturing labor , loading schedule proposed by the contractor indicated in
table 3-12. The data of table 3-12 is plotted on the rectangular coordinate n, !;letri of figure 3-14, The
labor-loading schedule is obviously symmetrical that is, the buildup of hour s is the mirror i Dingo of
the phase down. Just as obviously, the labor rate time application point is the middle of August,
(Normally, the middle of the month is considered appropriate for rate application.) You would select
the average manufacturing labor rate from the straight line that corresponds to the middle of August
to extend the manufacturing labor cost, This August 15 rate would he multiplied by the total (2,300)
hours. It is important to remember that this approach assumes that rates are projected on a straight
line basis. From this illustrative data, you can develop a general approach for calculating the
weighted mean time (WMT) or midpoint of effort. Step 1 is to assign consecutive month numbers to
each month in which labor hours are expended, The data set of table 3,12 reflects this step. This
approach implicitly assigns a month number to the point in time corresponding to the middle of the-,
month.

Table 3-12
Direct Manufacturing abor.Loading Schedule

Month a Jun Jul Sep Oct Nov

Contract delivery schedule 10 20 30 30 30 15
Labor-loading schedule (hr) 200 300 400 500 400 300 200
Month no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Figure 3,, 15. Laborloading schedule,

For example, the point for month two corresponds to June 15. Step 2 is to multi y each month
number by the scheduled labor hours for the corresponding month. Step 3 is to add both t scheduled
labor hours and the products of Step 2. These are 2,300 and 9,200 respectively, as shown in hahle 3-13.
The final step is to calculate the weighted mean time of performance, or midpoint. of effort (weighted
by monthly hour expenditures) by dividing the sum of the products by the sum of hours
(9,200/2,300=4.0). The number 4.0 was the number assigned to the middle of August as previously
noted.

Table 3-13
Weighted Mean Time Midpoint of Effort

Month _ Mon h No.	 X Labor Hours :-- Weighted Hour:

May 1 X 200 200
Jun 2 X 300 600
Jul 3 X 400 1,200
Aug 4 X 500 2,000
Sep 5 X 400 2,000
Oct 6 X 300 1,800
Nov 7 X 200 1 400..,	 _..

2,300 9,206

Midpoint of effort = 9,200/2,300 = 40 = 15 August
—

Seldom will the contractor's labor-loading schedule he symmetrical. More commonly, the
schedule will represent a compromise between the factors previously mentioned, :well as labor
availability and delivery schedule. Accordingly, the labor-loading schedule is likely to be skewed
right or left that may significantly affect the proper labor ratk application point.

Let us consider a different direct manufacturing lahor-loading ! ,,chcdule, but the Qm the contr.:Jet
delivery schedule This new schedule is set forth in table 3-14 and is A I so plotted on figure 3-15 to
show the difference in labor scheduling

7

Nov

D6}
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Table 3-14
Direct Manufacturing Labor-load	 hedule

Month y Jun Jul Aua Sep Oct Nov

Contract delivery schedule 10 20 30 30 30 15
Labor-loading schedule (hrs) 200 400 600 500 300 200 100
Month no. 1 2 I 4 5 6 7

Table 3-15
Weighted Mean Time Pricing Point

ont Month No.	 X Labor Hours .:- weirj hted How s

May 1 X 200 200
Jun 2 X 400 800
Jul 3 X 600 1,800
Aug 4 X 500 2,000
Sep 5 X 300 1,500
Oct 6 X 200 1,200
Nov 7 X 100 700

2,300 8,200

Midpoint of effort = 8,200/2,300 = 3 56

This data shows that more labor hours will be expended in the first. half of the contract period
than in the last half of the contract period, Using the same steps as before, the weighted mean time
pricing point is calculated in table 3-15. The weighted mean time of 3.56 corresponds to a time point
of 2 August. This estimate was made in the following manner, As previously disew,sed, 1.1w number 3
represents the fifteenth day of the third month, in this case July. The .56 indicates that the contract
midpoint of effort is that portion of a month later than the fifteenth, Since each month is nISSUrned to
have 30 days, we may multiply .56 by 30 to determine the number of days after the fifteenth

56 X 30 7:-- 16 8 or 17 days

Seventeen days after 15 July is 2 August fasst	 ng again that all months have 30 days)

While this difference of approximately one-half of a month may not seem significant. in a period
of rapidly rising or falling average wage rates, labor rate changes can significantly change foreriuited
total labor costs. In this case, our contract requires an estimated 2,300 labor hours Suppo:4- the
projected weighted average wage rate for .July is $41S and for August, $4.50 The appropriate wage
rate would be:

Month	 Monthly Hourly Wage
Jul	 $4.35
Aug	 $4 50

$4.50 –$4 35 = $ IS per hour difference
56 X .15 -7-7$ 084 increase from 15July to 2 August
$4.35 +$.084 $4 434 or $4,43 wage rate 42 Augwit

The $4.43 wage rate would result in a contract cost of $184, or nearly 2 percent higher tha n the
$4.35 rate.
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Exercises (053):

1. Average manufacturing labor rates for the months of April, May, June, July, and August of
19X3 were $7,82, $7,86, $7.96, $8.04, and $8.10, respectively. Forecast. the average
manufacturing labor rate of production during the months of November and December 19X3,
assuming that an equal number of labor hours will he expended in each month and that a
linear time series trend line is the best predictor of the future rate.

2. The following direct manufacturing labor-loading and delivery schedules have been furnished
for a contract awarded 1 October 19X4:

Month Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb

40
135

Mar

60
340

Contract Delivery Schedule
Labor Hours 20 160

20
165

20
180

Using the above figures, on what date does the midpoint (weighted mean time price point) of
labor effort fall?

3. The Brown Company produced the following labor hours and wage rate costs:

Month Labor Hours Wage Rate

Jan 1,000 $10.00
Feb 400 10.10
Mar 100 10.20
Apr 300 10.30
May 100 10.40
Jun 100 10.50

a. What is the midpoint (weighted mean date) of labor effortthe contrac t?

b. What would be the wage rate at the midpoint?

c. Using the wage rate at midpoint and the proposed hours for the contract, what would be
the labor cost?

d. What labor cost would you estimate by multiplying the monthly wage rate by the hours
for the month and totaling the monthly figures for t le contract?
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APPENDIX E

SOURCES OF PRICING INFORMATION

This appendix contains an annotated list of price information sources, divided among three broad
categories: (1) industrial, (2) governmental, and (3) other.

The listing is by no means complete. For instance, there are over 50 trade journals that publish or
maintain pricing information. Many of the most frequently used journals are available in both
Government and public libraries. There are highly specialized governmental statistical puhlications
besides those listed, and there are many associations beyond those identified here that may have
information useful in special circumstances.

Many of the sources identified in the appendix are primary comparison sources. These sources are
weekly or daily price lists for a given commodity or industry, They are compiled through eontact with
wholesalers or reliance on commodity exchanges (spot prices) and price lists, liecine& t he prices
listed are often subject to various trade discounts depending on quantity or type of customer, make
certain that the list pertains to the specific item in question and that the price is adjusted for any
applicable trade discounts.

Several commodity or industry sources are useful in trend analysis and therefore come under the
secondary comparison data category. The remainder of the sources fall into the category of data for
auxiliary analyses. Among this group are publications of the Depart ments of Commerce and Labor
that are available through the Government Printing Office. These periodicals are most valuable as
indicators of past and future trends; the prices are averages, not direct quotations.

Surveys are another source of information for both public and private sectors. Surve vi are one or the
best measures of changes in industry prices or trends of activities. Although factor—  such as the
political environment, seasonal adjustments, weather, and labor conditions nui lie taken into
account, available business surveys often reveal points of change before activity inde ,:es do Included
here is a reference to the surveys published by the National Association of Purchasing Management
(NAPM). In addition, many local NAPM chapters produce surveys on a local level

COMMODITY AND INDUSTRIAL SOURCES

1.	 CHEMICALS

a.	 Chemical Marketing Reporter

This weekly publication offers three sources for price information— market indexes,
current prices of chemicals and related materials, and the week's price changes. The Chemical
Marketing Reporter (CAR) provides a market index number that reflects the price derived from
10 to 23 representative firms and the quantity each firm produced for its particular industry.
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The CMR newspaper also reports on the supply and demand, pricing, and marketing
trends of various commodities.

Address:	 Chemical Marketing Repor
Subscription Department
100 Church Street.
New York, NY 10007
(212) 732-9820

b,	 Chemical Industry U pdate (North American Report)

Address.	 Predicasts, Inc.
11001 Cedar Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
(800) 321-6388

2. LUMBER

Random Lengths Lumber and Plywood Market Re )ort. Service

This service is published weekly and supplies specific prices on more than 1,000 softwood
lumber, structural panel, and other wood product items.

The price guides are in easy-to-read formats with footnotes detailing the geographical
areas to which the price applies and, in some cases, other pricing information.

Address:	 Random Lengths Publications, Inc.
P. 0. Box 867
Eugene, OR 97440-0867
(503) 686-9925

3. METALS AND MINERALS

a.	 The Black Diamond

This magazine is published every other month rather than monthly because the spot
prices on solid fuels vary only slightly within any calendar year. The prices for the coal
industry are broken down by region and type of coal.

Articles discuss the supply of iron ore, coal, and grain, developments in both the private
and public sectors, and increased supply, layoffs, and costly EPA regulations. Articles of this
type contain pricing information that can help in assessing the market.

Address:	 The Black Diamond
343 S. Dearborn St., Room 608
Chicago, IL 60604
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b. Iron Age

This weekly publication provides price information on steel, ores, primary metals, and
ferrous and nonferrous scrap. The editors of Iron Age gather their price information every
Monday by calling representative dealers and scrap producers in the various geographic
regions.

Address:	 Iron Age
Chilton Company
Radnor, PA 19089
(215)964-4312

c. Metals Week

This newsletter provides three main sources of price information: daily prices and the
weekly average, weekly prices, and monthly prices. A fourth indicator is the met k nveek price
indexes for base metals, precious metals, and for nonferrous composite. This index graphically
displays trends over the past two years.

Address:	 Metals Week
Attn: Marguerite Stanford
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212)512-6126

4. OFFICE SPACE

Black 'S Office Space Guide

This guide is published six times a year. It contains leasing information for office space
for over 1,200 sites in a given region. The guide features articles on a variety of topics,
including negotiating a lease, what to look for from cleaning services, and additional tenant
costs.

Black's Guide is published for the following regions: New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore/Washington, Atlanta, and Houston.

Address:	 Black's Guide
P Box 2090
Red Hank, NJ 07701
(201)842-6060

5. PAPER PRODUCTS

Pulp and Paper Week 

This weekly periodical covers prices, production statistics, economics, and technology
concerning the paper industry. It lists prices for products in the four categories of paper and
paperboard products. Second, the newvaper contains a separate listing of monthly producer
price indexes for paper and hoard product .›. For trend analysis, these prices are compared with
year-ago levels. Third, the prices of current wastepaper product; are listed for 12 gr;*(1; in thc,
New York City, Chicago, Atlanta, and San Francisco. Los Angeles regions,
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Pulp and Paper Week receives price data from private and Government. sources. These
sources vary monthly but all are reputable and known to the industry. Some examples are, the
American Paper Institute, National Association of Recycling Industries, Depart merit of
Commerce, and American Pulpwood Association,

Address:	 Pulp & Paper
500 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 3794881

6. PETROLEUM AND GAS

a. Platt's Oilgram Price Report: An International Daily Oil/(;,1 , . Price and Macicting
Newsletter 

This newsletter first informs the reader of the day's development s in the oil market,
generally by geography or by corporation. The prices for the various products in t he ml market
are then listed specifying the source Venezuela, Iran, Africa, Gulf, Kuwait, etc,, whether
waterborne or pipeline, and whether spot price or official list price.

The prices printed in the Oilgram newsletter are act ual sale prices, quot at ions, gene ral
offers, and posted prices. The editors receive the data directly from refineries, pipeline
terminal operators, and tanker terminal operators for crude oil and products lawfully produced
and transported. The prices represent current sales and shipments of each business day.

Address: Platt's Oilgram Price Report
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 512-3016

b. American Paint &	 Journal

This weekly publication contains several sources of pricing information, In addition to
regular feature entitled "Paint, raw material price indexes," I he Journal includes a section on
"The Markets" which analyzes supply and demand as well as expected price increasr . s for
various products. The Journal also reports on developments in the paint industry, such as
computer networks and new products, and includes a column ent tied "Einancia Front," which
gives a general statement on the financial status of major firms in this field.

Address:	 American Paint & Coatings Journa I
Editorial and Subscription Offices
2911 Washington Ave,
St, Louis, MO 63103
(314) 534-0301

c. American Gas Association Monthly

Address:	 American Gas Association
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 841 8400
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d.	 Week

Address:	 American Petroleum Ins ute
Division of Statistics
1220 L Street, N W.
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 682.8525

e.	 CRA Petroleum Economics Monthly 

Address:	 Charles River Associates, Inc.
John Hancock Tower
200 Clarendon Street
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 266-0500

7.	 SANITATION AND BUILDING MAINTENANCE

a.	 Waste Age

This monthly publication covers developments in the solid waste management industry.
The topical areas covered include municipal, maintenance, collection, and hauling.

Address:	 National Solid Waste Management Association
1730 Rhode Island Avenue, NW., Suite 512
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 659-4613

b.	 Clean Talk

Address:	 Writers Publisher Servi
1512 Western Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 789-2531

c.	 Building Services Contractor

Address:	 MacNair . Dorland Co,
101 W 31st Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 279-4455

d.	 Buildin Services Contractors Assoc* *o

Address:	 301 Maple Avenue, W., Suite 525
Vienna, VA 22180

e.	 Cleaning Management

Address:	 Harris Communications
Box 2068
Glendale, CA 91209
(213) 244-1176
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National Waste News

Address:	 Newport Publications
4001 Westerly Place
Box W
Newport Beach, CA 92663

g. Professional Sanitation Management

Address:	 Environmental Management. Association
1019 Highland Avenue
Largo, FL 33540
(813) 586-5710

h. Sanitary Maintenance 

Address:	 Trade Press Publishing Co.
2100 W. Florist Avenue
Box 694
Milwaukee, WI 53201
(414)228-7701

	

8.	 TEXTILE INDUSTRIES AND FABRICS

a. Textile Business Outlook. International textile forecasts

b. Textile Pricing Outlook. Textile petrochemicals, raw materials, fibers, yarns, la brics,
end uses: price fdrecasts.

Address (a and b both):	 Statistkon Corp
81 Peach Tree Drive
Box 246
Norwich, NY 11732

GOVERNMENTAL SOURCES

	1.	 AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF

a. Agriculture Price Reports, Monthly and annual. Commodity prices.

b. Agricultural Statistics. Annual, Commodity prices.

	

2.	 BOARD OF' GOVERNORS OF' THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Address:	 20th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20551

a. Federal Reserve Bulletin. Monthly. Includes economic indexes. and data on business,
commodity prices; construction, housing, and real estate; economic indexes; labor,
manufactures: and retail and wholesale trade.
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b. Federal Reserve Banks 1Vlsonthly review published by each bank with special reference
to its own Federal Reserve District, Economic indexes.

c. Capacity Utilization: Manufacturing and Materials, Mon

d. Industrial Production. ;Monthly

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

In most cases, separate reports of the most recent censi ses are available for each sta
subject, industry, etc. Complete information on publications of all the censuses and cur ie

surveys conducted by the Bureau of the Census appears in the Bureau of the Censlis Catah
published annually and available from the Superintendent of Documents.

a.	 Current Business Reports. Includes a series of three reports listed below.) Su	 r
price: Domestic —$37.00 a year; Foreign — $46.25 u year [6 issues plus 1 atnnua

Single copies may he purchased from Customer Services (Publications), Bureau of t he

Census, Washington, DC 20233.

(1) Advance Monthly Retail Sales. Estimated monthly retail sales for the United
States; estimated monthly retail sales by kind of business for the United States;
percent change in estimated monthly retail sales by kind of business for the
United States; estimated monthly retail sales of Group 11 Companies by kind of
business for the United States; and estimated monthly retail sales by selected
kinds of business for specified areas and cities.

(21 -Monthly Retail Trade. Estimated dollar sales volume of all retail stores and those
of organizations operating 11 or more retail stores. United States by kind-of
business, current month with comparisons for previous months. Estimated
monthly sales of stores of organizations operating 1 to It) retail stores, Census
regions by kind-of•business, for the same periods Estimated weekly sale during
current month of retail grocery stores operated by organizations with 11 tar' snore

retail stores, United States. Percentage changes (previous month) in s all
kinds of business combined, for stores of organizations operating I to 10 retai I
stores, by selected standard metropolitan areas.

(3) Retail Sales, Annual Report. Estimates of sales of all retail stores and those ol
organizations operating 11 or more retail stores, United States and Census
regions, by kind-of-business, year-end merchandise inventories, sales-inventory
ratios, and accounts receivable balances held by all retail stores and those of
organizations operating I 1. or more retail stores, by kindarbusiness, United
States.
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b. Current Business RePorta. Monthly wholesale trade, sales, and inventories.
Subscription price: Domestic -$18,00 a year; Foreign -$22.50 a year, Single copy price:
Domestic -$1.75 a copy; Foreign-$2.)9 a coPY.

Contains wholesaler's sales and inventories, by kinds of business and geographic
divisions.

c. Current Industrial Re ports: Present statistics on total United States shipment,
production, or consumption of the following products based on a survey of
manufacturers.

(1) Aluminum Ingot and Mill Products (M33-2). (Monthly, Preliminary Summary
and Summary Issues.) Subscription price. Domestic -4118.00 a year;
Foreign-$22.50 a year. Single copy price: Domestic-$1.75 a copy;
Foreign-$2.20 a copy. Preliminary Summary Issue: Domestic- $1 50 a copy;
Foreign- $1.90 a copy. Summary Issue: Domestic - $2.25 a copy; Foreign -$2,85
a copy.

(2) Backlog of Orders for Aerospace Companies (MQ3713) (Quarterly and Summary
Issue); Aircraft Propellers (MA37E) (Summary Issuel; New Complete Aircraft and
Aircraft Engines (M37G) (Monthly and Summary Issue). Subscription price:
Domestic-$23.00 a year; Foreign-$28.75 a year. Single copy price: Quarterly
Issues: Domestic-$t.50 a copy; Foreign -$1.90 a copy. Summary I ue:
Domestic-$1.50 a copy; Foreign-U.90 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic--$1.50 a copy; Foreign - $1.90 a copy. Monthly Issue: Domestic - $1.50
a copy; Foreign-$1.90 a copy. Summary Issue: Domestic-$2,25 a copy;
Foreign -$2.85 a copy.

(3) Clay Construction Products (M32D). (Monthly and Summary Issue.)
Subscription price: Domestic-$20.00 a year; Foreign-$25.00 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic-$1.50 a copy. Foreign-$1.8B a copy. Summary issue:
Domestic -$4.00 a copy; Foreign -$5.00 a copy.

(4) Closures for Containers (M34H). (Monthly and Summary Issue.) Subscription
price: Domestic-$18.00 a year; Foreign-$20.00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic-$L50 a copy; Foreign-$l.90 a copy. Summary 1,,isus;
Domestic - $2 25 a copy; Foreign $2.85 a copy.

(5) Construction Machinery. (IVIQ-350 Quarterly.) (MA-350 Summary lasue.)
Subscription price: Domestic-$9.O0 a year; Foreign -$11.25 a year. Single copy
price: Domestic-$2.00 a copy; Foreign-$2,50 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic -$3.00 a copy; Foreign -$3.75 a copy,

(6) Copper Controlled Materials ((TA-9008). (Quarterly and Summary ly,ue.)
Subscription price: Domestic-$11.00 a year; Foreign - $):1,75 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic-2.50 a copy; Foreign-$3,13 a copy Summary
Domestic -$2.50 a copy. Foreign - $3.13 a copy.

(7) Electric Lamps (MQ-36B) (Quarterly and Summary issue ); Electric
(M-36D), (Monthly.) Subscription price: Domestic -822.00 a year;
Foreign-$27.50 a year. Single copy price: Quarterly Issue. Dorne;itic ...$2 : 00 a
copy; Foreign-$2.50 a copy. Summary Issue: Domestic-$2.50 a copy;
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Foreign - $3.15 a copy. Monthly issue: Domestic - $1.50 copy: Foreign - $ 	 a
copy,

(8) Fats and Oils: Oilseed Crushings :AVOJ), and Production, Consumption and
Stocks (11120K), (Monthly and Summary Issue.) Subscription price:
Domestic -$37.00 a year: Foreign -• $46.25 a year. Single copy price for both
subtitles: Domestic - $2.00; Foreign- $2.50. Summary Issue for both subtitles.
Domestic - $2.25; Foreign - $2.85,

(9) Finished Fabrics Production, Inventories, and Unfilled Order:,
(Monthly,) Subscription price; Domest lc - $15.00 a year; Foreign $18.75 a ye:u..
Single copy price: Domestic -$1,50 a copy; Foreign - $1 90 a copy,

(10) Flat Glass (X1Q-32A), (Quarterly and Summary Issue,) Subscription price;
Domestic -$7.50 a year; Foreign -$9.40 a year, Single copy price:
Domestic-$1.50 a copy; Foreign - $1.90 a copy. Summary issue;
Domestic -$1.75 a copy; Foreign - $2.20 a copy.

(11) Flour Milling Products (M20A), (Monthly and Summary I ,hue 	 Subscription
price: Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign-$20,00 a year Single copy price:
Domestic - $1,50 a copy; Foreign -$1.90 a copy	 Summary
Domestic -$1.75 a copy; Foreign - $2,20 a copy.

(12) Fluorescent Lamp Ballasts (MQ-36C). (Quarterly and Summary Luc.)
Subscription price; Domestic - $7.50 a year; Foreign - $9.40 a year. Single copy
price; Domestic - $1.50 a copy; Foreign - $1 90 a copy. Summary issue.
Domestic -$1.75 a copy; Foreign- $2.20 a copy.

(13) Footwear (M3IA). (Monthly and Summary Issue.) Subscription price;
Domestic - $16.00 a year; Foreign -$20.00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic - $1 50 a copy; Foreign - $1 90 a copy Summary issue:
Domestic -$2.25 a copy; Foreign -$2.85 a copy.

(14) Glass Containers (M32G): (Mu .32G). (Monthly and Summary Issue,)
Subscription price: Domestic -$17.00 a year; Foreign $21.25 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic - $1 75 a copy; Foreign - $2.20 a copy, Summary Issue'
Domestic -$2,50 a copy; Foreign - $3.15 a copy.

(15) Industrial Gases (M28C); (MA -28C) (Monthly and Summary Issue.
Subscription price: Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign -$20,00 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic-$1.50 a copy; Foreign - $1 90 a copy. Summary i:;!;(to
Domestic - $2.00 a cop y : Foreign -$2.50 a copy.

(16) Inorganic Chemicals (M28A); (MA-28A) (Monthly and Summary Issue )
Subscription price; Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign - $20,00 ;I year, Single
copy price: Domestic-$1.50 a copy, Foreign-$1.90 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic - $3.50 a copy; Foreign -$4.40 a copy.

(17) Inorganic Fertilizer Materials and Related Products (M28B), (Monthly and
Summary Issue.) Subscription price: Domestic $17 : 00 a year; Foreign -$21.25 a
year. Single copy price: Domestic -$1 '75 a copy; Foreign - $2.20 a copy.
Summary Issue: Domestic - $1.75 a copy: Foreign - $2,20 a copy.
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(18) Iron and Steel Castings (M33A), (Monthly and Summary Issue,) Subscription
price: Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign - $20.00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic -$1.50 a copy; Foreign -$1;90 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic -$2.50 a copy; Foreign -$3.15 a copy.

(19) Inventories of Steel Mill Shapes (M33-3). (Monthly and Summary Issue.)
Subscription price: Domestic- $18.00 a year; Foreign- $20.00 a !,:ea y . Single
copy price: Domestic - $1.50 a copy; Foreign- $1.90 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic -$1.75 a copy; Foreign -$2.20 a copy.

(20) Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories, and Orders and United Si es Department
of Commerce News-Advance Report on Durable Goods Man niacturers' Shipments

and Orders (113 -I ). (Monthly and Advance Summary Issue.) Subscription price:
Domestic - $28.00 a year; Foreign.- $35,00 a y ear. Sin k*, copy price;
Domestic - $1.75 a copy; Foreign -$2.20 a copy. Advance Summary Issue:
Domestic- $1.50 a copy; Foreign- $1.90 a copy,

(21) Metalworking Machinery (MQ-3.5 W). ), (Quarterly a nd Summary Issue
Subscription price: Domestic - $9.00 a year; Foreign -$11.25 a year. Single copy
price: Domestic-.-$2.25 a copy, Foreign -$2.85 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic - $3 25 a copy; Foreign- $4.10 a copy;

(22) Nonferrous Castings M33E ) (Monthly and Summary Issue.) Subscription price:
Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign -$20.00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic-$1 50 a copy; Foreign -$1.90 a copy. Summary Issue,
Domestic - $2.00 a copy; Foreign -$2.50 a copy;

(23) Paint, Varnish, and Lacquer ( M28F): (MA-28F) (Monthly and Summary Issue.)
Subscription price: Domestic -$16,00 a year; Foreign- $20.00 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic- $1 50 a copy; Foreign -$1 90 a copy. Summary ts,aue;

Domestic - $1;50 a copy; Foreign- $1.90 a copy.

(24) Plumbing Fixtures (MQ -34 -E) (Quarterly and Summary sut ) Subscription
price: Domestic -$8.00 a year; Foreign -$10.00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic-$1.75 a copy; Foreign- $2 20 a copy Summary Issue
Domestic $200 a copy; Foreign - $2 50 a copy

(25) Refractories (MQ32C); (MA -32C). (Quarterly and Summary Issue I Subscription
price: Domestic -$8.00 a year; Foreign -$10.00 a year Single copy price
Domestic -$1 75 a copy; Viireign -$1 90 a copy Sun-Nu) ry Issue.
Domestic -$2,50 a copy; Foreign- $3 15 a copy,

(26) Steel Shipping Drums and Pails (MQ-34K), (Quarterly and Summary twine.)
Subscription price: Domestic -$7.50 a year; Foreign - $9.40 a year Single copy
price: Domestic -$1.50 a copy; Foreign- $1 90 a copy. Summary Issue:
Domestic $1,15 a copy; Foreign - $2.20 a copy.

(27) Titanium Mill Products: Ingot!: and Castings (1TA -991) (Monthly and Summary
Issue.) Subscription price: Domestic -$16.00 a year; Foreign $20.00 a year.
Single copy price: Domestic -$1.50 a copy; Foreign -$1.90 a copy, SLAV'S% stlary
Issue: Domestic - $150 a copy, Foreign -$1 .90 a copy,

d.	 Statistical Abstract of the United States Annual (Juide to data sources.
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4. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

a. Business Conditions Digest. (Monthly,) Subscription price: Domestic - $44.00 a year,
Foreign – $55.00 a year. Single copy price: Domestic – $4,00 a copy; Foreign –$5,00 a
copy.

Prepared in the Statistical Indicators Division of the Bureau of Economic Analysis, The
Digest presents almost 500 economic indicators in a form convenient for analysts with different
approaches to the study of current business conditions and prospects (e.g., the not ional income
model, the leading indicators, and anticipations and intentions), as well as for analysts who use
combinations of these approaches,

b. Survey of Current Business, (Monthly.) Subscript ion price: Domestic — $50.00 a year
(priority), $30.00 a year (nonpriority); Foreign– $37.50 a year; Foreign airmail
distribution available upon request – $37.50 plus additional cost based upon
International Postal Zone. Single copy price: Domestic $4,75 a copy; Foreign $5 95 u
copy.

This publication provides general information on trends in industry, the business
situation outlook, and other items pertinent to the business world. The periodical will provide
an overview of the market in which you are operating. It furnishes economic indexes and data
on business; construction, housing, and real estate; manufactures; national income and wealth;
retail and wholesale trade; and transportation.

5.	 BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

a. Consumer Price Index Detailed Re (2.2.L.rt. (Monthly Subscription price;
Domeitic –$25.00 a year; Foreign –$31.25 a year Single copy price : Domestic – $4.00 a
copy; Foreign –$5.00 a copy,

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is published by BLS in a new; release between the 20th
and 25 th of the month following the reference month. The release includes a narrative
summary and an analysis of major price changes. The information is also publiOwd in the
Monthly Labor Review and in greater detail in the CPI Detailed Report. The CPI is based on
prices from a fixed mix of goods selected from the following categories: food, clothing, shelter
and fuels, transportation, medical services, and other goods and services used in day-to-day
living. It may have limited application because it is the converse of the PPI; that, is, retail
rather than wholesale prices are represented,

b. Current Wage Developments (Monthly.) Subscription price Domestic– $21.00 a year;
Foreign– $26.25 a year. Single copy price: Donwo ie $4 50 a copy; Foreign – $5 65 a
copy

Wage and benefit changes resulting from collective bargaining settlements and
unilateral management decisions, statistical summaries, and special reports on wage trends

c. Handbook of Labor Statistics, Annual,
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d. Monthly Labor Review. Subscription price: Domestic – $24.110 a year; Foreign– $30.04)
a year. Single copy price: Domestic – $4.00 a copy; Foreign– $5 00 a copy

Articles on labor force, wages, prices, productivity, economic growth, anc. occupational
injuries and illnesses. Regular features include a review of developments in industrial
relations, book reviews, and current labor statistics

e. Producer Prices and  Price Indexes. (Monthly and annual supplement	 Subscription
price: Domestic – $29.00 a year; Foreign –$36.25 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic –$4.25 a copy, Foreign– $5 31 a cop y . Annual Supplement: Domestic –$4 75
a copy; Foreign – $5.94 a copy.

The Producer Price Index (PPI), formerly the Wholesale ['rice Index, is compiled and
issued monthly. The index is arst available to the Walk through a news releat-:.e, usually in the
second week of the month following any specific month. Then a report entitled Produccr Prices

and Price Indexes is issued to give comprehensive coverage on all components ofthe PPI,

The PPI is a comprehensive report on price movements at the primary market level,
arranged by stage of processing and commodity. Supplement contains changes in the relative
importance of components of the indexes, revisions in coverage, and annual averages. The PM
includes all commodities sold in the primary markets of the United States through commercial
transactions. Retail transactions are not included. Civilian Government purchases are
included, but military products are excluded.

Data are gathered through a confidential questionnaire The prices represent the rit'A

transaction price, f.o.b. production or central marketing point. In the case or raw materials,
subsequent transactions of the semifinished and finished goods are also included in the index

The following is a simplified formula used to compute thefrom the data collected:

where I; is the index price on a given date

P„ is the price of a commodity in the comparison period

P i is the current price

Qa represents the quantity shipped during the weighthuse period

Note: E means multiply the numbers inside the parentheses and add all the sums of each
multiplication.

The PPI Report also gives general pricing information.

f. Area Wage Surve y s. (70 surveys throughout the year 1	 uhscriptionn price.
Domestic– :MO a year Foreign –$110.90 a year: single surveys vary in price.

These bulletins report on earnings in 70 major metropolitan areas for occupations
common to a wide variety of establishments. Coverage includes office clerical, preCiorial and
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technical, maintenance, custodial, and material movement occupations. Information -
employee benefits is provided for about one-third of the areas each year.

6.	 BUREAU OF MINES, DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

a. Mineral Commodit y Summaries Annua

b. Mineral Industry Surveys. Publications available from Bureau of Mines, Publieation
Distribution Branch, 4800 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, Surveys of
molybdenum, copper, gold and silver, iron, zinc, fluorspar, and sodium compounds are
examples.

c. Minerals and Materials. Bimonthly. Publication available from the U.S. Department of
Interior, Bureau of Mines, 2401 1' Street, N.W,, Washington, DC 20241.

7. COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF

Guide to the 1982 Economic Censuses and Related Still iqies

The guide provides an overview of economic ernsuse!, taken in years ending in "2" and
"7" – i.e., every five years. The 1982 censuses cover retail and wholesale trade, service
industries, transportation, and economic activity in Puerto Rico and other outlying areas under
the jurisdiction of the United States,

The censuses provide information to government, business, industry, and academics,
and for general public use. For example, the Federal Reserve Board uses the (into from the
Current Industrial Reports in producing its monthly index of industrial production, The
Department. of Labor uses census statistics in its measurement of productivity lind as weights
for the Producer Price Index.

8. COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS

a.	 Economic RE
	

he Presiden, Annual

ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

a. Coal Production. Annual.

b. Electric Power Monthly Subscription price: Domestic –$32.00 a year; Foreign –$40.00
a year. Single copy price: Domestic –$3,00 a copy; Foreign – $3,75 a copy.

Presents monthly summaries of electric utility statistics on net operation, net energy for
load, peak load and net capability, fuel consumption, fuel stocks, fuel deliveries, and prices,

c. Electric Power Quarterly. Subscription price: Domestic – $22.00 a year:
Foreign –$27.50 a year. Single copy price . Domestic $6 00 a copy; Foreign – $7 50 a
copy.

Provides comprehensive information on the electric utility industry's cost., quanttty and
quahty of fossil fuel receipts, net generations, fuel consumption, and fuel stocks.
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d. Natural Gas Monthl y. (Monthly.) Subscription price: Domestic – $56.00 a year:
Foreign –$70.00 a year, Single copy price: Domestic –$5.00 a copy; Foreign – $6 25 a
copy.

Provides monthly and annual State, and national data on production, storage. imports,
exports, and consumption of natural gas. Also contains selected data on major interstate
pipeline companies and on filings with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

e. Petroleum Marketing Monthly. (Monthly.) Subscription price: Domestic – $47.00 a
year; Foreign – $58.75 a year. Single copy price: Domestic – $4.25 a copy;
Foreign– $5,32 a copy.

Provides current information and statistical data about, a variety of petroleum products,
including motor gasoline, distillants residuals, jet fuel, kerosene, and propane,

f. Petroleum Supply Monthl y . (Monthly)) Subscription price: Domestic – $46.00 a year;
Foreign – $57.50 a year. Single copy price: Domestic – $375 a copy; Foreign – $470 a
copy.

Consisting chiefly of tables and statistics, this publication also provides articl es ) he lp
the reader understand and interpret the petroleum statistics.

Quarterly Coal Report. Subscription price: Domestic –$17.0 0 a year; Foreign $21 .25 a
year, Single copy price: Domestic –$4,75 a year; Foreign – $5 94 a copy.

Written for a wide audience–including Congress, Federal, and State agencies, the coal
industry, and the general public the quarterly report provides comprehensive information
about coal prOduction, exports, imports, receipts, consumption, and stocks in the United States,

h.	 Weekly Coal Production, Subscription price: Domestic – $69.00 a	 Foreign – $86.25
a year; single copies vary in price.

Gives data on United States production of bituminous, lign'
	

d anthracite coals,

10. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

a.	 Annual Report

11. CONGRESS

a. Economic Indicators. (Monthly.) Subscription price: Domestic –$27.00 a year;
Foreign – $33.75 a year. Single copy price . Domestic – $2.50 a copy; Foreign – $3.13 a
copy.

Gives pertinent economic information on prices, wages, production, business activity,
purchasing power, credit, money, and Federal finance.
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OTHER SOURCES

	1.	 AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

a. Aerospace Economic Indicators. Quarterly.

b. Average Hourl y and Weekly_Earnings in the. A p rospaci, 	,,Icinthly,

c. -c........1gLeekly Hours and Overtime flours in Ihe Aer()!,1):1(.1' Indu , •tr y Monthly,

d. Employment in the Aoroa Race Industry, Monthly,

	

2.	 AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

a. Gas Facts. Annual.

b. Re 11* t on Gas ndus r

3	 AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE

a.	 Annual Statistical Report

4. AMERICAN METAL MARKET

a.	 Metal Statistics. Annual,

5. COMMODITY RESEARCH BUREAU, NC,

a. Commodity Yearbook, Annual.

b. Commodity Yearbook Statistic, Abstract Serv' 	 Quarterly editions annually).

6. THE CONFERENCE BOARD

a.	 The Conference Board Statistical Bulletin Monthly

7.	 EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

a.	 Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utilit Industry Annual.

8.	 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

a. Electronic Market Data Book. Annual

b. Electronic Market Trends. Monthly.

9.	 THE INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OE AMERICA

a.	 U.S. Wholesale Prices of Crude Oil an P i 	 Product,. Monthly.
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10. MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK

a.	 The Morgan Guaranty Surve y , Monthly, (Wholesale price in

11. PENNWELL PUBLISHING CO.

a.	 The Oil and Gas Journal. Weekly.

12. REPORT ON BUSINESS

The National Association of Purchasing Management (NAI'M) publishes a monthly
report compiled from survey questionnaire of a committee of 250 purchasing managers from
various geographic regions representing companies in 21 different. industries in 40 states:. The
Report on Business graphically depicts general increases and decreases in price based on the
data received, Further, specific commodities in short supply or showing significant. changes
during the month are discussed. A third feature of the Report is the Commodity Reports, in
which subcategories of products, such as paper and packaging contiiiners, are discussed in
terms of supply and demand and price changes.

13. THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

The Wall Street Journal's Commodities section contains daily price information on
items in the following categories: grains and feeds, foods, fats and oils, fibers and textiles,
metals, miscellaneous (hides, newspapers, and rubber), precious metals, and oil, The prices are
quoted for the day, for the previous day, and for one year ago. Further detail concerning bid or
asked price, dealer or wholesale, f.o.b., and the region from which the price was quoted is
provided by notations.
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accounting analysis, 1-9, 1-10
accounting systems, 1-12, 3-5, 3-8, 3-9, 5-50,

5-51, 6-28, 7-1
accuracy of data, 16-6
acquisition planning

see planning
acronyms, A-1, A-2
actual costs, 1-11, 1-14, 3-8,13-1
adequate price competition, 2-10, 3-44, 3-45,

11-4, 12-7, 12-8, 13-3, 13-4, 13-5, 14-5, 19-1,
B-1

adjustments and adjustment techniques (in
regard to comparability), 11-6, 14-5, 15-5,
15-6, B-1

administrative contracting officer (ACO), 1-6,
1-12, 3-35, 3-37, 3-39, 3-40, 5-9, 6-33, 8-6, 8-7,
8-22, 8-24, 16-8, B-3

advance payment, B-1
advertisements, 16-4
algebraic analysis, -D-1, D-11 through D-17
allocable, allocability, 1-14, 3-5, 3-47, 6-28, 6-32,

6-33, B-1
allowable, allowability, 1-14, 3-5, 6-32, 6-33, B-1
analysis, see

accounting analysis
algebraic analysis
cost analysis
graphic analysis
price analysis
quantitative analysis
ratio analysis
statistical analysis
technical analysis
trend analysis
value analysis
visual analysis

assumed change (trend analysis), 15-6
audit, 13-8, 16-8, B-1
auditor, 1-5, 1-10, 1-12, 1-14, 3-7, 3-10, 5-9, 6-33,

8-7, 8-22, 8-24, 10-10, 16-8, 13-1
auxiliary analyses or techniques, 11-5, 14-2,

14-3, 14-6, B-1
award fee, 1-25, 1-26

''based on,' see
adequate price cmnpetit ion
established cat alog or market prices
prices set by law or regulation

basic agreement, 1 12
basic ordering agreement (BOA), 1-12
billing rates, 10 10
bill of materials, 5-5, 5-6, 5-7,13-2
Boeing theory, 3-29, 3-30,13-6, D-43
brand-name products, 12-3
burden, (3-2, 13-2, 13-5
Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 16-3, 1)-25,

through E-13
Bureau of the Census, El through E-10
buyer, 1-3, 2-3, 2-8

C

cancellation charges, 10-20
catalog, 9-2, 9-22, 14 . 5, 16-2, 16-4
catalog prices

see established catalog or market
ceiling price, 1,11, 1-14, 5-6, 10-8
central tendency meithures, 15, 3-16
certificate of current. cost. or pi icing data, 2-8,

3-40, 11-2, 11-4
certified cost or pricing data

we cost or pricing data
change orders, 10-2,13-2
Changes clause, 1-13, 10-2, 10,3
ch sq uire test, 3-24
citing higher authority, 8-17
collaboration, 8-18
Comnmrce Business Daily, 12-2, 16-4
Commerce Department, E-13
commercial items, 2-9, 2-11, 2-12, 12-2, 12-3, 13-2
commercial pricing, 13-2
commerciality, 13-6, 13-7, 14-5, 17-2, 11,2
common items (terminations), 10,19
comparability, 15-1, 15-2, 15-4, 13-2
comparison method of estimating, 3-11, 3-12,

14-1, 14-2, 15-1
comparison techniques, D-22
competition, 1-8, 1-9, 1-19, 1-32, 1-33, 1 . 34, 2-1

through 2-11, 2-17, 3-2, 3-3, 4-1, 4-2, 5 50, 8.1,
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8-2, 11-3, 11-4, 11-6, 12-1, 12-3, 12-4, 12-5,
12-7, 13-3, 14-1, 15-3, 17-1, 17-3, 17-4, 19-1,
B-2

competitive evaluation, 14-3
competitive proposals, B-2
competitive range, 2-16, 8-2, 8-3, 12-5, 18-1, B-2
completeness of data, 16-7
complexity, 3-50, 5-49, 17-1
computational analysis, 7-7 through 7-12
computers, 3-33, 8-26
constructive changes, 10-4, 10-5, B-3
consumer price index, 16-3, E-11
contingencies, 3-7, 3-50, B-3
contract, B-3
contract cost principles

see cost principles
contract modification, 13-2,13-3
contract pricing, 1-4, 11-5, B-3
contract pricing proposal

see Standard Form 1411
contracting officer, 1-3, 1-4, (-10, 3-34, 3-35, 8-6,

8-21, 8-22, 13-9,13-3
contractor cost data reporting (CCDR) system,

10-28
contractor effort, 4-4
contractor financing, B-3
contractor risk

see risk
contractor's catalog, 9-22
contractor's pricing system, 9-14
contract type, 13-3
control mechanisms, 1-31
controlling indirect costs, 6-23 through 6-26
correlation, 3-24
cost, 1-11, 2-3, 3-2
cost accounting, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, 6-28, B-3
cost accounting standards (CAS), 3-6, 3-8, 3-46,

5-59, 7-1, 10-24
Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASIO, 3-8,

3-46, 6-33, B-1
cost accounting systems, 3-7, 5-32
cost analysis, 1-3, 1-9, 	 1-10, 1-33, 2-8, 2-9, 2-16,

3-3, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-43, 3-44, 4-1, 8-26, 9-27,
11-1,	 11-2,	 11-4,	 11-5,	 12-8,	 13-10, 17-3, 17-4,
17-5, 17-7, B-3

cost analysis reports, 4-1, 8-25, 8-26
cost-based prices, 3-3, 3-11, 11-3
cost (CR) contract, 1-29
cost data

see cost or pricing data
cost estimating, 3-10 through 3-14, 3-44, 10-27,

11-6, 12-7, B-4
cost estimating relationships (CERs), 2-9, 3-32,

3-33, 3-34, 14-5, D-31 through D-41

cost incurred, 13-4
cost models, 3 33, 3-34
cost or pricing data, 1-9, 1-12, 2S, 2-10, 2-11,

2-16, 2-17, 3-14, 3-15, 3-35, 336, 3-13 through
3-46, 6-17, 6-18, 8-15, 9-3, 9 25, 10-13, 11-2,
114, 11-5. 12-7, 12-8, 13-2, 13 4, 16-6, 16-8,
11-4,13-4

cost overrun, 13 4
cost-plus-award-fee (Cl'AF) contract, 1-25, 1-26
cost-plus fixed-fee (CPFF) contract, 1-12, 1-26,

1-27, 1,28
cost-plus-incentive-fee (CP1F) contract, 1-22,

1-23, 1-24
cost-plus-percentage-of-cost (CPPC) contracting,

3-3
cost-plus theory of price, 3-3
cost principles, 3-5, 3-46 through 3-48
cost reimbursement contract, 1-10, 1-11, 3-5,

3-6, 11-2,13-4
cost risk, 4-11 through 4-14
cost sharing, 1-29
cumulative average (Northrop) theory, 3-30, 1-6
currency of data, 16-7

- 1)-

data, 9-29 through 9-35, 11-6, 16-1 through 16-8
DCAA Form 1, 10-16
OD Form 1423, Contract Data Requirements

List, 9-29 through 9-36
DD Form 1547, Weighted GuidelineRPrnfitlFee

Objective, 4-17, 8-32
DD Form 1597, Contract Close-out Check List,

10-15
DD Form 1861, Contract.	 ies Capital and

Cost of Money, 4 14
DD Form 1921-1, Functioniil Cost .11(

10-28
DD Form 1921-3, Plant-Wide Data Report, 10-28
defective pricing, 3-46, 10-13, 11-4,13-4
Defense Contract. Audit. Agency (DCAA), 3-15,

3 28, 6 33, 7-2, 10-14
delivery rate, 9-21
descriptive statistics, 3-15
detailed estimating, 3-12
direct, costs, 3-5, 4-7, 5-I through 5-67, 6-2, 3.4
direct labor hour analysis, D 41, D.42
direct materials, 3-52, 5-I, 5-2
disclosure statements, 10-24
discounts, 13-8, 14-4, 17-2,13.4
disputes, 10-4
documenting a negotiation, 18-6
documenting price analysis, 2-16, 8 . 19, 8-

8-21, 18-5
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4-20

DoD FAR Supplement
	

1-1, 1-3, 4-2,
4-5, 11-1, 12-1, 16-8

dollar value, 3-48, 13-2, 17-1, 17-3, 17-4

- E -

economic price adjustment, 1-21, 1-22, B-4
effective competition, 2-2, 2-11, 17-5
effective price competition, 1-33, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7,

2-10, 3-3, 8-4, 11-2, 17-5
Energy Information Administration, E-13, E-14
engineering labor, 4-5, 5-46 through 5-56
engineering overhead, 4-9, 6-8 through 6-11,

6-29
equitable adjustments, 10-3, 10-24
escalation, 13-4
established catalog or market prices, 2-11, 2-12,

2-17, 3-44, 3-45, 9-3, 9-6, 11-4, 12-8, 13-3,
13-6, 13-7, 13-8, 19-4, B-4, B-5, C-1

estimated quantity, 15-5
estimating by comparison, 3-11
estimating techniques, 3-15 through 3-34
evaluating spare parts prices, 9-23
exemption, catalog or market price, 9-2 through

9-10, 12-8, 13-1, 13-2, 13-8, C-1
exemption from submitting cost or pricing data,

12-8, 13-2, 13-3,- 13-5, 17-4, 17-6, 19-3, 13-1,
B-2, C-1

experience curve
see learning curve

extracontractual factors, 1-
eyeballing

see visual analysis

F

facilities, 1-29
facilities capital, 4-14
factfinding, 1-6, 8-8
factory labor, 5-29
factory overhead, 6-26 through 6-29
factors affecting price objectives, 18-3
fair and reasonable price, 1-9, 2-1, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7,

2-8, 2-11, 3-3, 3-6, 3-7, 8-4, 8-19, 9-12, 11-2,
11-4,	 11-5,
16-1, 16-4,

11-6,	 12-1,	 13-6,
18-5, 19-4, B-5

13-7, 13-9, 14-3,

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FA.R1, 1-1, 1-3,
3-5, 3-11, 3-34, 3-35, 3-37, 3-39, 3-40, 4-2,
5-11, 5-59, 5-66, 6-3, 6-4, 6-28, 10-23, 11-1,
1.1-3, /1-4, 11-6, 1.2-1, 12-3, 12-4, 12-5, 12-8,
13-2, 13-6, 13-7, 13-8, 1.3-9, 16-4, 19-3, 19-4,
B-1

Federal excise tax, 5-59, 5-65

fee
see profit or fee

field pricing, 2-16, 3 37, 3-44, 8 6, 16-8,13-5
final cost object	 , &tined,
final overhead rates, 10-10
final pricing, 1-16, l(}-15, 10-16
firm-fixed-price (F'FP) contract, -9, 	 2, 1-13,

2-6, 2-9
fitting a line, 1)-l8 through D-21
fixed-price contract, 1-10, 1-11, 13-5
fixed-price contract with economic adjustmei

1-12
fixed-price contract with redel ern	 tion (FrIt),

1-12, 1-21, 1-30
fixed price incentive (L P1) contra I, 1-16, 1-22,

1-30, 10-17
fixed-price incentive (firm target) WPM

contract, 1-14, 1-26
fixed-price incentive (successive targets) (MS)

contract, 1-12, 1-18
forecasting, 3-21, 3-25 through 3 . 28, 15-7
foreign military sales (FMS), 9.26 through 9-29
formal advertising

see sealed bidding
form, fit, and function, 12-7
formula pricing, 9-15 through 9-2()
forward pricing, 10-9
F-statistic, 3-24
full and open competition

see competition
functional organization, 6-25

gamesmanship, 8-16
General Accounting Office ((lAO), 1 5, 1-8, 3-6,

10-14
general and administrative G& A) ) expense, 3-8,

6 2, 6 - 14 through 6-17, 6-29
general management expenswi, 4•10
general public, 2 11, 2 12, 3-44, 13 6, 13 - 8, 19-3
geographic location; effect of on comparability,

15-3
glo3sary,113-1 through 13-10
"goodness of fit," 3-24
Government catalogs, 2-14
Government estimates, 2-14, 2-16, 2-17, 12-6,

12-7,	 14-5, 14-6, 16-2, B 5
graphic analysis, 7-7 through 7-12, 1)-1 through

D - 11
graphic correlation, 6-22
graphic review, 5-53, 5-54
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historical comparisons or costs, 3-5, 3-10, 5 33,
5-42, 12-7, 14-5, 14-6, 16-1, 16-2

hypothesis testing, 3-23 through 3-25

- I -
identification of data, 3-35, 3-36
imperfect competition, 2-2, 2-6
incentives, B-5
incremental costs, 11-4
incremental funding, B-5
indefinite delivery contract, 1-12
independent cost estimate (ICE), 2-7, 2-12, 12-7
independent development, 4-15
independent research and development and bid

and proposal (IR& D/B&P) costs, 6-30
index numbers, 15-6, 13-5, 0-22 through D-30
indices, 1-21, 1-22, 3-18 through 3-21
indirect cost behavior, 6-19 through 6-23
indirect cost pools, 6-18, 6-19, B-6
indirect cost projections, 6-32, 6-33
indirect costs, 3-5, 3-32, 4-6, 4-7, 6-1 through

6-33, 10-27, B-5
individuality, 8-17
inelastic demand or requirement, 11-2
inflation; effect of on comparability, 15-3
interim price adjustments, 10-12
interorganizational transfers, 5-2, 5-10
intrinsic worth, 14-6
inventory pricing methods, 5-9
inventory position, 3-49
invitation for bids (IFB), 1-9, 12-5, 16-1, 19-1,

B-6

- -

J. H. Williams method, 6-22
"job order" system, 3-9, 3-31, 3-32

- 1-

labor, 5-29 through 5-45
labor base, 6-29
labor estimates, 5-41 through 5-45
labor-hour (L-H) contract, 1-30, 1-31
labor-rate analysis, 3-13, D-41
labor rates, 7-1 through 7-12
labor standards, 5-33 through 5-39, 5-42 through

5-44
law, prices set by

see prices set by law or regulation
learning curve, 3-28 through 3-34, 5-7, 5-40,

5-52, 5-53, 15-9, 13-6, D-42 through D-53
least squares method, 6-22, 6-23, 7-10
letter contract, 1-12, 3-6, B-6

level of effort, 5-53,13-6
life-cycle costs, 12-4, 12.7
limitation of fee. 11-2
logic chart (exemptions), 9-9, 9-10,
log-log -paper, 0-47, 0-48
loss, 1,11
loss situation (ter ' lotions),	 -22

1V1•-

make-or-buy program, 5-12
manpower costs, 6-25, 6-26
manufacturing labor, 4-5 through 4-11
manufacturing overhead, 4-9, 4-10, 6-11 through

6-14
marginal pricing, 11,4
market analysis

see market esearch
market-based pricing, 11-2, 11-4
market data, 11-4, 14-5, 16-1, 16-4, 17 , 2, 136
market factors, 11-3
market forces, 15-2, 18-2
marketplace, 18-4,13 6
market price:;

see established catalog or market prices
market research, 12 1, 12-2,12-3,13-6
market share pricing, 15-10
market surveys, 12-1, 16-4, 13-6
massive terminations, 10-22
material costs, 2-13, 4-4, 4-5, 5-2, 5-3, 5-7, 5-10

through 5-28
material overhead, 5 10, 6-6, 6-7, 6,8
measures of cent ra I endency, 3,15, 3,1(3
measures of vat iahility, 3-16, 3-17
method of Procurement, 12-5, 12 , 6, 12:1, 17-1,

17-2,	 6, aim) :ee
negotiation
sealed bidding

MIL STD-1567A, Work Measurement, 3-4,, 5,39
monitoring indirect costs, 10,27
monopoly, 2-2, 2-3, 11-3,13,7
monopsony, 2-2, 2 , 3, 11-3,13-7
most fa vorcd cuaomer, 13-7

-itclo contracts, 8-14, 8,15
-tiered pricing strategies, 14-4

N

National Technical Information Service, 16-3
negotiating team, 8-6, 8-2)
negotiation,	 1-7,	 1-9,	 111,	 3-2,	 3-6, 3 7, 3-14,

3-47,	 4-2,	 8-12,	 8-19,	 11-7,	 18-1, 18-2, 18-4,
18-6, 19-2, 19-5,13-7

negotiation objective, 8-8, 8-24, 11-7, 19-3, 13-7
negotiation 7,p01,,e;,man, 8-7
new standards, 10-25
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no-cost changes, 10-8
noncompetitive procurement, 2-1, 2-9, 3-43,

11-1, 11-2, 14-6, 17-4, 17-5, 17-6
noncompetitive procurement identification code,

9-22
noncompliance, 10-26
nonrecurring costs (FMS), 9-28
Northrop theory, 3-30, B-6

-0--

obsolescence, 5-6, 10-20
offeror-supplied data, 16-1
oligopoly, 2-2
oligopsony, 2-2, 2-3
options, 10-11, 12-5
other costs, 5-59 through 5-66
other factors, 4-15 through 4-19
overhead, 3-13, 6-2 through 6-18, 6-24 through

6-29, B-5, B-7

- p.-

parametric relationships, 2-7, 3-6, 14-5
partial payment, B-7
perfect competition, 2-2, 11-3
performance evaluation board, 1-26
planning, 12-1 through 12-5, B-1
policy in negotiations, 8-17
postaward pricing actions, 10-1 through 10-28
precedent, 8-18
prediction, 14-1
prenegotiation, 1-9, 2-16, 8-11, 8-12, 8-13, 8-18,

18-4, B-7
preproduction costs, 5-59, 5-60
preservation packaging and packing, 9-21
price, B-7
price analysis, 1-3, 1-4, 1-9, 1-10, 1-32, 2-7, 2-8,

2-9, 2-12, 2-16, 2-17, 3-6, 8-20, 11 . 1, 11-2,
11-4, 11-5, 11-6, 12 . 3, 12-5, 13-1, 13,9, 1310,
14-1 through 14-7, 16-8, 17-1 through 17-6,
18-1, 18-4, 18-5, 19-1, B-7

price analysis report, 8-20, 11-7, 18-5, B,7
price comparison, 2-12, 2-13, 2-17, B-7
price competition, see

adequate price competition
competition

priced bill of materials
see bill of materials

price index numbers
see index numbers

price negotiation, 3-45, 4-2, 4-3, 8-1, 8-4, 8-5, 8-9,
8-12, 8-19, 18-1, 18-6

price negotiation memorandum (PNM), 8-15,
8-20, 8-22, 8-25, 8-27 through 8-33, 10-14,
11-7, 18-6, B-7, B-8

price objectives, 8-12, 8-13, 18- 	 -2, 18-3,
price reasonableness

see reasonilbleness of price
prices set by law or regulation, 3-44, 9-7, 11-4,

13-3, 13-9, 14-4
price standards, 2-4, 3-3
price theory, 2-1, 2-2
pricing arrangements, 1-10, 1-11, -12, 1-31, 2-9,

3-6, 9-22, 13-8
pricing data

see cost or pricing data
pricing information, E-1 through E 16
pricing of changes, 10-3, 10-5 through 10-9
pricing of data items, 9-30
pricing proposal

see Standard Form 1411
pricing specialist, 8-6
primary comparisons, 11-5, 14-2, 14 , 3, 14.5,13-8
probability, 3-21, 3-22,13-8
"process" system, 3.9, 5 32, 5-33
procurement method, .;Ce

method of procurement
negotiation
sealed bidding

procuring contracting officer (PC0), 8,6, 8-7,
8-22

Producer Prices and Price Indexes (Bureau of
Labor Statistics publication), 15-7, 16-3, D-25

producer price index, 14-5, 15-3, 15-4, 16-3, 18-5
production engineering ratio, 5-53
production leadtirnes, 9-2)
productivity, 4-15
product variance, 15-7
profit analysis, 4-1 through 4-20
profit and competition, 4-1, 4-2
profit objective, 2,9, 4-1, 4-2, 4-19, 18-3, 13-8
profit or fee, 1-11, 1-13, 1 , 15, 2-3, 3-3, 4-1, 4-3,

8-27, 10-9, 1V23, 1024, 13-5, 13-8
progress payment, 1343
proposal, 1-5, 1-6, 1-9,3-2
prospective pricing, 1-33, 1-34,1 -8
public, 13-6
Public Law 87-653

see Truth in Ni:Kotiations
published price comparison, 14-4
purchased parts, 5-2, 5-5, 5-20 through 5-24
purchase history, 12-7
purchase request (PR), 2-12, 2-14, 2-15, 12-6,

12-7, 14-5, 14-6, 18-3

- -

quantitative analysis, D , 1 through D-63
quantitative measurement, tools, 3-15 through

3-34
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quantity; effect of on comparability, 15-2
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ratio analysis, 15-8
ratio of business, 3-49
raw materials, 5-2, 5-4, 5-17, 5-18, 5- 19
realism, 2-9, 3-6, 3-7, 15-5
reasonable cost, B-8
reasonableness of price, 1-14, 1-34, 2-3, 2-6, 2-11,

2-12, 3-47, 3-48, 4-1, 11-2, 12-4, 13-10, 14-3,
16-8, 17-4, 19-4

recommendations, 8-24
record of price analysis

see price analysis report
recovery of nonrecurring costs (FMS), 9-28
regression analysis, 3-22, 3-24, 3-25
regulation, prices set by

see prices set by law or regulation
relationships with contractors, 8-17
request for proposals (RFP), 1-9, 2-10, 2 . 11, 8-22,

19-2, B-8
request for quotations (RFQ), 2-10, 8-9
requests for information, 8-23
request for technical proposals, B-9
requirement, 1-9, 2-5, 3-2, 12-3, 12-4, 12-5, 18-2,

18-3
residual inventory, 10-17
restrictive specifications or work statements,

12-3, 12-4, 14-3
retroactive pricing, 1-33, B-9
returns, 10-20
revision of schedules, 10-8
rework, 5-5, 5-41
risk, 4-11 through 4-14, 11-5, 11-6, B-9
round-table estimating, 3-1
royalties, 5-66

-S.--

sampling, 3-22, 3-23, B-9
schedule changes, 10-8
scrap, 3-52, 5-4, 5-6, 5-7, 5-21, 10-20
sealed bidding, 1-6, 1-9, 1-12, 2-5, 2-7, 3-2, 8-1,

11-2, 11-4, 11-7, 19-1, 8-9
secondary comparisons, 11-5, 14-2, 14-3, 14-4,

14-5, B-9
selling expense, 6-31
services labor, 4-5
settlement costs, 10-22
SF

see Standard Form
sharing arrangements, 1-13, 1-15
should-cost analysis, 3-4, 3-53, 11-3, B-9
single source, B-9
small and disadvantaged business, 17-6, 17-7

small purchases, 2, , 11 -
sole source, 13-9
solicitation, see

invitation for bids
request for proposals

sources of Cost or pricing. data, 3-14, 3-15, 16-1
sources of pricing information, 16-1, E-1 through

spare part 2 14, 9 11 through 9-25
special	 t alogs, 9 20
special factors, 4-14 through 4-19
special tooling, 10,20, 10 21
specifications, 1 9, 2 5, 3 2, 12 3, 12-5, 14 :3, I5-2
spoilage, 5-4, 5-6
standard commercial items, 5-14, 11-4
standard costs, 3-5, 3 , 8, 3-9, 3-46, 19-3,13-9
Standard Form (SF) 1411, Contract. Pricing

Proposal Cover Sheet., 3 , 11, 3 , :35 through
3-44, 5-11, 6-2, 6-3, 8=21, 8 . 23, 8-26, 8-27,
9-13, 13-1, 193, 13 3

Standard Form (SF) 1412, Claim for Exemption
From Submission of Certified Cost or Pricing
Data, 3-35, 9-2 through 9-8, 9 , 25, 13 . 6, 11,7,
19-3

Standard Form (SP) 1435, Settlement Proposal
(inventory Basis), 10.23

Standard Form (SF) 1436, Settlement. Proposal
(Total Cost Basis), 10-23

Standard Form (SF) 1437, Settlement Proposal
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